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Linker Pass-IC.2.2 Linker Pass-IIC.4.1 Absolute loaderPreface“Why learn compilers?” – that is
a question many of our students have asked us in our teaching career. We have given various
answers – sometimes serious, sometimes only partially serious, but here are two quotes which
we like:“If you don’t understand compilers, you can still write programs – you can even be a
competent programmer – but you can’t be a master.”– Hal Abelson, MIT“If you don’t know how
compilers work, then you don’t know how computers work. If you’re not 100% sure whether you
know how compilers work, then you don’t know how they work.”– Steve YeggeThe study of
compilation techniques is integration of many things a Computer Science/Engineering student
learns separately – Data Structures, Algorithms, Theory of Automata and Formal Languages,
machine architecture, even operating systems. The only other CS course which integrates to a
comparable extent is a course on Operating Systems, but there the emphasis is different.There
are several good books on Compilers available to students. Some are highly theoretical and give
limited details of the practical aspects of compiler writing. Some of them are filled with detailed
code of a compiler. They are very difficult to be used as a textbook in an undergraduate
engineering course.The available textbooks represent a spectrum of presentation approach.
Some of the books are voluminious with considerable amount of theoretical material that are
more suitable for those students who have “Compilers” as a research interest. At the other end
of the spectrum are books that contain pages after pages of C code of not only compiler proper,
but compiler-writing tools also, with just sufficient theory. Our book is somewhere between these
extremes in this spectrum and we feel that our book is more suitable for students at Indian
universities.We have tried to strike a balance between Theory and Practice. The full source code
of a compiler is available at .The contents and style of presentation are especially suitable to
Indian students. To enhance the students learning experience, we have given a Glossary,
Suggestions for Further Reading and Web Resources at the end of almost all chapters.A
distinguishing feature of the book is a detailed introduction to compiler writing tools and GNU
gcc (GNU Compiler Collection), which we believe, provide an excellent platform for those
students who want to take up research in compilation and optimization techniques and
engineers who want to implement compiler for new languages.The chapters are sequenced like
this: After Introduction in Chapter 1, we discuss a complete compiler scheme for a Simple
language in Chapter 2 – A Simple Translator. We then start our discussion of various phases of a
compiler in Chapter 3, where we discuss Lexical Analyzers. In Chapter 4 we explain Syntax
Analyzer at length. Next Syntax Directed Translation is elucilated in Chapter 5. Type Checking,
which has invoked considerable theoretical interest is described in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 details
Run-time Environment. Intermediate Code issues are examined in Chapter 8. In Chapter 9 we
have discussed Code Generation and Machine Dependent Optimization, where we have also
given considerable details about programming of a Floating-point processor for a specific
popular architecture (x86). Chapter 10 deals with Code Optimization issues. We thought it



worthwhile to take an Overview of Processing of Some Languages to Chapter 11, where we
have considered Java, Perl, PROLOG, and FORTH from the processing viewpoint. Finally, in
Chapter 12 we give details of a Project: Compiler for a miniC to conclude the study of
compilers.Three Appendices – Formal Languages and Automata, Assemblers and MACRO
Processors and Linkers and Loaders provide the essential background material. The fourth
appendix Worked-out Problems gives several problems with solutions.A Bibliography and an
Index given at the end should help locating reading material.There is enough material for a 40 to
45 1-hour lecture course at the undergraduate level.1IntroductionWhat you will learn in this
chapterWhich languages are we talking about?Translation processVarious schemes of
TranslationTypes of CompilersWhy are High Level languages so heavily used?What does a
compiler actually do?Phases of a compilerTheoretical viewpoint regarding a compilerKey
WordsHigh Level language, bytecode, translation, compilers, phases, interpreters1.1
LanguagesIf you think a little about how our world operates, you will realize that animate and
inanimate objects interact by sending messages to one another. These messages take various
forms. For example, a honeybee communicates the location of a source of juices to other
honeybees by a kind of “dance”. We human beings “talk” with one another or send written or
electronic messages. You “talk” to (as distinct from via) your mobile phone by pressing various
buttons and reading the display. In that case, your pressing the phone buttons is called
commands or requests, but still, in a general sense they are messages.All messages are
expressed in some language, and usually there is a protocol (rules of communicating) for any
situation where such messages are exchanged. For example, when someone calls Siddhartha
on his phone, protocol requires that he says, “Hello, Siddhartha speaking”.Various races of
human beings have developed a number of languages for communication over thousands of
years, such as Sanskrit, Farasi, Chinese, English, French, Tamil, Telugu, Hindi, Eskimo, Swahili,
etc., in fact a few thousands of them. These are all called Natural languages, as they were
developed during the natural evolution of human races.When the era of computers and
computer-like devices started during 1940s, a need arose for communicating with the computing
machines. Most of the communication was in the form of commands or requests to do some
work or job. As the machines “understood” only very elementary commands (“add number x to
number y and put the result in a store called z”) rather than jobs of even mild complexity (“solve
the quadratic equation ax2 + bx + c, given a, b and c”), it was necessary to supply a complete
sequence of elementary commands, specifying how a particular job was to be done. A
sequence of commands is called a program. This necessitated developing and defining the so-
called programming languages.During the early days of computer evolution, the only language a
computing machine could follow was its binary command language (as most, though not all,
machines were built using binary logic elements – called gates and flip-flops). This binary
language was extremely terse, difficult to use and error-prone. With development of technology,
it was found that programming can be done in languages more approachable for humans, but
this entailed a price. If we call the language understood directly by a machine as M and the



language more desirable from human viewpoint for specification of a computing job as L, then
there should be a method available to translate a code in L to a code in M. Who would do this
work? In fact, in the old days of the computer era, we understand that in some countries like
Russia, this work was done by human clerks, called (aptly) “translators”. In the computer field,
there are several interesting adages, one of them is: Let the computer do the dirty work. So, why
not make the computer do the translation from L to M? The question is how can a computer
machine, which does not “understand” any language other than its own command or machine
language, translate from L (a language it does not understand) to M (a language it
understands)? If you do not know Chinese, but know English, can you translate from Chinese to
English?This seemingly impossible work is made possible by using certain properties of the
programming languages. Unlike the natural languages, the programming languages have a very
restricted structure. Almost “blind” (i.e. mechanical) replacement for various words or constructs
in a human approachable programming language like L, by a corresponding construct in M, is
possible. This mechanical work can be performed by a computing machine.This is a very brief
account of translation process. For slightly more details read the rest of this chapter, and a still
fuller account is given in this whole book.A systematic study of both programming and natural
languages requires that mathematical or formal models of various types of languages be
defined. The languages which define such models are called Formal languages. In order to
capture the essence of a language and allow mathematical manipulations, these formal
languages look somewhat different from our day-to-day sense of a language. Appendix A on
“Theory of Automata and Formal Languages” gives a detailed discussion of this topic.Some
years back, pioneering linguistics researcher, Noam Chomsky, set upon the task of translating a
document written in one natural language, say Japanese, into a corresponding document in
another, say English. While trying to develop the algorithms to do this difficult job, he studied the
nature of various types of languages. A summary of his main findings are given in Appendix A,
as Chomsky's Hierarchy of languages.In this book, we concentrate only on translation of
programming languages, taking models from formal languages where required.A computer
professional may come across several types of programming languages. The following sections
details majority of them.1.1.1 Machine LanguageThe binary machine code is one which the
computer hardware “understands” is able to interpret for execution. A machine language
program consists of instructions in binary digits, i.e. bits 0 and 1.The machine instructions of
modern computers consist of one or more bytes – group of eight bits. For example, some typical
binary instructions for 8086 CPU chip are:binary code Mnemonic opcode instr length
(bytes)11111000 clc 100000000 11000001 add a1, c1 2Obviously, if one has to
program in such a language, it is going to be very tedious, time-consuming and error-prone.
Another difficulty would be while loading such a binary program from our paper to the memory of
the computer.In the old days of computer technology, the initial boot program (IPL), which loads
a operating system from some auxiliary memory to the main memory, was required to be keyed-
in via console (binary) key switches. The operator would have to remember the binary code for



the few instructions of the IPL and painstakingly key them in.1.1.2
HexAbsoluteLoaderLanguageThe above difficulty was overcome to some extent, by writing a
Hex loader program in machine language, which could read ASCII representation of the
machine instructions in hexadecimal. For example, the above two instructions would look like: F8
and 00 C1, respectively. Generally, such a loader program accepted program to be loaded in the
format:<load address> <length> <bytes to be loaded> <check-sum>000C200 50
4F34 ... ... ... 87E3This was still a far cry from a human-friendly programming language.1.1.3
Assembly LanguageThe earliest attempt at providing a somewhat human approachable
programming environment was in the form of assembly language and its translator, called an
assembler. An assembly language provided:mnemonic op-codes – the programmer need not
remember binary or hex op-codes;symbolic operands – the programmer need not keep track of
the absolute memory addresses where various quantities in his program resides;address
arithmetic – programmer can express addresses as displacements with reference to some
declared symbols;data declaration – predefined data (initialized data) can be declared;memory
reservation – working memory areas can be reserved and named.For many years, even major
applications were written in assembly language, extended by the macro assembly language
(Section 1.1.4). Even today it is used as a step in translating High Level languages and also
where hardware-specific code is needed, for example, in operating systems. Because each
family of CPU has different instruction set, there is an assembly language (and a corresponding
assembler) for each such CPU family. Thus, an assembly language reflects the architecture and
Instruction Set of the computer for which it is designed.1.1.4 Macro Assembly LanguageWith
some experience of programming in an assembly language, programmers found that most of
the time they are using repetition of basically same or similar code sequences. For example,
summing up an array of numbers may be required as a commonly used operation. In a macro
language, such sequences can be defined as a macro and be given an identifier. Once this is
done, wherever in the remaining code one wants to insert the code, only the macro name need
be specified.Macro assembly language largely removed drudgery from programming. IBM
“Autocoder” was once a much used such macro language.1.1.5 Intermediate or
ByteCodeByteCode represents the “machine language” of a phantom or virtual computing
machine. It is used as an intermediate representation of a program, keeping only the most
essential features of the program. For example, compiler translates your myprog.java source
code into myprog.class file which contain bytecodes.1.1.6 High Level LanguageA High Level
language (HLL) looks more like a natural language than a machine or assembly language. An
HLL is characterized by the following:It consists of statements, which specify steps of
computation, in contrast to machine instructions in assembly languages.Statements are made
up of language atoms – numbers, characters, text strings, function calls, etc.Usually, four types
of statements are available:Declarative: declares existence of certain entities having specified
properties;Definition: gives definitions of user-defined entities;Imperative: specifies commands
to be passed on to the execution agent (usually a CPU) – one very common imperative being an



assignment;Assignment: specifies some computation to be done and assignment of resulting
value to an entity;Control: determines the order in which statements are executed, generally by
checking the current state of some entities;Structured programming and modularity are
generally emphasized.Libraries of precompiled and tested modules are available for
computation over diverse fields.Designed for easy debugging, code modification and code
extension.C, C++, Java and Ada are examples of HLL.1.1.7 Very High Level LanguageAs
advantages of HLL languages were realized (see Section 1.1.8), very High Level language
(VHLL) was developed, especially for some specific application areas or computational needs.
Apart from carrying forward the facilities generally available in a typical HLL, additional language
facilities are seen in such languages. For example,PROLOG is a language for computation
based on formal logic and specifically Horn clause. It is a declarative language for logic
programming as opposed to procedural languages such as C or Java. It declares the data
elements and relationships between them. Its basic action is to automatically search for a
combination of values of specified entities to satisfy some logic expression. It does not depend
upon step-by-step algorithms as we normally encounter.The programming languages for
simulation package like MATLAB or statistical package like R are VHLL. They are object-
oriented languages.Haskell is a Functional programming language.Perl and Python can also be
called VHLL, as they use higher level objects such as lists, array and dictionaries directly. For
example, a simple statement in Perl,@evens = map {$_ if $_ % 2 == 0} (0...100);will assign a list
consisting of all the even values between 0 and 100 to array @even. The iteration over an array
of integers 0 to 100 is handled automatically as a part of the map function.The METAFONT
language developed by Prof. Donald Knuth, as a part of his TEXsystem to design fonts, is a
VHLL. It automatically solves simultaneous equations to obtain co-ordinate values from known
points.1.1.8 Why High Level Language?Readability: An HLL will allow programs to be written
that look similar to a text description of the underlying algorithms. If some care is taken, the
program can become self-documenting.Portability: Though an ideal only partially achieved, HLL,
being mostly machine independent, can be used for developing portable software. The same
source code can be used on different families of machines, only thing needed is that the code
has to be compiled on each type of machine separately.Productivity: Due to the brevity of
expression in HLL for a given algorithm, the programmer's productivity increases. A rule of
thumb used in software industry is that a programmer is expected to deliver 50 lines/day of
tested and debugged code in any implementation language. Processing specified by 50 lines of
code in C will be much higher compared to 50 lines of assembly code. Naturally, the higher the
level of the language of the code, higher will be the programmer's productivity.Debugging ease:
As the statements implementing the algorithms have logical meaning, finding and removing
errors (debugging) are much more easier. Structured control constructs, if used in a proper way,
also helps in debugging. Some HLL provide object-oriented programming facilities which further
enhances debugging ease, modularity and code reuse.Modularity: The complete application
development work can be divided into modules. This aids team work and also leads to code



reuse, which saves considerable effort in code development.Optimization: Most of the good
compilers provide, as option, optimized code. This executable code is comparable to what a
human expert would deliver if he is using an assembly language.Generality: An HLL generally
allows writing of code for a wide variety of applications, thus obviating a need for the
programmer of becoming expert in many different languages.Error detection: An HLL compiler
can detect several types of programmer errors, e.g. using a real variable as an integer, or not
passing enough number of call arguments to a function. Also, a good compiler can give
warnings for doubtful but syntactically correct code. Such warnings many times lead to detection
of logical errors in the code, which a compiler is normally not expected to detect.The HLL was
developed during the 1950s to till today. Many of the HLLs are related to some others, and this
relationship is called the genealogy of the programming languages (see Fig. 1.1).Fig. 1.1
Genealogy of programming languagesNote: The vertical axis in years is approximate only. Even
though a language may be related or derived from some others, it does not mean that their run-
time environments are comparable.1.2 Translation ProcessA programming language translator
takes a source code written in one language and generates an output code in the target
language, for later execution on some execution agent. Sometimes, the output is further
processed by another translator to a second target language (see Fig. 1.2).Fig. 1.2 What does a
translator do?Note: One important requirement – the algorithm specified by the source code
should remain intact across the translation, i.e. the target code must specify exactly the same
algorithm.1.3 Translation Schemes1.3.1 T-diagramMost of the translation schemes accept some
input code in a specified source language, translates it using a program which is written in its
implementation language and generates an output in a specified target language, as shown in
Fig. 1.2. The translation program itself works on some specified system – a combination of
hardware and operating system software. To depict this arrangement in a compact way, the so-
called T-diagrams are traditionally used. A general T-diagram is shown in Fig. 1.3. The arrow
over the middle upper box indicates the direction of information processing. Sometimes, we may
have to extend this symbolism by adding more components such as, e.g., the hardware platform
on which the translator will work. In that case one more box will be added below the middle lower
box.Fig. 1.3 A T-diagram1.3.2 AssemblerAn assembler translates an assembly language source
code to executable or almost executable (object) code (see Fig. 1.4).Fig. 1.4 T-diagram of an
assemblerBasic operation in an assembler is the replacement of symbolic information by
numeric (binary or hex) information. It does this by help of two tables – one fixed – op-code table
– and the other built-up when the source is read and analyzed – symbol table. The assembler
will create and use a Symbol Table to keep track of the identifiers used in the source code.An
assembler is generally used as one of the steps in a typical modern compiler. For further details,
see Appendix B, “Assemblers and Macro processors”.1.3.3 Macro AssemblerThough it is also
loosely called Macro processor, there is some difference in meaning. A macro processor is any
program which accepts macro definitions in some macro language and provides for macro
expansions or substitutions. It could be a stand-alone system like M4 macro processor used



heavily in UNIX/Linux systems, or it could be a part, as an additional layer of facility, of other
software – text editors, spreadsheets, compiler, etc.On the other hand, macro assembler is a
macro processor integrated into an assembler. It is an assembler with built-in macro facility. For
further details, see Appendix B, “Assemblers and Macro Processors”.1.3.4 InterpreterAn
interpreter accepts a source code as input and immediately executes it. It performs analysis of
each statement in the source code to find its meaning and performs those specified operations,
using the operating system and hardware platform on which it is based (Fig. 1.5).Fig. 1.5 A
simplified view of an interpreterThere is statement by statement processing of the source code,
but there is no one-time translation of the whole source code. Each time a statement needs
execution, it has to be processed afresh. This takes time, of course, and shows up as slower
execution compared with a compiled program. How much slower? It could be as slow as 5 to
100 times, depending upon the source language and implementation details.For example,
consider a small script segment in shell-script – an interpreted, scripting language for the shell of
UNIX/Linux systems:for f in *.cdo grep -n “function” $fdoneThis script segment considers all files
in current directory, having file name extension ‘. c’, one by one, and prints all the lines in each of
them which have the word “function” in it. Every time the for statement is executed, it is analyzed
afresh to find its “meaning”, similarly for the grep statement etc.1.3.5 Load-and-Go SchemeA
substantial use of an HLL is in “one time” programs which are required to be written and
checked out quickly as there is an immediate but short-term need for that program. Also,
students’ programs are for learning the HLL language and programming techniques rather than
long-term or commercial use. In such situations, a Load-and-Go scheme will be desirable. In
such an arrangement, the text editor via which a program is developed and the compiler (or
interpreter) are integrated in one package. The user types in his/her program using the built-in
editor and the program is immediately translated and executed. A considerable simplification in
the compiler and Linker takes place as the user program will be always loaded at a fixed location
in the memory. The required function library is also in a fixed place, which makes the linking
operation easy (see Fig. 1.6).Fig. 1.6 Load-and-Go schemeAdvantages: Simpler compiler and
linker, fast turn-around on experimental programs, easier to debug.Disadvantages: Useful only
for small programs, usually limited to a single source file. Library extension is almost impossible.
Code optimization is not present due to need for keeping the compiler simple and small.Similar
scheme is implemented for Perl and Python script processors, as shown in Fig. 1.7.Fig. 1.7 Perl
and Python Load-and-Go1.3.6 CompilerA compiler takes a source code in an HLL as input and
generates either a machine code executable or an object code for subsequent linking and
execution (Fig. 1.8).Fig. 1.8 A simplified view of a compilerThere are several types of
compilers.One-pass compilers: The compiler completes all its processing while scanning the
source code only once. It has advantage of simpler and faster compiler, but it cannot do some of
the sophisticated optimization. In the old days, the main memories were relatively small (a few
hundred kilobytes of memory was considered a luxury) and the intermediate outputs during
translation were stored on magnetic tapes. In modern times, high-speed hard-disk drives and



much larger memories are norms, and distinction between one- and multi-pass compilers is
dimming.Multi-pass compilers: The compiler scans the source code several times to complete
the translation. This allows for much better optimization. It also takes care of some quirks of the
HLL being handled. For example, consider the following three statements in FORTRAN:DO 11 I
= 1, 10DO11I = 1,10DO 11 I = 1. 10The first and the second statements mean exactly the same
thing, because in FORTRAN spaces are simply ignored, they do not have any role in separating
out atoms of the language. Now look at the third statement, it has only one character different
from the first two, but the meaning is very much different. While the first and second statements
were header of a DO-loop, the third is an assignment statement. Thus after the FORTRAN
compiler detects a ‘,’ between ‘1’ and ‘10’, it will have to go back and re-scan from beginning to
separate out the atoms ‘DO’ ‘11’ I ‘=’, which it need not do if the character between ‘1’ and ‘10’
were ‘.’. In that case, the atoms would be ‘DO11I (a valid identifier)’ ‘=’ ‘1.10’.Load-and-Go
compiler: We have already discussed this in Section. 1.3.5.Optimizing compilers: They contain
provisions for target code optimization, so that it is efficient in terms of execution speed and
memory usage. Almost all modern compilers do have such facility, generally as a number of
options.Just-in-time compiler: Used by Java and by Microsoft .Net's Common Intermediate
Language (CIL). Here, an application is supplied as bytecode, which is subsequently compiled
to machine code of the platform just prior to execution.1.3.7 What Does a Compiler Do?To
summarize what we have discussed till now about a compiler, we note that a compiler (see Fig.
1.9):Translates a user program in one language L1 into a program in another language L2.It is a
large set of programs, with several modules.L1 (source) is usually a High Level language like C,
C++ or Java.L2 (target) is usually a form of the binary machine language.L2 is not a pure
machine language, because two further operations Linking and Loading are needed before the
program is in executable form. For a detailed discussion of Linking and Loading operations, see
Appendix C “Linkers and Loaders”.It consists of several steps or phasesFig. 1.9 A compiler in
action1.4 Theoretical ViewpointBefore we go ahead with knowing more details about a compiler,
it is worthwhile to know what the formal language and automata theory have to say about a
compiler. A more substantial account is given in Appendix A, but here we have bare
minimum.1.4.1 Acceptor and CompilerIn formal language theory, a compiler is simply an
acceptor, which reads input strings and outputs “Yes” or “No”, depending upon whether a string
is in language L1 or not (see Fig. 1.10).Fig. 1.10 Compiler as an acceptorA compiler is useless if
it does not point out errors. (Yes, but which errors?) A real compiler does this by typing out
errors! It also translates from L1 to L2, but the acceptance function is still the most important.
What will you do with a program which is not correct according to the syntax of the source
language?It tells you whether your program adheres STRICTLY to the rules of a particular
language. These rules are given as a grammar and a compiler represents this grammar.1.5
Phases of a CompilerMost of the modern compilers have the following phases:Pre-processing:
Usually, this phase is implemented as a macro processor, with its own macro language. It
provides for file inclusion, conditional compilation control of segments of the source code,



definition of literals, “pragma” commands to the compiler, etc.Lexical analysis: (Scanner) –
checks for correct use of the input character set, identifies language atoms and tags them as the
type of atom, e.g. NUMBER, IDENTIFIER, OPERATION.Syntax analysis: (Parser) – processes
output of the Scanner, detects syntactic constructs and types of statements, generates a parse
tree.Semantic analysis: (Mapper) – processes the parse trees, detects the “meaning” of
statements and generates an intermediate code.Code Generation: Processes the intermediate
code to generate the “machine code” for the target machine. Or alternately, works as pseudo-
code interpreter to execute the intermediate code directly (e.g. Perl, Java, Python). In that case it
may be called a Virtual Machine (VM).Error checking: (Spread throughout the compiler) –
various kinds of error checking, appropriate for a particular phase, are done in each
phase.Optimization: (Spread among several phases) – two kinds of optimizations are done –
machine-dependent and machine-independent.A compiler can also be thought of as divided
into two logical parts (see Fig. 1.11):Fig. 1.11 Front- and back-end of a compilerFront-end of
compiler: Consisting of pre-processing, lexical, syntax and semantic phases. This is the part
which does the analysis of the input code.Back-end of compiler: Code generation, Optimization
phases. This is the part which does the synthesis of the output or target code.On the basis of
this concept of two parts of a compiler, we can envision several situations for a compiler
development project. We may be required to develop compilers for:single source language,
single target language (1 × 1);multi-source language, single target language (m × 1);single
source language, multi-target language (1 × n);multi-source language, multi-target language (m
× n).In the 1 × 1 case, we need to develop only one compiler, with one front-end and one back-
end. For cases m × 1 and 1 × n, we have to develop m and n compilers, respectively. Instead, we
really need to develop only m front-ends and one back-end for m × 1 case. Similarly, we really
need to develop one front-end and only n back-end for 1 × n case (see Fig. 1.12).Fig. 1.12
Multiple source, single target (m × 1) and single source, multi-target (1 × n) cases. L Source
language, C Compiler, P ProcessorThe real impact of this idea will be realized in the case of m ×
n, as shown in Fig. 1.13. Instead of developing m × n compilers, we need to develop only m front-
ends and n back-ends, to fabricate a total of m × n compilers.Fig. 1.13 Multi-source, multi-target
case (m × n). CF Compiler front-end, CB Compiler back-endAn example of implementation of
this idea is the GNU C compiler, some preliminary details of which are given in Section 1.7.1.6 A
More Detailed Look at Phases of a CompilerWe have already seen that a compiler has the
following phases:Pre-processingScanner – Lexical AnalysisParser – Syntax AnalysisMapper –
Semantic AnalysisCode GenerationAssemblerOptimization (spread over several phases)Error
Checking (spread over several phases)A compiler generates intermediate files between these
phases, to communicate output of one phase as input to the next (see Fig. 1.14).We now
discuss each phase of a compiler in some details.Fig. 1.14 Phases of a compiler and
intermediate outputs1.6.1 Lexical Analyzer - ScannerDoes lexical analysis, by doing the
following:Analyze individual character sequences and find language tokens, like NUMBER,
IDENTIFIER, OPERATOR, etc. Usually, these tokens are internally denoted by small integers,



e.g. 257 for NUMBER, 258 for IDENTIFIER, 259 for OPERATOR, etc.Send a stream of pairs
(token-type, value) for each language construct, to the Parser.Lexical tokens are generally
defined as regular expressions (RE), for example:NUMBER = [+ |−]d*[.]d+Usually based on a
finite-state machine (FSM) model.Fig. 1.15 A finite-state machine for example ScannerRefer to
Appendix A for more details. Figure 1.15 shows FSM for the example RE given above.See the
example lexical analyzer code scanner.c given below./*----------------scanner.c--------------*/
#include <ctype.h>#include <stdio.h>#define TRUE 1#define FALSE 0int token;next(){ token
= getchar();}error(char *s){ printf(“\n error: %s \n”, s); for(next(); token != ‘\n’; next());}func0(){
next(); if(isdigit(token)) func2(); else { if((token == ‘+’) || (token == ‘-’)) func1(); else {
if(token == ‘.’) func3(); else error(“NAN”); } }}func1(){ next();
if(isdigit(token)) func2(); else { if(token == ‘.’) func3(); else error(“Digit or .
expected”); }}func2(){ next(); if(isdigit(token)) func2(); else { if(token == ‘.’) func4();
else func5(); }}func3(){ next(); if(isdigit(token)) func4(); else error(“Digit expected”);}
func4(){ next(); if(isdigit(token)) func4(); else func5();}func5(){ if(token == ‘\n’) {
printf(“\nNUMBER\n”); } else error(“invalid”);} main(){ while(1){ func0(); }}This Scanner
code is for the finite-state machine shown in Fig. 1.15.1.6.2 SyntaxAnalyzer – ParserDoes
syntax analysis, by doing the following:Analyze the stream of (tokens, value) pairs and find
language syntactic constructs, like ASSIGNMENT, IF-THEN-ELSE, WHILE, FOR, etc.Make a
syntax tree for each identified construct.Detect syntax errors while doing the above.Most of the
programming languages are designed to be context-free languages (CFL). A pushdown
automaton, i.e. an FSM + stack is an acceptor for these types of languages. See Appendix A for
details.Consider the following example grammar:S –> E#E –> T { + T }T –> F { * F }F –> 1p E rp |
nThis grammar generates a language consisting of arithmetic expressions liken n+n n*n n+n*n
n*n+n (n+n)*n (n+n)*(n+n) … …where ‘n’ represents a number token and ‘lp’and ‘rp’,
respectively, represent left and right parentheses tokens coming from the Scanner.The code for
a simplified example parser, parser.c, for the above grammar is given below. This type of parser
is called a recursive-descent parser, whose design is discussed in Chapter 4./*--------------
parser.c----------------------*/#include <stdio.h>#include <string.h>int err, t;char str[82];error(int i){
err = 1; printf(“error number %d\n”, i); mungetc(); while(mgetch() != ‘\n’); mungetc();}
nextsymbol(){ int c; c = mgetch(); mungetc(); return(c);}pE(){ pT(); while(nextsymbol() == ‘+’)
{ pplus(); pT(); }}pT(){ pF(); while(nextsymbol() == ‘*’) { past(); pF(); }}pF(){
switch(nextsymbol()) { case ‘(’:{ p1p(); pE(); prp(); break; } case ‘a’:{ pa(); break;
} default: error(10); }}pa(){ if(symbol)) != ‘a’) error(1);}p1p(){ if(symbol() != ‘(’) error(2);}
prp(){ if(symbol() != ‘)’) error(3);}pplus(){ if(symbol() != ‘+’) error(4);}past(){ if(symbol)) != ‘*’)
error(5);}symbol(){ int c; c = mgetch(); return(c);}mgetch(){ char c; t++; c = str[t]; return) (c >=
‘a’ & & c <= ‘z’)?’a’:c);}mungetc(){ t--;}main(){ int c; while(1) { err = 0; t = -1;
fgets(str,82,stdin); printf(“\n%s”, str); pE(); c = mgetch(); if(c == ‘\n’) { if(!err) {
printf(“\n ACCEPTED\n”); } else { printf(“\n REJECTED\n”); t = -1;
fgets(str,82,stdin); printf(“\n%s”, str); err = 0; } } }}Note that this



simplified parser does not generate the syntax tree, it only detects correctness of syntax.1.6.3
Semantic Analyzer – MapperIt converts or maps syntax trees for each construct into a sequence
of intermediate language statements.For example, source:d = a * (b + c);The syntax tree
generated by the Parser may look like as shown in Fig. 1.16.Fig. 1.16 A syntax tree for example
statementThe (unoptimized) intermediate language code may look likeload badd cstore t1load
amult t1store t2load t2store d1.6.4 Code Generation and Machine-dependent
OptimizationFrom the intermediate code, assembly language statements can be generated.
Instead of temporaries (t1, t2, etc.) in memory, CPU registers may be assigned.Code
OptimizationIn the example intermediate code, several possibilities are there:unnecessary
stores and loadssequence of statementsA better intermediate code could be:load badd cmult
astore d1.6.5 OptimizationWhat we have done above is Optimization. There are two types of
optimization – machine-independent and machine-dependent optimizations. There are several
possibilities of optimization:register allocation,taking invariant code outside loops,operator rank
reduction (e.g. add instead of mult),constant expression calculation (e.g. a = 3.142 * 56, RHS
done at compile time),removal of dead code,rolling out a loop, etc.Several types and levels of
optimization are available in GNU C compiler, as briefly indicated in Section. 1.7.1.6.6 How to
Develop Optimized Code?First get your code working completely error-free without any
optimization.You should put the code to be optimized (i.e. most time-consuming functions) in a
separate source file.Be aware of general nature of the optimization (code changes) introduced
by different switches.Start with lowest level of optimization (-O only), get the assembly output
(use -S switch).Carefully inspect it; does it do your job still, the way you wanted?If yes, apply
next higher level of optimization and repeat.1.7 A Real-life Compiler – gccThe GNU C compiler
gcc is arguably the best compiler available for C language. In fact it is a suite of compilers, as the
package contains g++ − a compiler for C++, and facilities to compile other languages like
Objective-C and Objective-C++, FORTRAN in both fixed form and free form (i.e. F90 and F95
versions), ADA, Java. It can handle different dialects of C.It is also able to generate executable
code for the following CPU families: ARC, ARM, AVR, Darwin, DEC Alpha, HPPA, i386 and
x86-64, IA-64, Motorola M680x0, MIPS, PDP-11, PowerPC, RS/6000, S/390, SPARC,
TMS320C3x/C4x and others.Thus, gcc is a good example of the ideas presented in Section
1.5.When you invoke GCC, it normally does pre-processing, compilation, assembly and linking.
The “overall options” allow one to stop this process at an intermediate stage. For example,-c
Compile or assemble the source files, but do not link. The linking stage is not simply done. The
ultimate output is in the form of an object file for each source file.-S Stop after the stage of
compilation proper; do not assemble. The output is in the form of an assembler code file for each
non-assembler input file specified.-E Stop after the pre-processing stage; do not run the
compiler proper. The output is in the form of pre-processed source code, which is sent to the
standard output.-o file Place output in file file.-wall A warning option – displays all possible
warnings, very useful during initial debugging of a code.In fact, gcc has a large complement of
options for warnings, debugging, optimization, pre-processor, linker, assembler and target



machine/language. You should see the man-page of gcc for full details. In general, the
processing steps followed by gcc are:pre-processing (invokes cpp),compilation,assembly
(invokes as), see Fig. 1.17,Fig. 1.17 gcc converts from C to obj using assemblerlinking (invokes
1d), see Fig. 1.18.Fig. 1.18 gcc: The linker converts an obj file to an executableIn gcc, the level of
attempted optimization controlled by −0 and other switches, but you have to be careful, specially
for embedded and Device-driver codes.In the subsequent chapters, we shall refer to GCC for
indicating how relevant phases of a theoretical compiler get implemented in a real-life compiler
suite.1.8 What Do We Mean by “Meaning”?In this chapter and also the rest of the book, we have
used and shall use phrases like: “the machine understands a particular language” or “the
semantic analysis phase of a compiler finds out the meaning of statements of the input code”. It
should be clearly understood that this anthropological (humanlike) characterization of what a
machine is actually doing is for convenience only. The machine does not “understand” the
“meaning” of what you, as a programmer, have specified. Perhaps this humanization of the
machine behaviour comes from fond attachment to one of our most complex creations – a
modern computing machine.Suppose that you have visited Japan, but do not know Japanese
language. Having enough money, you employ a Japanese interpreter, who will help you
translating your work in Japan. You go to a shop with her to buy a few shirts. You convey your
request to the interpreter and she translates it and conveys it to the shopkeeper. Not only the
shopkeeper now knows your request but the interpreter also – she “knows” that you want to buy
shirts. We say she internalizes the meaning of your request.If, on the other hand, you carried
with you an electronic pocket dictionary available now-a-days, which will actually speak out the
Japanese version of input English sentences, that gadget will not “know” what you requested. It
simply converts mechanically, without internalizing the meaning of what you said.Take another
example. Suppose your teacher writes on the black-board the following C statements:x1 = (−b +
sqrt(b * b − 4 * a * c))/(2 * a);x2 = (−b − sqrt(b * b − 4 * a * c))/(2 * a);you will most probably
understand that he is talking about solutions of a quadratic equation ax2 + bx + c, apart from
understanding what actual operations are being specified. To you the statements fit into a larger
set of information. As far as a language translator is concerned, it has function to convert each
on the arithmetical operations such as +, −, *, /sqrt into corresponding actions on the target
machine that is all. It has no notion that these statements are solution of some equations, in fact,
it does not “understand” words like “equation” or “solution”.Thus when we say that a particular
portion of a compiler finds out “meaning” of input code, we only mean that mechanisms to
convert that code to corresponding target language construct is available within the compiler, i.e.
how to specify corresponding actions in the target language. It is designed to detect a certain set
of patterns and map them into another set of patterns. There is no claim that it is able to
“understand” the “meaning” of any of those patterns.Though some amount of success has been
obtained in developing computer programs which find out “meaning” of given text or image input,
this area of computer technology is still at a very nascent stage and definitely not yet included in
the present day language translators.LOOKING FORWARDThis chapter should have given you



an overall idea about a language translator and specifically about a compiler. In the subsequent
chapters, we fill in a lot of details.After going through a step-by-step discussion of a complete
compiler and run-time system for a very simple language in Chapter 2, we shall discuss in
individual chapters each of the phases of a compiler. We shall also discuss some of the
concepts that we have not yet mentioned in this chapter –syntax-directed translation, attribute
grammars, type system, run-time environment, code generation and machine-dependent
optimization, etc.We shall also introduce gradually compiler writing tools such as lex, flex, yacc,
bison, etc. and use them wherever necessary. We have implemented many of the programs
discussed in the subsequent chapters; their C source code is available as mentioned
elsewhere.HISTORICAL NOTESSince the beginning of the computer era, the development of
computer programming languages and their translators have been driven by advances in
hardware technologies on one hand and expectations in terms of range, performance – both
correctness and efficiency — and complexity of applications on the other hand. The introduction
of the following major concepts in programming languages can be linked to development of 1st,
2nd, 3rd and 4th generations of hardware:1940s: Assembly language;1950s: First HLLs:
FORTRAN, LISP and COBOL, also ALGOL-60 report — block structuring, identifier
scopes;1960s: BNF used to specify a programming language grammar, APL, BASIC and PL/I
developed, though APL and PL/I could not become popular;1970s: Simula (first object-oriented
programming language), C (system programming), SmallTalk (OOP), Prolog (logic
programming), ML (type system, functional programming); Structured Programming;1980s: C++
(OO and system programming), ADA (systems programming), in Japan 5th generation language
development, modular programming with parameterized modules, emergence of RISComputers
emphasized compiler orientation in CPU design; Perl and Eiffel developed;1990s and later:
Programmer productivity becomes the driving force — VisualBasic, C# developed; Java (OOP
and built-in garbage collection), Python, Ruby, JavaScript, XML;Current trends: Component-
oriented software development, mechanisms for security and reliability verification in the
language, integration with database, further development of Web languages.See a Wikipedia
article at:O’reilly has published a very interesting language history poster,
see:andEXERCISESMake a list of all the programming languages that you can find and make a
table for them indicating (i) if they are interpreted, compiled or part-compiled, (ii) the platforms
on which available and (iii) application areas in which used. Do not forget languages for pictures
generation (e.g. povray), printing (e.g. postscript), web (e.g. HTML, Javascript), etc. After you
have made this table, compare it with Fig. 1.1.Certain properties of a programming language
may require that the only way to get the code written in it be executed is by interpretation. In
other words, compilation to a native machine code of a traditional CPU is not possible. What are
these properties? Try to investigate in as much detail as you can. [Hint: Consider the way an
interpreter executes a code and the way a compiled program is executed.]Look at source
optimisel.c. Study optimize10.s, optimize100.s, optimize101.s, optimize102.s, optimize103.s,
optimize103s.s. Which of these optimizations will be unacceptable in some applications or



situations?Obtain details of METAFONT and METAPOST languages from Internet and study the
basic objects, operations and functions provided in them.Portability of a program is said to be a
desirable feature made available by an HLL. What issues can arise in making a program truly
portable, i.e. one should be able to compile it and successfully execute it on any family of CPU?
Suresh wrote the following small program in C, to find out execution speed of a particular
CPU:#include <stdio.h>int main(){ int i, a; for(i = 0; i<100000000; i++){ a = 1; }}He compiled it
normally using gcc testopt.c −o testopt, executed it and got a running-time estimate of 0.288 s
on an average. Then he recompiled it with gcc −03 testopt.c −o testopt (i.e. level 3 optimization)
and got a running-time estimate of 0.003 s on an average. Surprised at this large reduction in
time, he obtained the assembly language output for both the versions of translation:#
unoptimizedmain: leal 4(%esp), %ecx andl $−16, %esp pushl -4(%ecx) pushl
%ebp movl %esp, %ebp pushl %ecx subl $16,
%esp#---------------------------------------------- movl $0, −12(%ebp) jmp .L2.L3: movl $1,
-8(%ebp) incl −12(%ebp).L2: cmpl $99999999, −12(%ebp) jle
.L3#---------------------------------------------- addl $16, %esp popl %ecx popl %ebp leal
−4(%ecx), %esp ret# optimizedmain: leal 4(%esp), %ecx andl $−16, %esp pushl
-4(%ecx) pushl %ebp movl %esp, %ebp pushl
%ecx#----------------------------------------------- popl %ecx popl %ebp leal −4(%ecx),
%esp retComparing the two codes he found that the loop forming instructions, marked by two
horizontal lines in the unoptimized code, were completely missing in the optimized code. Also,
the local variables i and a were not created. What was going on?WEB RESOURCESThe
Catalog of Compiler Construction Tools – Freeware and Commercial resources for compiler
writers.GLOSSARYLanguage A systematic means of communicating ideas or feelings by the
use of conventionalized signs, sounds, gestures or marks having understood meanings; the
means by which animals communicate; a formal system of signs and symbols (as FORTRAN or
a calculus in logic) including rules for the formation and transformation of admissible
expressions.Internalize (UK internalize) To accept or absorb an idea, attitude, belief, etc. so that
it becomes part of your character.Code An algorithm expressed in some programming
language.Compiler A language translator which converts an HLL program to the native machine
language of a particular computing machine.Source The input program to a translator.Machine It
is a device to do some job. It can be abstract or actual, and if actual, implemented as a program
(a virtual machine) or as a physical hardware. A machine accepts and executes commands or
instructions.Program A list of commands to some machine, to do a specific job.High-level
Language A language for writing computer programs which looks more like human language
than computer's native machine language and is therefore easier to understand.Target The
language of the machine or system on which the user program will be ultimately executed.Token
The Scanner detects various language atoms in the source code and represents them in the
form of a uniform sized tokens, for ease of processing by the subsequent phases.Phase Part of
processing cycle during which a well-defined transformation of the input is made.Optimization



Systematic attempt by compiler to generate a final output, in the target language, which is a
good approximation to what an experienced programmer of the target language would have
written.Statement A unit of specification of a complete action – which may be declarative or
imperative.Macro An identifier which specifies a portion of code. During macro expansion, a
macro will be replaced by that code. Tip of an iceberg.Meaning The actions, expressed in the
target language, specified by a portion of the source code.Assembly Conversion of an assembly
language program into machine language program.Parser – Syntax analyzer Identifies various
language constructs, which determine the statement types and build the parse tree
representation of the input program.Scanner – Lexical analyzer Identifies various language
atoms, maps them to tokens and passes them on to parser.Formal A representation based on
strict rules for simple, definitive, unambiguous and mathematical description of any
system.Execution Doing the computational work specified by the program.Load-and-Go A
scheme of HLL use, wherein the compiler, source code and the target code all reside in the
machine memory simultaneously.Interpreter An execution agent – which may be a software or
hardware – which seemingly execute an HLL program directly. It usually has to interpret each
statement just before its execution.Syntax The grammatical structure of a program.Instructions
Commands to a computing machine.Debugging Removal of “bugs” – errors – from a
program.Lexical Concerning the way various language atoms are expressed in terms of a
specific character set.Semantic Concerning the meaning of various statements in a
program.Loader A utility program which loads an executable program file on a secondary
storage into the main memory of the machine. Depending upon the platform, it may have to do
certain modifications to the code.Linker A utility program which sets up address links between
various parts and modules of a translated program and also any program libraries to be used.2A
simple TranslatorWhat you will learn in this chapterGrammar of a simple high level languageA
lexical analyzer for that languageA Recursive-descent ParserIntermediate codeHow to generate
code for a target machine?A target virtual machineNeed for optimizationSimulator for the virtual
machineKey Wordssimple, Scanner, parser, RDP, intermediate code, virtual machine, simulator,
optimizationIn this chapter, we discuss a very simple C-like language called simple and its
compiler. Though due to pedagogic necessity the language is kept as simple as possible, it will
illustrate all the significant issues of a compiler construction. Concentration will be on exposing
the compiler writing steps rather than power of the language being compiled. The language can
be extended to some extent, to make it more “practical”.We shall carry our discussion up to and
including code generation. This requires specification of the target language. We have selected
to have a simple target language for a virtual machine, VM1. A real-life processor has a highly
optimized instruction set, which is not suitable for introducing and illustrating basic ideas. Our
virtual machine simulator displays information useful for understanding what is going on inside it
while a program is being executed.2.1 A simple LanguageWe define a simple – but high enough
level – language as an example. At present it contains just sufficient construct to write small
programs, which can be compiled with the compiler we are going to discuss and executed on



the virtual machine VM1. VM1 is a working computer; it is implemented only in software as a C
program and not in silicon. As indicated in Chapter 1, a similar idea is actually used in
programming languages such as Java, Perl and Python.A typical program in simple looks
like:program int a ; let a = 10 ;loop: print (a) ; let a = a – 1 ; if a goto loop ; endThis
program will print numbers 10 to 0, in descending order. Some of the language constructs are
redundant at this stage (e.g. declaration of a variable as an integer), but we may extend this
language “some day” and add floating point quantities, variable list in the print statement,
etc.Note the way we have formed the loop in the above example. There are only two control
statements – if and goto – in this language. There are even no relational operators.To have a
precise specification of the language, we give its grammar below.2.1.1 Grammar of simpleThe
grammar could have been given in Backus-Naur Form (BNF), see Appendix A, but in
anticipation of our discussions about compiler writing tools like yacc, we give the grammar in a
format compatible with yacc input language.In the yacc format, the Non-Terminals or meta-
variables are written as identifiers and the Terminals or meta-literals are written within single
quotes. Alternate productions are separated by vertical bar ‘|’, the non-terminal on LHS is
followed by a colon ‘:’ and the productions for a particular non-terminal are terminated by semi-
colon ‘;’.program : ‘program’ statements ‘end’ ;statements : statement | statements
statement ;statement : basic-statement ‘;’ | label basic-statement ‘;’basic-statement :
assignment | var | if | goto | read | print
;assignment : ‘let’ variable ‘=’ expr ;var : ‘int’ variable ;if : ‘if’ expr statement ;goto :
‘goto’ variable ;read : ‘read’ ‘ (‘ variable ‘)’ ;print : ‘print’ ‘ (‘ number ‘)’ | ‘print’ ‘ (‘ variable ‘)’
;expr : expr ‘+’ term | expr ‘-’ term | term ;term : term ‘*’ factor | term ‘/’ factor | factor
;factor : ‘ (’ expr ‘)’ | variable | number ;label : variable ‘:’ ;variable : char | variable
char | variable digit ;number : ‘+’ unsigned-number | ‘-’ unsigned-number |
unsigned-number ;unsigned-number : digit | unsigned-number digit ; ;char :
‘a’|‘b’|‘c’|‘d’|‘e’|‘f’|‘g’|‘h’|‘i’|‘j’|‘k’|‘l’|‘m’ |‘n’|‘o’|‘p’|‘q’|‘r’|‘s’|‘t’|‘u’|‘v’|‘w’|‘x’|‘y’|‘z’ ;digit :
‘0’|‘1’|‘2’|‘3’|‘4’|‘5’|‘6’|‘7’|‘8’|‘9’ ;op : ‘+’|‘-’|‘*’|‘/’|‘ (‘|’)‘|‘:’|‘=’|‘;’|‘<’|‘>’;A close look at the grammar
will tell you that each statement type starts with a keyword. Such a design simplifies the job of
writing the parser for this language.Note that the grammar does not specify certain semantic
requirements, for example, a valid program in simple should have a label, say, loop given
somewhere, if there is a gotoloop in the program. Similarly, we require that all the variables be
declared before use, the print or read statement cannot have a label as their argument, etc. The
grammar does not specify these things, but a compiler will have to check for such unacceptable
constructs.2.1.2 Target LanguageWe shall now define the target language, i.e. the language
understood by our target machine VM1. Our VM1 is a 32-bit, fixed instruction size, binary
computer. The programmer view of the machine is shown in Fig.2.1Fig. 2.1 A programmer's view
of VM1The following registers are available:A – 32-bit accumulator, leftmost bit is interpreted as
its sign bit. Register no. 0.M – Auxiliary register, leftmost bit is interpreted as its sign bit. Register
no. 4.IP – Instruction pointer, 32-bits, but only lower 16-bits significant at present. Register no.



7.SP – Stack Pointer, 32-bits, but only lower 16-bits significant. Register no. 6.BP – Base Pointer,
32-bits, but only lower 16-bits significant. Register no. 5.IX1 – Index Register 1, 32-bits; Register
no. 1.IX2 – Index Register 2, 32-bits; Register no. 2.IX3 – Index Register 3, 32-bits; Register no.
3.IR – Instruction Register, 32-bits; divided into OP (1-byte), MOD (1-byte) and ADDRS (2-
bytes);holds an instruction being executed.MOD – A part of IR, consisting of m (2-bits), RP (3-
bits), R (3-bits); m determines the addressing mode used:00 – Direct address10 – Indirect w.r.t
RP (the numbered registers R)01 – Indexed w.r.t RP11 – Indirect (indexed w.r.t RP)Some of the
op-codes of VM1 are given in Table 2.1.Table 2.1 Some of the op-codes of VM1Address 0000 is
for an input/output device. LD 0000 will read from the input device and ST 0000 will print to the
output device.2.1.3 Example Program in Machine CodeWe write the example program given
above in the “machine code” of VM1:0100 | 15 0 0 0 000A | Load value 10 in A-reg 1 | 06 0 0 0
0110 | store in a 2 | 06 0 0 0 0000 | display (store in 0) 3 | 05 0 0 0 0110 | load a 4 | 12 0 0 0
1 | subtract 1 5 | 0A 0 0 0 FFFB | Jump if +ve (relative) 6 | FF 0 0 0 0 | Halt0110 | XX X X X X
| value of a stored hereNote that the jump instructions take relative jump, from the current value
in IP.Now we shall discuss in some details the compiler for the simple for the target language of
VM1.2.2 Compiler for SimpleThe compiler will consist of three phases: Scanner, parser and
mapper-cum-code generator. The source codes and sample test data are available
elsewhere.2.2.1 ScannerThe Scanner is “hand-coded” instead of using a Scanner generator like
lex or flex. We first separate out the simple language grammar in two parts – first which will be
used as a specification for writing the Scanner and second, as specification for the parser. This
is a kind of “division of labour” between two parts of the compiler, but it also allows the lexical
aspects of a language to be separated and concentrated, so that, for example, the same
language can be implemented in some other international script like Devanagari.The Scanner-
specific part, what we shall call the “Scanner grammar”, is given below:variable : char |
variable char | variable digit ;number : ‘+’ unsigned-number | ‘-’ unsigned-number
| unsigned-number ;unsigned-number : digit | unsigned-number digit ;char :
‘a’|‘b’|‘c’|‘d’|‘e’|‘f’|‘g’|‘h’|‘i’|‘j’|‘k’|‘l’|‘m’ |‘n’|‘o’|‘p’|‘q’|‘r’|‘s’|‘t’|‘u’|‘v’|‘w’|‘x’|‘y’|‘z’ ;digit :
‘0’|‘1’|‘2’|‘3’|‘4’|‘5’|‘6’|‘7’|‘8’|‘9’ ;op : ‘+’|‘-’|‘*’|‘/’|‘ (‘|’)‘|’:‘|‘=‘|‘;’|‘<’|‘>’;VAR : variable ;NUMBER :
number ;OP : op ;Note that the last three lines of the Scanner grammar indicate the tokens
that will be supplied to the parser for further processing. Also, before a sequence of non-
whitespace characters is detected as a variable and sent to the parser as such, it is compared
with a list of keywords like let, if, etc. and sent to the parser as those keywords.Note that the
decision to detect the keywords at lexical level results in a strict rule for not allowing the
keywords in any other statement in the source code, for example, you cannot use if as a variable
name.The Scanner will have to identify various language atoms and generate corresponding
tokens, which is a one-to-one mapping. For example, the following atom identification should
take place for our example simple program:The corresponding token types are:A token is a pair
(type, value). For the example simple program given above, the token sequence generated by
the Scanner is(265 0) (268 0) (258 0) (259 59) (267 0) (258 0)(259 61) (257 10) (259 59)



(258 1) (259 58) (262 0) (259 40)(258 0) (259 41) (259 59) (267 0) (258 0) (259 61)(258 0)
(259 45) (257 1) (259 59) (260 0) (258 0)(261 0) (258 1) (259 59) (266 0)In our
implementation, the token types have positive integer values greater than 256, to maintain
compatibility with later discussion of yacc. The token type values are declared in the header file
simple.h as:#define BASE 256#define NUMBER BASE+1#define VAR BASE
+2#define OP BASE+3#define IF BASE+4#define GOTO BASE+5#define
PRINT BASE+6#define READ BASE+7#define LABEL BASE+8#define PROG
BASE+9#define END BASE+10#define LET BASE+11#define INT BASE
+12#define MAT BASE+13#define UNDEF 0The tokens are stored as pairs defined by
a structure:struct lexv { int type; union { Symbol *sym; int value; };};Note the union as the token
value – for some token types, for example VAR, we will use its assigned address in the memory
as the value. This address is represented by a pointer to a corresponding node in a symbol
table, formed as a symbol list. The symbol nodes have a structure:typedef struct Symbol{ char
*name; short type; short addrs; struct Symbol *next;} Symbol;Some of the fields in such symbol
nodes will be filled in by later phases of the compiler – the Scanner fills in only name, type and
next.Whenever a variable is detected by the Scanner, a check is made by the function lookup ( )
to see if the identifier is present in the symbol list and if not present, the function install ( ) will
insert it in the list. The algorithm for lookup ( ) is:The algorithm for install ( ) is:The Scanner
algorithm is:2.2.2 ParserThe job of a parser is to identify the syntactic entities in the source
code, build and output the parse tree.For the example simple program, the syntactic units should
be identified as:We have opted for implementing the parser for simple as a recursive-descent
parser (RDP). This relatively simple parser implementation is possible if certain restrictions are
put on the language and its grammar, see Chapter 4 for details.The grammar with which the
parser is concerned is given below:program : PROG statements END ;statements :
statement | statements statement ;statement : basic-statement ‘;’ | label basic-
statement ‘;’ ;basic-statement : assignment | var | if | goto |
read | print ;assignment : LET variable ‘=’ expr ;var : INT variable ;if : IF
expr statement ;goto : GOTO variable ;read : read ‘(’ variable ‘)’ ;print : print ‘(’ number ‘)’
| print ‘(’ variable ‘)’ ;expr : expr ‘+’ term | expr ‘-’ term | term ;term : term ‘*’ factor |
term ‘/’ factor | factor ;factor : ‘(’ expr ‘)’ | VAR | NUMBER ;label : VAR ‘:’ ;Note
that the identifiers written in all capitals are the token types passed on by the Scanner. The
operation symbols like ‘+’ are token values for token type OP. The rest are the meta-variables of
the grammar.The basic idea in an RDP is that:For each NT and T symbols, there is a
corresponding function which will try to check if the source code at a particular stage of
processing can be generated using:if an NT – RHS of productions for that NT;if a T – it confirms
that Terminal symbol.For example, consider the productions for expr:expr : expr ‘+’ term | expr
‘-’ term | term ;The above portion of the grammar is in left-recursive form and needs to be
converted to right-recursive or right-iterative form:expr : term { ‘+’ term } | term { ‘-’ term } |
term ;where the curly brackets ‘{’ and ‘}’ enclose portions which may be repeated one or more



times.The corresponding algorithm pE ( ) looks like this:Here, pT ( ) is the algorithm, similar to
the above, for recognizing all the productions from a term. The pplus ( ) algorithm is:The
algorithms for pminus ( ), and in fact all the Terminal symbols, are similar.Notice the simplicity of
algorithm – there is a one-to-one correspondence between the grammar production and the
algorithm steps. We can write the algorithm almost by inspection.The corresponding C language
implementation should be looked up in the source file simple2.c available elsewhere.Almost the
complete parser is written this way, but two functions need special mention here. The parser
gets its next token by calling the Scanner ( ). There is a bit of complication here – if you look at
the algorithm, for example, for the pE ( ), you will notice that we are checking the nextsymbol in
order to decide if we should go ahead and collect further terms and also if ‘+’ or ‘–’ is to be read
and confirmed. We shall see in Chapter 4 why we need to do this look-ahead. We cannot get the
nextsymbol by requesting Scanner ( ), as the meaning of a look-ahead is that we peep at the
next symbol, but without processing it. Thus, we have a two-position “shifter” coded, which is
initially empty (see Fig.2.2).Fig.2.2 A token shifter used to supply next symbolFor each call to
symbol ( ), a request goes to the Scanner to supply the next token and the shifter is shifted to the
left. The very first call to symbol ( ) results in two calls to the Scanner. A call to nextsymbol ( )
does not result in a call to the Scanner, it simply allows a peep to the nxtsym in the shifter.The
algorithms described till now will just detect the syntax of various statements in the source code.
They will decide if the statements are valid or not. Where is the parse tree expected to be
generated as the output of the parser? In an RDP, it is “invisible”, rather it is in the call tree of
various function that gets created as each statement is being parsed. For example, consider the
following small program.programlet a = 9;endThe corresponding call sequence in the parser
ispPROG |pSTS |pST |pLET -> pvar ->pasg ->pE | pT |
pF | pnumberpsemi <--------------+pENDWhat we are interested in is
an Intermediate form of the code, from which we can easily generate the target code, the parse
tree itself is not of direct interest. On the other hand, the intermediate form should be such that it
facilitates the optimization of the target code and tends to give a clean separation of machine-
independent and machine-dependent portions of the compiler, for the reasons suggested in
Fig.1.13.We define the intermediate form we plan to use in the next section.2.2.3 Intermediate
Form and Semantic PhaseThere are several possible intermediate forms, as will be discussed in
Chapter 8, some of which are tree data structure (Abstract Syntax Tree), a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) and N-tuple, of which two-address code (TAC) is an instance. We use here the two-
address code method.The TAC or 3-tuple is a linear sequence or array of 3-component entries,
each having a structure shown in Fig.2.3.Fig. 2.3 Liner 2-address code aray, called matrixThis
array is called the matrix. The three components have the following significance and use:op –
the “operation” to be doneoprnd 1 – the first “operand”oprnd 2 – the second “operand”Each of
these components is a token. An additional token type is now defined – MAT, which denotes
result obtained when a specific entry is “executed”. The token value for MAT denotes the entry
number.Thus, it is seen that this form of code looks some what like machine code of some



abstract machine. For our example simple program, the intermediate form output is given
below:0: (INT,0) (VAR,0) (,0)1: (LET,0) (VAR,0) (NUMBER,10)2: (LABEL,0) (VAR,1)
(OP,58)3: (PRINT,0) (VAR,0) (,0)4: (OP,45) (VAR,0) (NUMBER,1)5: (LET,0) (VAR,0)
(MAT,4)6: (IF,0) (VAR,0) (,0)7: (GOTO,0) (VAR,1) (,0)8: (FI,0) (,0) (,0)9: (END,0) (,0)
(,0)The meaning of this sequence is:entry 0 op = INT which denotes that an integer is being
declared; oprnd1 = address assigned to variable ‘a’. oprnd2 is unused.entry 1 op = LET which
denotes that an assignment is to be made; oprnd1 is the address of ‘a’; oprnd2 is the RHS value
to be assigned.entry 2 op = LABEL: set a label on this entry, oprnd1 = label ‘loop’.entry 3 op =
PRINT: a value to be printed; oprnd1 = address of ‘a’.entry 4 op = OP, value is ‘–’, i.e. minus
operation; oprnd1 is ‘a’; oprnd2 is number 1. This will execute as a – 1 and the result will be
known as MAT,4.entry 5 op = LET: assignment to oprnd1 = ‘a’, value assigned is oprnd2 =
MAT,4, i.e. result of the entry 4. Effectively, a = a – 1.entry 6 op = IF: oprnd1 is ‘a’; if value of
oprnd1 is non-zero, do the next entry and subsequent entries till op = FI.entry 7 op = GOTO:
oprnd1 is label ‘loop’.entry 8 op = FI: end of “range” of the IF predicate.entry 9 op = END: end of
the program.How does this intermediate code get generated? We can argue like this: the very
fact that the RDP takes a recursive descent for a statement indicates that something is to be
done first, before doing whatever is at hand. Thus, the code is generated and inserted in the
matrix while the parser is ascending out of the descent. For details about the order of execution
of statements within a recursive function, you may refer to the section on “Execution Trace and
recursive functions”, under Section A.1.8.Thus, the trick is to put all the code generation and
insertion steps after a recursive call, to make it executed during the ascent.For example,
consider a statementlet a = b + c * d ;The algorithm segment for a LET statement is:The parser
will detect an assignment statement (due to ‘let’), look for a variable, encounter ‘a’ and its token
is assigned to t1. Then it looks for and confirms the ‘=‘ with pasg ( ). Then it invokes pE ( ), the
function to recognize all the substrings which can get produced out of non-terminal expr. That
function will parse the RHS expression and generate and insert in matrix whatever the 2-
address code is needed to calculate the expression. The final result of the calculation will be
represented by a particular matrix line, say n, and token (MAT, n) will be returned by pE ( ), which
is assigned to t2. As the last step, an entry (t, t1, t2) will be inserted in the matrix, which specifies
assignment (LET) to specified variable, the result of expression detected by pE ( ). Note very
well that all the matrix entries needed to calculate the RHS expression are generated and
inserted in the matrix, before the assignment operation entry is inserted.The extended algorithm
for pE ( ) is:We have already encountered this algorithm above, but here we have added a few
more steps to generate the 2-address code. The algorithm for pT ( ) is similar. The algorithm for
pF ( ) is given as Algorithm 2.2.8.Note that pF ( ) itself does not insert any entries in the matrix.
The 2-address code generated is:0: (OP,42) (VAR,2) (VAR,3)1: (OP,43) (VAR,1) (MAT,0)2:
(LET,0) (VAR,0) (MAT,1)The matrix line 0 specifies a ‘*’ operation on ‘c’ and ‘d’, line 1 specifies
a ‘+’ operation on ‘b’ and result of line 0, and line 2 specifies ‘=’ operation on ‘a’ with result of line
1 as the RHS. You should trace through the algorithms for pE ( ), pT ( ) and pF ( ) and satisfy



yourself that the above matrix will be obtained.Now we discuss how the target language code,
for our machine VM1, is generated.2.2.4 Code GenerationOnce we have the linear 2-address
intermediate code, code generation for VM1 is comparatively straightforward. We have a
separate program codegen.c for this operation. It accepts the output from parser-cum-semantic
routines in simple2.c and generates the “machine language” code for VM1. Our test program
source code is:programint a ;let a = 10 ;loop: print (a) ;let a = a – 1 ;if a goto loop ;endThe
Scanner-parser stages gave us an intermediate form output (in numeric form):0 268 0 258 0 0
01 267 0 258 0 257 102 264 0 258 1 259 583 262 0 258 0 0 04 259 45 258 0 257 15
267 0 258 0 269 46 260 0 258 0 0 07 261 0 258 1 0 08 270 0 0 0 0 09 266 0 0
0 0 0which is equivalent to intermediate code in alphabetic form:0: (INT,0) (VAR,0) (,0)1:
(LET,0) (VAR,0) (NUMBER,10)2: (LABEL,0) (VAR,1) (OP,58)3: (PRINT,0) (VAR,0) (,0)4:
(OP,45) (VAR,0) (NUMBER,1)5: (LET,0) (VAR,0) (MAT,4)6: (IF,0) (VAR,0) (,0)7: (GOTO,0)
(VAR,1) (,0)8: (FI,0) (,0) (,0)9: (END,0) (,0) (,0)When this intermediate code is given to
codegen it produces the VM1 “machine code” output:140 0 0 0 0 0 | place for ‘a’100 15 0 0 0
a | LDI A, 10101 6 0 0 0 140 | ST A, a102 5 0 0 0 140 | LD A, a103 6 0 0 0 0 |
ST A, 0 (print)104 5 0 0 0 140 | LD A, a105 12 0 0 0 1 | SUBI A, 1106 6 0 0 0
204 | ST A, Temp4107 5 0 0 0 204 | LD A, Temp4108 6 0 0 0 140 | ST A, a109 5
0 0 0 140 | LD A, a10a b 0 0 0 0 | JN A ???? (Jump if -ve to ?)10b 8 0 0 0 fff6 |
JMP -10 (jump to 102)10a b 0 0 0 1 | JN A +1 (jump if -ve to 10C)10c ff 0 0 0
100 | HLT (start address = 100)For your reference, an “assembly language” comments
are given, though not part of the code.We have a number of comments on this code, but we
postpone them till we first discuss how this code is generated.The code generator uses a rather
simple method to generate the VM1 code. Note that we have not used the full capabilities of
VM1 while generating the code – only one machine register A is used as an accumulator, and
various addressing modes like indexed, indirect, etc. are not used. As the simple language does
not provide subroutines, we do not need to use the SP and BP registers either.For each type of
operation in the 2-address intermediate code, the code generator outputs one or two VM1
instructions. They are listed in Table 2.2.Table 2.2 Mapping from Intermediate code to VM1
codeIntermediateVM1 machine codecodegen actions and remarksINT
opr1dataadrs,0,0,0,0,0loader will reserve and clear this location.vartab[opr1]← dataadrsdataadrs
++LET opr1 opr2txtadrs, LD/LDI,0,0,0,opr2LD if opr2 is VAR or MATLDI if opr2 is NUMBERopr2
= matstart + opr2 or datastart + opr2txtadrs++opr2 = matstart + opr2 or datastart + opr2txtadrs,
ST,0,0,0,opr1opr1 = datastart + opr1txtadrs++PRINT opr1txtadrs, LD/LDI,0,0,0,opr1LD if opr1 is
VARLDI if opr1 is NUMBERtxtadrs++txtadrs, ST,0,0,0,0txtadrs++READ opr1txtadrs,
LD,0,0,0,0txtadrs++txtadrs, ST,0,0,0,opr1txtadrs++OP,op opr1txtadrs, LD/LDI,0,0,0,opr1LD if
opr1 is VAR or MATopr2LDI if opr1 is NUMBERopr1 = matstart + opr1 or datastart + opr1txtadrs+
+txtadrs, op,0,0,0,opr2op is ADD,SUB,MUL,DIVor their immd form if opr2 is NUMBERopr2 =
matstart + opr2 or datastart + opr2txtadrs++txtadrs, ST,0,0,0, matlmatl = matstart + linenotxtadrs
++ENDtxtadrs, HLT,0,0,0,txtstartLABEL opr1vartab[opr1] = txtadrsIF opr1txtadrs,



LD,0,0,0,opr1opr1 = matstart + opr1 or datastart + opr1txtadrs++; push(txtadrs)txtadrs,
JN,0,0,0,0the 0 address will be replacedtxtadrs++GOTO opr1txtadrs, JMP,0,0,0, gotoadrsopr1 =
vartab[opr1]gotoadrs = opr1 – txtadrstxtadrs++FIopr1, JN,0,0,0,gotoadrsopr1 = pop()gotoadrs =
txtadrs-opr1–1replace JN instr as a JN “here”we are overwritingThree VM1 memory address
counters and some data areas are maintained by the codegen ( ):txtadrs: Address where the
next generated VM1 instruction will be positioned. This counter is incremented on each
generated instruction.dataadrs: Address where some data specified by int declarations are
positioned. This counter is incremented on each generated data area allocation.matadrs:
Address where temporary locations, known as the MAT locations, used during the intermediate
code generation, are located.stack: where the jump address used to implement IF and GOTO
are pushed and popped.vartab: An address array where the assigned VM1 memory address of
each of the variables is stored.The LABEL, GOTO, IF and FI require a somewhat special
treatment, because they can result in a forward jump in the target code. The forward jumps are
managed through use of an address stack. The semantics of our if statement requires that if the
value of the expression is non-negative, execute the sub-statement, otherwise go to the next
statement. This means we have to insert a Jump-if-Negative instruction when an if is
encountered. Unfortunately, we do not know the address to which this jump should take place,
as the matching FI may be several instructions in the forward direction. We insert a zero address
JN instruction and remember where it is positioned by pushing its address on a stack. Later,
when an FI is encountered, we pop the stack, and replace the old JN instruction with a new one,
with a proper address. As our loader for VM1 is a random address loader, this can be easily
achieved.The possibility of a forward LABEL is dealt with in a simple way. At the beginning of the
codegen ( ), a scan of the intermediate code is performed, and when a LABEL is encountered
we save the VM1 memory address where it occurred in the vartab. This is possible to do, as we
know how many instructions are generated for each type of operation in the intermediate code.
These lengths are stored in a data array instrlen. Later, when a GOTO is encountered with that
identifier as the label, we simply generate a JMP instruction with that saved address. The jump
addresses are adjusted with respect to the current instruction address, as required by the
semantics of VM1.The action of codegen for remaining intermediate code operations is rather
straightforward one-to-one mapping and should be clear from Table 2.2.2.2.5 Comments on the
Compiled CodeThe compiled code for the example program was executed on the VM1
simulator described in Section 2.3 and executed properly. If you compare the “machine code”
given there with the compiled code given in Section 2.2.4, you will notice considerable
differences, though both of them achieve exactly the same computation. The compiled code is
almost double the size of a code written by an expert VM1 programmer.The most noticeable
difference is in the use of unnecessary Load and Store instructions. If a previous instruction has
left a useful value in the A register, it is not necessary to load it again. Removal of such
redundant instructions is a kind of optimization, which a good real-life compiler will definitely
provide.Also, the Jump instructions can be trimmed – instead of JN … JMP … sequence to



encode if a goto loop; statement, we could have used a single JP instruction.In the simple
example that we took up as illustration, it is not very evident, but we could improve the compiled
code by utilizing the additional machine registers available and avoid using the temporary
memory locations to store values.We shall discuss these matters in more details in later
chapters on “Optimization”, Chapters 9 and 10.2.3 A Virtual Machine for SimpleThe virtual
machine VM1, given in C source code vml. c, executes a code given in VM1 “assembly”
language form. It has a live display, which shows contents of all the machine registers and some
portion of the memory, for execution of each instruction. It uses POSIX threads and ncurses, a
CRT text screen handling package, which optimizes the operations for repeated updates. See
Fig.2.4 for a typical display.VM1 Machine SimulatorIP: 10000 IR: ef000000 A: 2345 M :
0 BP: 0 SP: 2345500000a 501000c 54e0001 600000d 506000d ef000000 0 0 0 0
2345 1234 a 2345 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0Output: 4 IX1: a
IX2: 0 IX3: 0Fig.2.4 Typical display provided by VM1
simulatorThe structure and the machine code for VM1 were already described in Section 2.1.2.
The source code for the simulator, vml.c, is available elsewhere. The structure of the simulator is
shown in Fig.2.5 .Fig. 2.5 Structure of VM1 simulator. Two threads are running – cpumem and
displayThe following are the major functions in the simulator:fetch( ) get the next instruction from
the memory as per IP.operand( ) get the operand (and its address) specified in the instruction
fetched.execute( ) execute the instruction just fetched with the operand obtained, then sleep for
a couple of seconds.load( ) used in the main( ) to load the machine code from a file.display( )
display registers and memory contents and wait till execute ( ) is ready for the next display. This
will be a few seconds before the next instruction.The simulator reads in the program file, having
one line per instruction and six fields containing hexadecimal values, separated by blank/s, as
shown below:<load addrss> <OP> <M> <RP> <R> <ADDRS>and then immediately starts
“executing” the program. The display changes dynamically as various values are put in the
machine registers.For our example program, the content of the machine program file is:0100
15 0 0 0 000A0101 06 0 0 0 01100102 06 0 0 0 00000103 05 0 0 0 01100104 12 0 0 0
10105 0A 0 0 0 FFFB0106 FF 0 0 0 01000110 0 0 0 0 0This is what an “experienced
machine language programmer” would write. Compare it with the output code of the
compiler.LOOKING FORWARDIn this chapter, we have discussed a simple language and its
compiler and a virtual machine VM1 which interprets the target language. Out of necessity, the
language and compiler were kept very simple and many issues of real-life programming
languages and their compilers were simply ignored.The various phases of the compiler were



“hand-coded” and no attempt was made to make them efficient or elegant.For developing
compilers for real-life languages, it is usual to use compiler writing tools. There are several of
them available, but we shall gradually introduce two of them – a Scanner generator lex and its
derivative flex, and a parser generator yacc (yet another compiler compiler) and its enhanced
version bison. Much of the tedium of writing a parser and to some extent semantic analysis can
be reduced by these tools as will be shown in the subsequent chapters. Just as the target
language code is a transformed version of the source code, the compiler itself is obtained by a
series of transformations from the grammar and semantic rules of the HLL. Many of these
transformations are deterministic and that is how compiler writing tools came into being.In the
rest of the chapters, we discuss theory and practice of lexical analyzers, syntax analyzers,
semantic analysis, enhanced grammars which aid semantic analysis, code generation options,
run-time environments, etc. As we go deeper into each of these topics, it will be necessary to
always keep the overall framework in mind, and it is hoped that the discussions in this chapter
will help in that direction.EXERCISESSome languages distinguish between keywords and
reserved words. Suppose we want to allow a keyword as an identifier under some
circumstances, how can it be done?We have a variable declaration statement int a, available in
the simple language. Will it not be better to have a declaration plus initialization like int a 15
which will not only reserve space for variable ‘a’ but also initialize it to a value 15? What changes
are required in the grammar, Scanner, parser and code generation to implement this?The if
statement has rather limited power, as no relational operators are available in simple. Suggest a
set of relational operators to be included in simple and investigate what modifications are
required in various phases of the compiler to implement them.How would you include array
variables in simple? Discuss how to use various addressing modes available in VM1 to
implement arrays. You will need to enhance grammar, Scanner, parser and codegen
also.Suppose you are told to include subroutine facility in simple language. Investigate if you can
do this with just the instruction set given. Would you like to have some additional instructions?
WEB RESOURCESGLOSSARYAccumulator is a special register in the processor which takes
part in almost all arithmetic and logical operations.Acyclic graph is a graph without a cycle, i.e. a
path from a vertex back to itself, possibly via a number of other vertices.Alphanumeric
characters are drawn from a set of alphabetic and numeric characters.Backus-Naur Form See
BNFBNF is a notation for context-free grammars, often used to describe the syntax of computer
programming languages, document formats, instruction sets and communication protocols.
Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) is extension of the basic Backus-Naur Form (BNF).CRT –
Cathode Ray Tube An older technology for graphical displays such as TV and computer video
Terminals.DAG Directed Acyclic GraphDescending is decreasing order of some key elements in
the data.Devanagari script is used for writing several Indian languages like Sanskrit, Marathi,
Hindi and also Nepali.Encode Allocates a code to a set of data elements.Expression is a valid
arrangement of variables, constants, operators and factions.Hexadecimal base 16 positional
number system.Indexed addressing involves adding, possibly a multiple of, an integer index



value to a base address, generally used for accessing an array.Initialize Prepare the initial state
of a program's variables, data structures, etc.Interpret a statement means finding out what
action the statement implies and execute that action.Keywords have some specific semantic
significance or meaning in the source language. Keywords are usually also reserved
words.Machine-dependent optimization methods try to make the target code corresponding to
the source program more efficient and less resource hungry, using the techniques utilizing
particular characteristics and facilities of the architecture of the processor.Machine-independent
optimization methods try to make the target code corresponding to the source program more
efficient and less resource hungry, using the techniques independent of the architecture of the
processor.Mapper is another name for semantic analyzer. It converts or maps the parse tree into
an Intermediate Representation.Meta-literal is a symbol which belongs to a meta-language and
stands for a particular construct in the object language.Meta-variable a symbol which belongs to
a meta-language and stands for elements of some object language. For example, in the
sentence “Let S1 and S2 be two sentences of a language L” the symbols S1 and S2 are part of
the meta-language in which the statement about the object language L is written.Optimize is the
process of modifying a program to make some aspect of it work more efficiently or use fewer
resources.Parser is another name for the syntax analyzer, which identifies language elements
like variables, numbers, keywords and builds the parse tree.Parse tree is a representation of a
statement of the source program in the form of a tree, showing syntactical relationships between
various tokens in the statement.Pedagogic is related to teaching or training.POSIX – “Portable
Operating System Interface for Unix” A family of related standards specified by the IEEE to
define the application programming interface (API), along with shell and utility interfaces for
software compatible with variants of the Unix operating system, although the standard can apply
to any operating system.Reserved words are words or identifiers reserved for special use by the
language grammar. They must not be used as user variables in the source program.Right-
iterative form of a grammar contains production rules in which the RHS is in the form of iteration
or repetition of some part of the string on the right-hand end. For example, A → B {C}, where the
braces indicate indefinite numbers of times that C can be added.Right-recursive form of a
grammar contains production rules in which the RHS is in the form of recursion on the right-hand
end. For example, A → B A.Scanner is another name for a lexical analyzer. It breaks down source
programs into the language atoms, creates their internal representations and prepares a Symbol
Table.Simulator is a software which mimics the actions of a hardware which is not available, not
present or not being used.Threads of control flow are allowed by most modern operating
systems, allowing multiple streams of code being executed on the processor.Two-address
instructions contain at most two memory references.Unsigned-number is a number without the
sign information, always considered to be of positive value.White spaces are characters which
are not seen in a display or printout, especially space, tab and new-line. A compiler considers
comments also as white-spaces.3Lexical AnalyzerWhat you will learn in this chapterThe basic
functions of a ScannerThe relationship between a Scanner and the rest of the phases of a



compilerHow to implement ad hoc ScannersHow to implement Scanners based on FSM
theoryRelationships between Regular Expressions, FSMs and ScannersScanner writing tools –
Lex and FlexExample Scanner for a C-like languageSome initial treatment of the Symbol
TableKey Wordslexical analysis, Scanner, lex, flexIn this chapter, we discuss the first phase of a
compiler – the lexical analyzer or Scanner.Parsing is a general term meaning analyzing a
sentence to arrive at its syntactic structure. From theoretical viewpoint, lexical analysis is also
parsing, only the atoms of the language involved are at finer granularity.Table 3.1 Parsing:
Scanner and ParserItemScannerParserLanguage atomsCharactersTokensStructure
soughtTokens for identifiers, numbers, operatorsStatements, expressions,control
constructsUsual grammarRegularCFGUsual acceptorFSMPDAAlthough a typical programming
language contains several context-sensitive rules, e.g. identifier types, goto labels, number of
arguments in a functions, etc., there is no known parsing algorithm for context-sensitive
grammars. We therefore define the programming languages in terms of regular (Chomsky type
3) and context-free (Chomsky type 2) grammars (Appendix A) and use context-sensitive rules
separately while performing the semantic analysis.We shall assume that the reader has some
background in formal languages and Automata, but it is strongly suggested that the material in
Appendix A be reviewed. We have defined and explained some of the terms – sentential form,
phrase, simple phrase and handle – used in the discussion of parsing in Section A.5.2.We shall
see the full details of parsing in Chapter 4 on Parser.3.1 ScannerThe job of a Scanner or lexical
analyzer is identifying low-level language constructs – language atoms like identifiers, keywords,
numbers, operators, string literals, etc. As these constructs can be represented as regular
languages, a Scanner design is based on regular expressions and uses a finite-state machine
as its implementation model.The basic scanning process is a character-by-character
examination of the input source code and identifying the tokens. A real Scanner will have to do
several further jobs, first of which is to supply an internal representation of the atoms, called
tokens, to the next phase – the parser. Consider a grammar for an arithmetic expression.Fig. 3.1
Phases of a compiler: ScannerE −> E + T | TT −> T * F | FF −> ( E ) | iThis grammar is for syntax
analysis and considers ‘i’ as a Terminal atom. To write the full grammar we would have to write
the grammar to detect the identifier atom written as ‘i’:I −> I | IL | IDL −> a | b | … | zD −> 0 | 1 | …
| 9This is the grammar for the lexical analysis or the Scanner, which will detect the identifier
atoms in the source code and supply to the parser only a token ‘i’ whenever one ‘I’ is detected. It
will also create a Symbol Table of the identifiers. There are two possible implementations for a
Scanner:A separate pass: generates an intermediate file of uniform symbols (tokens), for the
Parser.As a co-routine: (or sub-routine) it is called by the parser whenever a next token is
needed.The following are the advantages of the sub-routine method:The complete token list for
the whole of the source code need not be stored.Multiple Scanners are possible, depending
upon some detected syntax construct.Scanners can get feed-back from the parser to handle
some difficult languages like FORTRAN. Consider two FORTRAN statements: DO11I=1.5 and
DO11I = 1,5. Both are valid in FORTRAN, but the Scanner will have to identify DO 11 I as



separate atoms in the second case.Fig. 3.2 Two ways in which a Scanner can interact with the
parser: (a) Scanner creates an intermediate file of token-list; (b) Parser uses the Scanner as a
procedure and calls it when a token is neededGenerally, in order to avoid the complexity
introduced by the above-mentioned problem, most of the programming languages use a space
character as a delimiter and restrict the use of the keywords severely.CompilersPrinciples and
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compilers?” – that is a question many of our students have asked us in our teaching career. We
have given various answers – sometimes serious, sometimes only partially serious, but here are
two quotes which we like:“If you don’t understand compilers, you can still write programs – you
can even be a competent programmer – but you can’t be a master.”– Hal Abelson, MIT“If you
don’t know how compilers work, then you don’t know how computers work. If you’re not 100%
sure whether you know how compilers work, then you don’t know how they work.”– Steve
YeggeThe study of compilation techniques is integration of many things a Computer Science/
Engineering student learns separately – Data Structures, Algorithms, Theory of Automata and
Formal Languages, machine architecture, even operating systems. The only other CS course
which integrates to a comparable extent is a course on Operating Systems, but there the
emphasis is different.There are several good books on Compilers available to students. Some
are highly theoretical and give limited details of the practical aspects of compiler writing. Some
of them are filled with detailed code of a compiler. They are very difficult to be used as a
textbook in an undergraduate engineering course.The available textbooks represent a spectrum
of presentation approach. Some of the books are voluminious with considerable amount of
theoretical material that are more suitable for those students who have “Compilers” as a
research interest. At the other end of the spectrum are books that contain pages after pages of C
code of not only compiler proper, but compiler-writing tools also, with just sufficient theory. Our
book is somewhere between these extremes in this spectrum and we feel that our book is more
suitable for students at Indian universities.We have tried to strike a balance between Theory and
Practice. The full source code of a compiler is available at .The contents and style of
presentation are especially suitable to Indian students. To enhance the students learning
experience, we have given a Glossary, Suggestions for Further Reading and Web Resources at
the end of almost all chapters.A distinguishing feature of the book is a detailed introduction to
compiler writing tools and GNU gcc (GNU Compiler Collection), which we believe, provide an
excellent platform for those students who want to take up research in compilation and
optimization techniques and engineers who want to implement compiler for new languages.The
chapters are sequenced like this: After Introduction in Chapter 1, we discuss a complete
compiler scheme for a Simple language in Chapter 2 – A Simple Translator. We then start our
discussion of various phases of a compiler in Chapter 3, where we discuss Lexical Analyzers. In
Chapter 4 we explain Syntax Analyzer at length. Next Syntax Directed Translation is elucilated in
Chapter 5. Type Checking, which has invoked considerable theoretical interest is described in
Chapter 6. Chapter 7 details Run-time Environment. Intermediate Code issues are examined in



Chapter 8. In Chapter 9 we have discussed Code Generation and Machine Dependent
Optimization, where we have also given considerable details about programming of a Floating-
point processor for a specific popular architecture (x86). Chapter 10 deals with Code
Optimization issues. We thought it worthwhile to take an Overview of Processing of Some
Languages to Chapter 11, where we have considered Java, Perl, PROLOG, and FORTH from
the processing viewpoint. Finally, in Chapter 12 we give details of a Project: Compiler for a miniC
to conclude the study of compilers.Three Appendices – Formal Languages and Automata,
Assemblers and MACRO Processors and Linkers and Loaders provide the essential
background material. The fourth appendix Worked-out Problems gives several problems with
solutions.A Bibliography and an Index given at the end should help locating reading
material.There is enough material for a 40 to 45 1-hour lecture course at the undergraduate
level.Preface“Why learn compilers?” – that is a question many of our students have asked us in
our teaching career. We have given various answers – sometimes serious, sometimes only
partially serious, but here are two quotes which we like:“If you don’t understand compilers, you
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They are very difficult to be used as a textbook in an undergraduate engineering course.The
available textbooks represent a spectrum of presentation approach. Some of the books are
voluminious with considerable amount of theoretical material that are more suitable for those
students who have “Compilers” as a research interest. At the other end of the spectrum are
books that contain pages after pages of C code of not only compiler proper, but compiler-writing
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spectrum and we feel that our book is more suitable for students at Indian universities.We have
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available at .The contents and style of presentation are especially suitable to Indian students. To
enhance the students learning experience, we have given a Glossary, Suggestions for Further
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Collection), which we believe, provide an excellent platform for those students who want to take
up research in compilation and optimization techniques and engineers who want to implement
compiler for new languages.The chapters are sequenced like this: After Introduction in Chapter



1, we discuss a complete compiler scheme for a Simple language in Chapter 2 – A Simple
Translator. We then start our discussion of various phases of a compiler in Chapter 3, where we
discuss Lexical Analyzers. In Chapter 4 we explain Syntax Analyzer at length. Next Syntax
Directed Translation is elucilated in Chapter 5. Type Checking, which has invoked considerable
theoretical interest is described in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 details Run-time Environment.
Intermediate Code issues are examined in Chapter 8. In Chapter 9 we have discussed Code
Generation and Machine Dependent Optimization, where we have also given considerable
details about programming of a Floating-point processor for a specific popular architecture
(x86). Chapter 10 deals with Code Optimization issues. We thought it worthwhile to take an
Overview of Processing of Some Languages to Chapter 11, where we have considered Java,
Perl, PROLOG, and FORTH from the processing viewpoint. Finally, in Chapter 12 we give details
of a Project: Compiler for a miniC to conclude the study of compilers.Three Appendices – Formal
Languages and Automata, Assemblers and MACRO Processors and Linkers and Loaders
provide the essential background material. The fourth appendix Worked-out Problems gives
several problems with solutions.A Bibliography and an Index given at the end should help
locating reading material.There is enough material for a 40 to 45 1-hour lecture course at the
undergraduate level.1IntroductionWhat you will learn in this chapterWhich languages are we
talking about?Translation processVarious schemes of TranslationTypes of CompilersWhy are
High Level languages so heavily used?What does a compiler actually do?Phases of a
compilerTheoretical viewpoint regarding a compilerKey WordsHigh Level language, bytecode,
translation, compilers, phases, interpreters1.1 LanguagesIf you think a little about how our world
operates, you will realize that animate and inanimate objects interact by sending messages to
one another. These messages take various forms. For example, a honeybee communicates the
location of a source of juices to other honeybees by a kind of “dance”. We human beings “talk”
with one another or send written or electronic messages. You “talk” to (as distinct from via) your
mobile phone by pressing various buttons and reading the display. In that case, your pressing
the phone buttons is called commands or requests, but still, in a general sense they are
messages.All messages are expressed in some language, and usually there is a protocol (rules
of communicating) for any situation where such messages are exchanged. For example, when
someone calls Siddhartha on his phone, protocol requires that he says, “Hello, Siddhartha
speaking”.Various races of human beings have developed a number of languages for
communication over thousands of years, such as Sanskrit, Farasi, Chinese, English, French,
Tamil, Telugu, Hindi, Eskimo, Swahili, etc., in fact a few thousands of them. These are all called
Natural languages, as they were developed during the natural evolution of human races.When
the era of computers and computer-like devices started during 1940s, a need arose for
communicating with the computing machines. Most of the communication was in the form of
commands or requests to do some work or job. As the machines “understood” only very
elementary commands (“add number x to number y and put the result in a store called z”) rather
than jobs of even mild complexity (“solve the quadratic equation ax2 + bx + c, given a, b and c”),



it was necessary to supply a complete sequence of elementary commands, specifying how a
particular job was to be done. A sequence of commands is called a program. This necessitated
developing and defining the so-called programming languages.During the early days of
computer evolution, the only language a computing machine could follow was its binary
command language (as most, though not all, machines were built using binary logic elements –
called gates and flip-flops). This binary language was extremely terse, difficult to use and error-
prone. With development of technology, it was found that programming can be done in
languages more approachable for humans, but this entailed a price. If we call the language
understood directly by a machine as M and the language more desirable from human viewpoint
for specification of a computing job as L, then there should be a method available to translate a
code in L to a code in M. Who would do this work? In fact, in the old days of the computer era,
we understand that in some countries like Russia, this work was done by human clerks, called
(aptly) “translators”. In the computer field, there are several interesting adages, one of them is:
Let the computer do the dirty work. So, why not make the computer do the translation from L to
M? The question is how can a computer machine, which does not “understand” any language
other than its own command or machine language, translate from L (a language it does not
understand) to M (a language it understands)? If you do not know Chinese, but know English,
can you translate from Chinese to English?This seemingly impossible work is made possible by
using certain properties of the programming languages. Unlike the natural languages, the
programming languages have a very restricted structure. Almost “blind” (i.e. mechanical)
replacement for various words or constructs in a human approachable programming language
like L, by a corresponding construct in M, is possible. This mechanical work can be performed
by a computing machine.This is a very brief account of translation process. For slightly more
details read the rest of this chapter, and a still fuller account is given in this whole book.A
systematic study of both programming and natural languages requires that mathematical or
formal models of various types of languages be defined. The languages which define such
models are called Formal languages. In order to capture the essence of a language and allow
mathematical manipulations, these formal languages look somewhat different from our day-to-
day sense of a language. Appendix A on “Theory of Automata and Formal Languages” gives a
detailed discussion of this topic.Some years back, pioneering linguistics researcher, Noam
Chomsky, set upon the task of translating a document written in one natural language, say
Japanese, into a corresponding document in another, say English. While trying to develop the
algorithms to do this difficult job, he studied the nature of various types of languages. A
summary of his main findings are given in Appendix A, as Chomsky's Hierarchy of languages.In
this book, we concentrate only on translation of programming languages, taking models from
formal languages where required.A computer professional may come across several types of
programming languages. The following sections details majority of them.1.1.1 Machine
LanguageThe binary machine code is one which the computer hardware “understands” is able
to interpret for execution. A machine language program consists of instructions in binary digits,



i.e. bits 0 and 1.The machine instructions of modern computers consist of one or more bytes –
group of eight bits. For example, some typical binary instructions for 8086 CPU chip are:binary
code Mnemonic opcode instr length (bytes)11111000 clc 100000000 11000001
add a1, c1 2Obviously, if one has to program in such a language, it is going to be very
tedious, time-consuming and error-prone. Another difficulty would be while loading such a binary
program from our paper to the memory of the computer.In the old days of computer technology,
the initial boot program (IPL), which loads a operating system from some auxiliary memory to
the main memory, was required to be keyed-in via console (binary) key switches. The operator
would have to remember the binary code for the few instructions of the IPL and painstakingly key
them in.1.1.2 HexAbsoluteLoaderLanguageThe above difficulty was overcome to some extent,
by writing a Hex loader program in machine language, which could read ASCII representation of
the machine instructions in hexadecimal. For example, the above two instructions would look
like: F8 and 00 C1, respectively. Generally, such a loader program accepted program to be
loaded in the format:<load address> <length> <bytes to be loaded> <check-sum>000C200
50 4F34 ... ... ... 87E3This was still a far cry from a human-friendly programming
language.1.1.3 Assembly LanguageThe earliest attempt at providing a somewhat human
approachable programming environment was in the form of assembly language and its
translator, called an assembler. An assembly language provided:mnemonic op-codes – the
programmer need not remember binary or hex op-codes;symbolic operands – the programmer
need not keep track of the absolute memory addresses where various quantities in his program
resides;address arithmetic – programmer can express addresses as displacements with
reference to some declared symbols;data declaration – predefined data (initialized data) can be
declared;memory reservation – working memory areas can be reserved and named.For many
years, even major applications were written in assembly language, extended by the macro
assembly language (Section 1.1.4). Even today it is used as a step in translating High Level
languages and also where hardware-specific code is needed, for example, in operating systems.
Because each family of CPU has different instruction set, there is an assembly language (and a
corresponding assembler) for each such CPU family. Thus, an assembly language reflects the
architecture and Instruction Set of the computer for which it is designed.1.1.4 Macro Assembly
LanguageWith some experience of programming in an assembly language, programmers found
that most of the time they are using repetition of basically same or similar code sequences. For
example, summing up an array of numbers may be required as a commonly used operation. In a
macro language, such sequences can be defined as a macro and be given an identifier. Once
this is done, wherever in the remaining code one wants to insert the code, only the macro name
need be specified.Macro assembly language largely removed drudgery from programming. IBM
“Autocoder” was once a much used such macro language.1.1.5 Intermediate or
ByteCodeByteCode represents the “machine language” of a phantom or virtual computing
machine. It is used as an intermediate representation of a program, keeping only the most
essential features of the program. For example, compiler translates your myprog.java source



code into myprog.class file which contain bytecodes.1.1.6 High Level LanguageA High Level
language (HLL) looks more like a natural language than a machine or assembly language. An
HLL is characterized by the following:It consists of statements, which specify steps of
computation, in contrast to machine instructions in assembly languages.Statements are made
up of language atoms – numbers, characters, text strings, function calls, etc.Usually, four types
of statements are available:Declarative: declares existence of certain entities having specified
properties;Definition: gives definitions of user-defined entities;Imperative: specifies commands
to be passed on to the execution agent (usually a CPU) – one very common imperative being an
assignment;Assignment: specifies some computation to be done and assignment of resulting
value to an entity;Control: determines the order in which statements are executed, generally by
checking the current state of some entities;Structured programming and modularity are
generally emphasized.Libraries of precompiled and tested modules are available for
computation over diverse fields.Designed for easy debugging, code modification and code
extension.C, C++, Java and Ada are examples of HLL.1.1.7 Very High Level LanguageAs
advantages of HLL languages were realized (see Section 1.1.8), very High Level language
(VHLL) was developed, especially for some specific application areas or computational needs.
Apart from carrying forward the facilities generally available in a typical HLL, additional language
facilities are seen in such languages. For example,PROLOG is a language for computation
based on formal logic and specifically Horn clause. It is a declarative language for logic
programming as opposed to procedural languages such as C or Java. It declares the data
elements and relationships between them. Its basic action is to automatically search for a
combination of values of specified entities to satisfy some logic expression. It does not depend
upon step-by-step algorithms as we normally encounter.The programming languages for
simulation package like MATLAB or statistical package like R are VHLL. They are object-
oriented languages.Haskell is a Functional programming language.Perl and Python can also be
called VHLL, as they use higher level objects such as lists, array and dictionaries directly. For
example, a simple statement in Perl,@evens = map {$_ if $_ % 2 == 0} (0...100);will assign a list
consisting of all the even values between 0 and 100 to array @even. The iteration over an array
of integers 0 to 100 is handled automatically as a part of the map function.The METAFONT
language developed by Prof. Donald Knuth, as a part of his TEXsystem to design fonts, is a
VHLL. It automatically solves simultaneous equations to obtain co-ordinate values from known
points.1.1.8 Why High Level Language?Readability: An HLL will allow programs to be written
that look similar to a text description of the underlying algorithms. If some care is taken, the
program can become self-documenting.Portability: Though an ideal only partially achieved, HLL,
being mostly machine independent, can be used for developing portable software. The same
source code can be used on different families of machines, only thing needed is that the code
has to be compiled on each type of machine separately.Productivity: Due to the brevity of
expression in HLL for a given algorithm, the programmer's productivity increases. A rule of
thumb used in software industry is that a programmer is expected to deliver 50 lines/day of



tested and debugged code in any implementation language. Processing specified by 50 lines of
code in C will be much higher compared to 50 lines of assembly code. Naturally, the higher the
level of the language of the code, higher will be the programmer's productivity.Debugging ease:
As the statements implementing the algorithms have logical meaning, finding and removing
errors (debugging) are much more easier. Structured control constructs, if used in a proper way,
also helps in debugging. Some HLL provide object-oriented programming facilities which further
enhances debugging ease, modularity and code reuse.Modularity: The complete application
development work can be divided into modules. This aids team work and also leads to code
reuse, which saves considerable effort in code development.Optimization: Most of the good
compilers provide, as option, optimized code. This executable code is comparable to what a
human expert would deliver if he is using an assembly language.Generality: An HLL generally
allows writing of code for a wide variety of applications, thus obviating a need for the
programmer of becoming expert in many different languages.Error detection: An HLL compiler
can detect several types of programmer errors, e.g. using a real variable as an integer, or not
passing enough number of call arguments to a function. Also, a good compiler can give
warnings for doubtful but syntactically correct code. Such warnings many times lead to detection
of logical errors in the code, which a compiler is normally not expected to detect.The HLL was
developed during the 1950s to till today. Many of the HLLs are related to some others, and this
relationship is called the genealogy of the programming languages (see Fig. 1.1).Fig. 1.1
Genealogy of programming languagesNote: The vertical axis in years is approximate only. Even
though a language may be related or derived from some others, it does not mean that their run-
time environments are comparable.1.2 Translation ProcessA programming language translator
takes a source code written in one language and generates an output code in the target
language, for later execution on some execution agent. Sometimes, the output is further
processed by another translator to a second target language (see Fig. 1.2).Fig. 1.2 What does a
translator do?Note: One important requirement – the algorithm specified by the source code
should remain intact across the translation, i.e. the target code must specify exactly the same
algorithm.1.3 Translation Schemes1.3.1 T-diagramMost of the translation schemes accept some
input code in a specified source language, translates it using a program which is written in its
implementation language and generates an output in a specified target language, as shown in
Fig. 1.2. The translation program itself works on some specified system – a combination of
hardware and operating system software. To depict this arrangement in a compact way, the so-
called T-diagrams are traditionally used. A general T-diagram is shown in Fig. 1.3. The arrow
over the middle upper box indicates the direction of information processing. Sometimes, we may
have to extend this symbolism by adding more components such as, e.g., the hardware platform
on which the translator will work. In that case one more box will be added below the middle lower
box.Fig. 1.3 A T-diagram1.3.2 AssemblerAn assembler translates an assembly language source
code to executable or almost executable (object) code (see Fig. 1.4).Fig. 1.4 T-diagram of an
assemblerBasic operation in an assembler is the replacement of symbolic information by



numeric (binary or hex) information. It does this by help of two tables – one fixed – op-code table
– and the other built-up when the source is read and analyzed – symbol table. The assembler
will create and use a Symbol Table to keep track of the identifiers used in the source code.An
assembler is generally used as one of the steps in a typical modern compiler. For further details,
see Appendix B, “Assemblers and Macro processors”.1.3.3 Macro AssemblerThough it is also
loosely called Macro processor, there is some difference in meaning. A macro processor is any
program which accepts macro definitions in some macro language and provides for macro
expansions or substitutions. It could be a stand-alone system like M4 macro processor used
heavily in UNIX/Linux systems, or it could be a part, as an additional layer of facility, of other
software – text editors, spreadsheets, compiler, etc.On the other hand, macro assembler is a
macro processor integrated into an assembler. It is an assembler with built-in macro facility. For
further details, see Appendix B, “Assemblers and Macro Processors”.1.3.4 InterpreterAn
interpreter accepts a source code as input and immediately executes it. It performs analysis of
each statement in the source code to find its meaning and performs those specified operations,
using the operating system and hardware platform on which it is based (Fig. 1.5).Fig. 1.5 A
simplified view of an interpreterThere is statement by statement processing of the source code,
but there is no one-time translation of the whole source code. Each time a statement needs
execution, it has to be processed afresh. This takes time, of course, and shows up as slower
execution compared with a compiled program. How much slower? It could be as slow as 5 to
100 times, depending upon the source language and implementation details.For example,
consider a small script segment in shell-script – an interpreted, scripting language for the shell of
UNIX/Linux systems:for f in *.cdo grep -n “function” $fdoneThis script segment considers all files
in current directory, having file name extension ‘. c’, one by one, and prints all the lines in each of
them which have the word “function” in it. Every time the for statement is executed, it is analyzed
afresh to find its “meaning”, similarly for the grep statement etc.1.3.5 Load-and-Go SchemeA
substantial use of an HLL is in “one time” programs which are required to be written and
checked out quickly as there is an immediate but short-term need for that program. Also,
students’ programs are for learning the HLL language and programming techniques rather than
long-term or commercial use. In such situations, a Load-and-Go scheme will be desirable. In
such an arrangement, the text editor via which a program is developed and the compiler (or
interpreter) are integrated in one package. The user types in his/her program using the built-in
editor and the program is immediately translated and executed. A considerable simplification in
the compiler and Linker takes place as the user program will be always loaded at a fixed location
in the memory. The required function library is also in a fixed place, which makes the linking
operation easy (see Fig. 1.6).Fig. 1.6 Load-and-Go schemeAdvantages: Simpler compiler and
linker, fast turn-around on experimental programs, easier to debug.Disadvantages: Useful only
for small programs, usually limited to a single source file. Library extension is almost impossible.
Code optimization is not present due to need for keeping the compiler simple and small.Similar
scheme is implemented for Perl and Python script processors, as shown in Fig. 1.7.Fig. 1.7 Perl



and Python Load-and-Go1.3.6 CompilerA compiler takes a source code in an HLL as input and
generates either a machine code executable or an object code for subsequent linking and
execution (Fig. 1.8).Fig. 1.8 A simplified view of a compilerThere are several types of
compilers.One-pass compilers: The compiler completes all its processing while scanning the
source code only once. It has advantage of simpler and faster compiler, but it cannot do some of
the sophisticated optimization. In the old days, the main memories were relatively small (a few
hundred kilobytes of memory was considered a luxury) and the intermediate outputs during
translation were stored on magnetic tapes. In modern times, high-speed hard-disk drives and
much larger memories are norms, and distinction between one- and multi-pass compilers is
dimming.Multi-pass compilers: The compiler scans the source code several times to complete
the translation. This allows for much better optimization. It also takes care of some quirks of the
HLL being handled. For example, consider the following three statements in FORTRAN:DO 11 I
= 1, 10DO11I = 1,10DO 11 I = 1. 10The first and the second statements mean exactly the same
thing, because in FORTRAN spaces are simply ignored, they do not have any role in separating
out atoms of the language. Now look at the third statement, it has only one character different
from the first two, but the meaning is very much different. While the first and second statements
were header of a DO-loop, the third is an assignment statement. Thus after the FORTRAN
compiler detects a ‘,’ between ‘1’ and ‘10’, it will have to go back and re-scan from beginning to
separate out the atoms ‘DO’ ‘11’ I ‘=’, which it need not do if the character between ‘1’ and ‘10’
were ‘.’. In that case, the atoms would be ‘DO11I (a valid identifier)’ ‘=’ ‘1.10’.Load-and-Go
compiler: We have already discussed this in Section. 1.3.5.Optimizing compilers: They contain
provisions for target code optimization, so that it is efficient in terms of execution speed and
memory usage. Almost all modern compilers do have such facility, generally as a number of
options.Just-in-time compiler: Used by Java and by Microsoft .Net's Common Intermediate
Language (CIL). Here, an application is supplied as bytecode, which is subsequently compiled
to machine code of the platform just prior to execution.1.3.7 What Does a Compiler Do?To
summarize what we have discussed till now about a compiler, we note that a compiler (see Fig.
1.9):Translates a user program in one language L1 into a program in another language L2.It is a
large set of programs, with several modules.L1 (source) is usually a High Level language like C,
C++ or Java.L2 (target) is usually a form of the binary machine language.L2 is not a pure
machine language, because two further operations Linking and Loading are needed before the
program is in executable form. For a detailed discussion of Linking and Loading operations, see
Appendix C “Linkers and Loaders”.It consists of several steps or phasesFig. 1.9 A compiler in
action1.4 Theoretical ViewpointBefore we go ahead with knowing more details about a compiler,
it is worthwhile to know what the formal language and automata theory have to say about a
compiler. A more substantial account is given in Appendix A, but here we have bare
minimum.1.4.1 Acceptor and CompilerIn formal language theory, a compiler is simply an
acceptor, which reads input strings and outputs “Yes” or “No”, depending upon whether a string
is in language L1 or not (see Fig. 1.10).Fig. 1.10 Compiler as an acceptorA compiler is useless if



it does not point out errors. (Yes, but which errors?) A real compiler does this by typing out
errors! It also translates from L1 to L2, but the acceptance function is still the most important.
What will you do with a program which is not correct according to the syntax of the source
language?It tells you whether your program adheres STRICTLY to the rules of a particular
language. These rules are given as a grammar and a compiler represents this grammar.1.5
Phases of a CompilerMost of the modern compilers have the following phases:Pre-processing:
Usually, this phase is implemented as a macro processor, with its own macro language. It
provides for file inclusion, conditional compilation control of segments of the source code,
definition of literals, “pragma” commands to the compiler, etc.Lexical analysis: (Scanner) –
checks for correct use of the input character set, identifies language atoms and tags them as the
type of atom, e.g. NUMBER, IDENTIFIER, OPERATION.Syntax analysis: (Parser) – processes
output of the Scanner, detects syntactic constructs and types of statements, generates a parse
tree.Semantic analysis: (Mapper) – processes the parse trees, detects the “meaning” of
statements and generates an intermediate code.Code Generation: Processes the intermediate
code to generate the “machine code” for the target machine. Or alternately, works as pseudo-
code interpreter to execute the intermediate code directly (e.g. Perl, Java, Python). In that case it
may be called a Virtual Machine (VM).Error checking: (Spread throughout the compiler) –
various kinds of error checking, appropriate for a particular phase, are done in each
phase.Optimization: (Spread among several phases) – two kinds of optimizations are done –
machine-dependent and machine-independent.A compiler can also be thought of as divided
into two logical parts (see Fig. 1.11):Fig. 1.11 Front- and back-end of a compilerFront-end of
compiler: Consisting of pre-processing, lexical, syntax and semantic phases. This is the part
which does the analysis of the input code.Back-end of compiler: Code generation, Optimization
phases. This is the part which does the synthesis of the output or target code.On the basis of
this concept of two parts of a compiler, we can envision several situations for a compiler
development project. We may be required to develop compilers for:single source language,
single target language (1 × 1);multi-source language, single target language (m × 1);single
source language, multi-target language (1 × n);multi-source language, multi-target language (m
× n).In the 1 × 1 case, we need to develop only one compiler, with one front-end and one back-
end. For cases m × 1 and 1 × n, we have to develop m and n compilers, respectively. Instead, we
really need to develop only m front-ends and one back-end for m × 1 case. Similarly, we really
need to develop one front-end and only n back-end for 1 × n case (see Fig. 1.12).Fig. 1.12
Multiple source, single target (m × 1) and single source, multi-target (1 × n) cases. L Source
language, C Compiler, P ProcessorThe real impact of this idea will be realized in the case of m ×
n, as shown in Fig. 1.13. Instead of developing m × n compilers, we need to develop only m front-
ends and n back-ends, to fabricate a total of m × n compilers.Fig. 1.13 Multi-source, multi-target
case (m × n). CF Compiler front-end, CB Compiler back-endAn example of implementation of
this idea is the GNU C compiler, some preliminary details of which are given in Section 1.7.1.6 A
More Detailed Look at Phases of a CompilerWe have already seen that a compiler has the



following phases:Pre-processingScanner – Lexical AnalysisParser – Syntax AnalysisMapper –
Semantic AnalysisCode GenerationAssemblerOptimization (spread over several phases)Error
Checking (spread over several phases)A compiler generates intermediate files between these
phases, to communicate output of one phase as input to the next (see Fig. 1.14).We now
discuss each phase of a compiler in some details.Fig. 1.14 Phases of a compiler and
intermediate outputs1.6.1 Lexical Analyzer - ScannerDoes lexical analysis, by doing the
following:Analyze individual character sequences and find language tokens, like NUMBER,
IDENTIFIER, OPERATOR, etc. Usually, these tokens are internally denoted by small integers,
e.g. 257 for NUMBER, 258 for IDENTIFIER, 259 for OPERATOR, etc.Send a stream of pairs
(token-type, value) for each language construct, to the Parser.Lexical tokens are generally
defined as regular expressions (RE), for example:NUMBER = [+ |−]d*[.]d+Usually based on a
finite-state machine (FSM) model.Fig. 1.15 A finite-state machine for example ScannerRefer to
Appendix A for more details. Figure 1.15 shows FSM for the example RE given above.See the
example lexical analyzer code scanner.c given below./*----------------scanner.c--------------*/
#include <ctype.h>#include <stdio.h>#define TRUE 1#define FALSE 0int token;next(){ token
= getchar();}error(char *s){ printf(“\n error: %s \n”, s); for(next(); token != ‘\n’; next());}func0(){
next(); if(isdigit(token)) func2(); else { if((token == ‘+’) || (token == ‘-’)) func1(); else {
if(token == ‘.’) func3(); else error(“NAN”); } }}func1(){ next();
if(isdigit(token)) func2(); else { if(token == ‘.’) func3(); else error(“Digit or .
expected”); }}func2(){ next(); if(isdigit(token)) func2(); else { if(token == ‘.’) func4();
else func5(); }}func3(){ next(); if(isdigit(token)) func4(); else error(“Digit expected”);}
func4(){ next(); if(isdigit(token)) func4(); else func5();}func5(){ if(token == ‘\n’) {
printf(“\nNUMBER\n”); } else error(“invalid”);} main(){ while(1){ func0(); }}This Scanner
code is for the finite-state machine shown in Fig. 1.15.1.6.2 SyntaxAnalyzer – ParserDoes
syntax analysis, by doing the following:Analyze the stream of (tokens, value) pairs and find
language syntactic constructs, like ASSIGNMENT, IF-THEN-ELSE, WHILE, FOR, etc.Make a
syntax tree for each identified construct.Detect syntax errors while doing the above.Most of the
programming languages are designed to be context-free languages (CFL). A pushdown
automaton, i.e. an FSM + stack is an acceptor for these types of languages. See Appendix A for
details.Consider the following example grammar:S –> E#E –> T { + T }T –> F { * F }F –> 1p E rp |
nThis grammar generates a language consisting of arithmetic expressions liken n+n n*n n+n*n
n*n+n (n+n)*n (n+n)*(n+n) … …where ‘n’ represents a number token and ‘lp’and ‘rp’,
respectively, represent left and right parentheses tokens coming from the Scanner.The code for
a simplified example parser, parser.c, for the above grammar is given below. This type of parser
is called a recursive-descent parser, whose design is discussed in Chapter 4./*--------------
parser.c----------------------*/#include <stdio.h>#include <string.h>int err, t;char str[82];error(int i){
err = 1; printf(“error number %d\n”, i); mungetc(); while(mgetch() != ‘\n’); mungetc();}
nextsymbol(){ int c; c = mgetch(); mungetc(); return(c);}pE(){ pT(); while(nextsymbol() == ‘+’)
{ pplus(); pT(); }}pT(){ pF(); while(nextsymbol() == ‘*’) { past(); pF(); }}pF(){



switch(nextsymbol()) { case ‘(’:{ p1p(); pE(); prp(); break; } case ‘a’:{ pa(); break;
} default: error(10); }}pa(){ if(symbol)) != ‘a’) error(1);}p1p(){ if(symbol() != ‘(’) error(2);}
prp(){ if(symbol() != ‘)’) error(3);}pplus(){ if(symbol() != ‘+’) error(4);}past(){ if(symbol)) != ‘*’)
error(5);}symbol(){ int c; c = mgetch(); return(c);}mgetch(){ char c; t++; c = str[t]; return) (c >=
‘a’ & & c <= ‘z’)?’a’:c);}mungetc(){ t--;}main(){ int c; while(1) { err = 0; t = -1;
fgets(str,82,stdin); printf(“\n%s”, str); pE(); c = mgetch(); if(c == ‘\n’) { if(!err) {
printf(“\n ACCEPTED\n”); } else { printf(“\n REJECTED\n”); t = -1;
fgets(str,82,stdin); printf(“\n%s”, str); err = 0; } } }}Note that this
simplified parser does not generate the syntax tree, it only detects correctness of syntax.1.6.3
Semantic Analyzer – MapperIt converts or maps syntax trees for each construct into a sequence
of intermediate language statements.For example, source:d = a * (b + c);The syntax tree
generated by the Parser may look like as shown in Fig. 1.16.Fig. 1.16 A syntax tree for example
statementThe (unoptimized) intermediate language code may look likeload badd cstore t1load
amult t1store t2load t2store d1.6.4 Code Generation and Machine-dependent
OptimizationFrom the intermediate code, assembly language statements can be generated.
Instead of temporaries (t1, t2, etc.) in memory, CPU registers may be assigned.Code
OptimizationIn the example intermediate code, several possibilities are there:unnecessary
stores and loadssequence of statementsA better intermediate code could be:load badd cmult
astore d1.6.5 OptimizationWhat we have done above is Optimization. There are two types of
optimization – machine-independent and machine-dependent optimizations. There are several
possibilities of optimization:register allocation,taking invariant code outside loops,operator rank
reduction (e.g. add instead of mult),constant expression calculation (e.g. a = 3.142 * 56, RHS
done at compile time),removal of dead code,rolling out a loop, etc.Several types and levels of
optimization are available in GNU C compiler, as briefly indicated in Section. 1.7.1.6.6 How to
Develop Optimized Code?First get your code working completely error-free without any
optimization.You should put the code to be optimized (i.e. most time-consuming functions) in a
separate source file.Be aware of general nature of the optimization (code changes) introduced
by different switches.Start with lowest level of optimization (-O only), get the assembly output
(use -S switch).Carefully inspect it; does it do your job still, the way you wanted?If yes, apply
next higher level of optimization and repeat.1.7 A Real-life Compiler – gccThe GNU C compiler
gcc is arguably the best compiler available for C language. In fact it is a suite of compilers, as the
package contains g++ − a compiler for C++, and facilities to compile other languages like
Objective-C and Objective-C++, FORTRAN in both fixed form and free form (i.e. F90 and F95
versions), ADA, Java. It can handle different dialects of C.It is also able to generate executable
code for the following CPU families: ARC, ARM, AVR, Darwin, DEC Alpha, HPPA, i386 and
x86-64, IA-64, Motorola M680x0, MIPS, PDP-11, PowerPC, RS/6000, S/390, SPARC,
TMS320C3x/C4x and others.Thus, gcc is a good example of the ideas presented in Section
1.5.When you invoke GCC, it normally does pre-processing, compilation, assembly and linking.
The “overall options” allow one to stop this process at an intermediate stage. For example,-c



Compile or assemble the source files, but do not link. The linking stage is not simply done. The
ultimate output is in the form of an object file for each source file.-S Stop after the stage of
compilation proper; do not assemble. The output is in the form of an assembler code file for each
non-assembler input file specified.-E Stop after the pre-processing stage; do not run the
compiler proper. The output is in the form of pre-processed source code, which is sent to the
standard output.-o file Place output in file file.-wall A warning option – displays all possible
warnings, very useful during initial debugging of a code.In fact, gcc has a large complement of
options for warnings, debugging, optimization, pre-processor, linker, assembler and target
machine/language. You should see the man-page of gcc for full details. In general, the
processing steps followed by gcc are:pre-processing (invokes cpp),compilation,assembly
(invokes as), see Fig. 1.17,Fig. 1.17 gcc converts from C to obj using assemblerlinking (invokes
1d), see Fig. 1.18.Fig. 1.18 gcc: The linker converts an obj file to an executableIn gcc, the level of
attempted optimization controlled by −0 and other switches, but you have to be careful, specially
for embedded and Device-driver codes.In the subsequent chapters, we shall refer to GCC for
indicating how relevant phases of a theoretical compiler get implemented in a real-life compiler
suite.1.8 What Do We Mean by “Meaning”?In this chapter and also the rest of the book, we have
used and shall use phrases like: “the machine understands a particular language” or “the
semantic analysis phase of a compiler finds out the meaning of statements of the input code”. It
should be clearly understood that this anthropological (humanlike) characterization of what a
machine is actually doing is for convenience only. The machine does not “understand” the
“meaning” of what you, as a programmer, have specified. Perhaps this humanization of the
machine behaviour comes from fond attachment to one of our most complex creations – a
modern computing machine.Suppose that you have visited Japan, but do not know Japanese
language. Having enough money, you employ a Japanese interpreter, who will help you
translating your work in Japan. You go to a shop with her to buy a few shirts. You convey your
request to the interpreter and she translates it and conveys it to the shopkeeper. Not only the
shopkeeper now knows your request but the interpreter also – she “knows” that you want to buy
shirts. We say she internalizes the meaning of your request.If, on the other hand, you carried
with you an electronic pocket dictionary available now-a-days, which will actually speak out the
Japanese version of input English sentences, that gadget will not “know” what you requested. It
simply converts mechanically, without internalizing the meaning of what you said.Take another
example. Suppose your teacher writes on the black-board the following C statements:x1 = (−b +
sqrt(b * b − 4 * a * c))/(2 * a);x2 = (−b − sqrt(b * b − 4 * a * c))/(2 * a);you will most probably
understand that he is talking about solutions of a quadratic equation ax2 + bx + c, apart from
understanding what actual operations are being specified. To you the statements fit into a larger
set of information. As far as a language translator is concerned, it has function to convert each
on the arithmetical operations such as +, −, *, /sqrt into corresponding actions on the target
machine that is all. It has no notion that these statements are solution of some equations, in fact,
it does not “understand” words like “equation” or “solution”.Thus when we say that a particular



portion of a compiler finds out “meaning” of input code, we only mean that mechanisms to
convert that code to corresponding target language construct is available within the compiler, i.e.
how to specify corresponding actions in the target language. It is designed to detect a certain set
of patterns and map them into another set of patterns. There is no claim that it is able to
“understand” the “meaning” of any of those patterns.Though some amount of success has been
obtained in developing computer programs which find out “meaning” of given text or image input,
this area of computer technology is still at a very nascent stage and definitely not yet included in
the present day language translators.LOOKING FORWARDThis chapter should have given you
an overall idea about a language translator and specifically about a compiler. In the subsequent
chapters, we fill in a lot of details.After going through a step-by-step discussion of a complete
compiler and run-time system for a very simple language in Chapter 2, we shall discuss in
individual chapters each of the phases of a compiler. We shall also discuss some of the
concepts that we have not yet mentioned in this chapter –syntax-directed translation, attribute
grammars, type system, run-time environment, code generation and machine-dependent
optimization, etc.We shall also introduce gradually compiler writing tools such as lex, flex, yacc,
bison, etc. and use them wherever necessary. We have implemented many of the programs
discussed in the subsequent chapters; their C source code is available as mentioned
elsewhere.HISTORICAL NOTESSince the beginning of the computer era, the development of
computer programming languages and their translators have been driven by advances in
hardware technologies on one hand and expectations in terms of range, performance – both
correctness and efficiency — and complexity of applications on the other hand. The introduction
of the following major concepts in programming languages can be linked to development of 1st,
2nd, 3rd and 4th generations of hardware:1940s: Assembly language;1950s: First HLLs:
FORTRAN, LISP and COBOL, also ALGOL-60 report — block structuring, identifier
scopes;1960s: BNF used to specify a programming language grammar, APL, BASIC and PL/I
developed, though APL and PL/I could not become popular;1970s: Simula (first object-oriented
programming language), C (system programming), SmallTalk (OOP), Prolog (logic
programming), ML (type system, functional programming); Structured Programming;1980s: C++
(OO and system programming), ADA (systems programming), in Japan 5th generation language
development, modular programming with parameterized modules, emergence of RISComputers
emphasized compiler orientation in CPU design; Perl and Eiffel developed;1990s and later:
Programmer productivity becomes the driving force — VisualBasic, C# developed; Java (OOP
and built-in garbage collection), Python, Ruby, JavaScript, XML;Current trends: Component-
oriented software development, mechanisms for security and reliability verification in the
language, integration with database, further development of Web languages.See a Wikipedia
article at:O’reilly has published a very interesting language history poster,
see:andEXERCISESMake a list of all the programming languages that you can find and make a
table for them indicating (i) if they are interpreted, compiled or part-compiled, (ii) the platforms
on which available and (iii) application areas in which used. Do not forget languages for pictures



generation (e.g. povray), printing (e.g. postscript), web (e.g. HTML, Javascript), etc. After you
have made this table, compare it with Fig. 1.1.Certain properties of a programming language
may require that the only way to get the code written in it be executed is by interpretation. In
other words, compilation to a native machine code of a traditional CPU is not possible. What are
these properties? Try to investigate in as much detail as you can. [Hint: Consider the way an
interpreter executes a code and the way a compiled program is executed.]Look at source
optimisel.c. Study optimize10.s, optimize100.s, optimize101.s, optimize102.s, optimize103.s,
optimize103s.s. Which of these optimizations will be unacceptable in some applications or
situations?Obtain details of METAFONT and METAPOST languages from Internet and study the
basic objects, operations and functions provided in them.Portability of a program is said to be a
desirable feature made available by an HLL. What issues can arise in making a program truly
portable, i.e. one should be able to compile it and successfully execute it on any family of CPU?
Suresh wrote the following small program in C, to find out execution speed of a particular
CPU:#include <stdio.h>int main(){ int i, a; for(i = 0; i<100000000; i++){ a = 1; }}He compiled it
normally using gcc testopt.c −o testopt, executed it and got a running-time estimate of 0.288 s
on an average. Then he recompiled it with gcc −03 testopt.c −o testopt (i.e. level 3 optimization)
and got a running-time estimate of 0.003 s on an average. Surprised at this large reduction in
time, he obtained the assembly language output for both the versions of translation:#
unoptimizedmain: leal 4(%esp), %ecx andl $−16, %esp pushl -4(%ecx) pushl
%ebp movl %esp, %ebp pushl %ecx subl $16,
%esp#---------------------------------------------- movl $0, −12(%ebp) jmp .L2.L3: movl $1,
-8(%ebp) incl −12(%ebp).L2: cmpl $99999999, −12(%ebp) jle
.L3#---------------------------------------------- addl $16, %esp popl %ecx popl %ebp leal
−4(%ecx), %esp ret# optimizedmain: leal 4(%esp), %ecx andl $−16, %esp pushl
-4(%ecx) pushl %ebp movl %esp, %ebp pushl
%ecx#----------------------------------------------- popl %ecx popl %ebp leal −4(%ecx),
%esp retComparing the two codes he found that the loop forming instructions, marked by two
horizontal lines in the unoptimized code, were completely missing in the optimized code. Also,
the local variables i and a were not created. What was going on?WEB RESOURCESThe
Catalog of Compiler Construction Tools – Freeware and Commercial resources for compiler
writers.GLOSSARYLanguage A systematic means of communicating ideas or feelings by the
use of conventionalized signs, sounds, gestures or marks having understood meanings; the
means by which animals communicate; a formal system of signs and symbols (as FORTRAN or
a calculus in logic) including rules for the formation and transformation of admissible
expressions.Internalize (UK internalize) To accept or absorb an idea, attitude, belief, etc. so that
it becomes part of your character.Code An algorithm expressed in some programming
language.Compiler A language translator which converts an HLL program to the native machine
language of a particular computing machine.Source The input program to a translator.Machine It
is a device to do some job. It can be abstract or actual, and if actual, implemented as a program



(a virtual machine) or as a physical hardware. A machine accepts and executes commands or
instructions.Program A list of commands to some machine, to do a specific job.High-level
Language A language for writing computer programs which looks more like human language
than computer's native machine language and is therefore easier to understand.Target The
language of the machine or system on which the user program will be ultimately executed.Token
The Scanner detects various language atoms in the source code and represents them in the
form of a uniform sized tokens, for ease of processing by the subsequent phases.Phase Part of
processing cycle during which a well-defined transformation of the input is made.Optimization
Systematic attempt by compiler to generate a final output, in the target language, which is a
good approximation to what an experienced programmer of the target language would have
written.Statement A unit of specification of a complete action – which may be declarative or
imperative.Macro An identifier which specifies a portion of code. During macro expansion, a
macro will be replaced by that code. Tip of an iceberg.Meaning The actions, expressed in the
target language, specified by a portion of the source code.Assembly Conversion of an assembly
language program into machine language program.Parser – Syntax analyzer Identifies various
language constructs, which determine the statement types and build the parse tree
representation of the input program.Scanner – Lexical analyzer Identifies various language
atoms, maps them to tokens and passes them on to parser.Formal A representation based on
strict rules for simple, definitive, unambiguous and mathematical description of any
system.Execution Doing the computational work specified by the program.Load-and-Go A
scheme of HLL use, wherein the compiler, source code and the target code all reside in the
machine memory simultaneously.Interpreter An execution agent – which may be a software or
hardware – which seemingly execute an HLL program directly. It usually has to interpret each
statement just before its execution.Syntax The grammatical structure of a program.Instructions
Commands to a computing machine.Debugging Removal of “bugs” – errors – from a
program.Lexical Concerning the way various language atoms are expressed in terms of a
specific character set.Semantic Concerning the meaning of various statements in a
program.Loader A utility program which loads an executable program file on a secondary
storage into the main memory of the machine. Depending upon the platform, it may have to do
certain modifications to the code.Linker A utility program which sets up address links between
various parts and modules of a translated program and also any program libraries to be
used.1IntroductionWhat you will learn in this chapterWhat you will learn in this chapterWhich
languages are we talking about?Translation processVarious schemes of TranslationTypes of
CompilersWhy are High Level languages so heavily used?What does a compiler actually do?
Phases of a compilerTheoretical viewpoint regarding a compilerWhich languages are we talking
about?Translation processVarious schemes of TranslationTypes of CompilersWhy are High
Level languages so heavily used?What does a compiler actually do?Phases of a
compilerTheoretical viewpoint regarding a compilerKey WordsKey WordsHigh Level language,
bytecode, translation, compilers, phases, interpretersHigh Level language, bytecode,



translation, compilers, phases, interpreters1.1 LanguagesIf you think a little about how our world
operates, you will realize that animate and inanimate objects interact by sending messages to
one another. These messages take various forms. For example, a honeybee communicates the
location of a source of juices to other honeybees by a kind of “dance”. We human beings “talk”
with one another or send written or electronic messages. You “talk” to (as distinct from via) your
mobile phone by pressing various buttons and reading the display. In that case, your pressing
the phone buttons is called commands or requests, but still, in a general sense they are
messages.All messages are expressed in some language, and usually there is a protocol (rules
of communicating) for any situation where such messages are exchanged. For example, when
someone calls Siddhartha on his phone, protocol requires that he says, “Hello, Siddhartha
speaking”.Various races of human beings have developed a number of languages for
communication over thousands of years, such as Sanskrit, Farasi, Chinese, English, French,
Tamil, Telugu, Hindi, Eskimo, Swahili, etc., in fact a few thousands of them. These are all called
Natural languages, as they were developed during the natural evolution of human races.When
the era of computers and computer-like devices started during 1940s, a need arose for
communicating with the computing machines. Most of the communication was in the form of
commands or requests to do some work or job. As the machines “understood” only very
elementary commands (“add number x to number y and put the result in a store called z”) rather
than jobs of even mild complexity (“solve the quadratic equation ax2 + bx + c, given a, b and c”),
it was necessary to supply a complete sequence of elementary commands, specifying how a
particular job was to be done. A sequence of commands is called a program. This necessitated
developing and defining the so-called programming languages.During the early days of
computer evolution, the only language a computing machine could follow was its binary
command language (as most, though not all, machines were built using binary logic elements –
called gates and flip-flops). This binary language was extremely terse, difficult to use and error-
prone. With development of technology, it was found that programming can be done in
languages more approachable for humans, but this entailed a price. If we call the language
understood directly by a machine as M and the language more desirable from human viewpoint
for specification of a computing job as L, then there should be a method available to translate a
code in L to a code in M. Who would do this work? In fact, in the old days of the computer era,
we understand that in some countries like Russia, this work was done by human clerks, called
(aptly) “translators”. In the computer field, there are several interesting adages, one of them is:
Let the computer do the dirty work. So, why not make the computer do the translation from L to
M? The question is how can a computer machine, which does not “understand” any language
other than its own command or machine language, translate from L (a language it does not
understand) to M (a language it understands)? If you do not know Chinese, but know English,
can you translate from Chinese to English?This seemingly impossible work is made possible by
using certain properties of the programming languages. Unlike the natural languages, the
programming languages have a very restricted structure. Almost “blind” (i.e. mechanical)



replacement for various words or constructs in a human approachable programming language
like L, by a corresponding construct in M, is possible. This mechanical work can be performed
by a computing machine.This is a very brief account of translation process. For slightly more
details read the rest of this chapter, and a still fuller account is given in this whole book.A
systematic study of both programming and natural languages requires that mathematical or
formal models of various types of languages be defined. The languages which define such
models are called Formal languages. In order to capture the essence of a language and allow
mathematical manipulations, these formal languages look somewhat different from our day-to-
day sense of a language. Appendix A on “Theory of Automata and Formal Languages” gives a
detailed discussion of this topic.Some years back, pioneering linguistics researcher, Noam
Chomsky, set upon the task of translating a document written in one natural language, say
Japanese, into a corresponding document in another, say English. While trying to develop the
algorithms to do this difficult job, he studied the nature of various types of languages. A
summary of his main findings are given in Appendix A, as Chomsky's Hierarchy of languages.In
this book, we concentrate only on translation of programming languages, taking models from
formal languages where required.A computer professional may come across several types of
programming languages. The following sections details majority of them.1.1.1 Machine
LanguageThe binary machine code is one which the computer hardware “understands” is able
to interpret for execution. A machine language program consists of instructions in binary digits,
i.e. bits 0 and 1.The machine instructions of modern computers consist of one or more bytes –
group of eight bits. For example, some typical binary instructions for 8086 CPU chip are:binary
code Mnemonic opcode instr length (bytes)11111000 clc 100000000 11000001
add a1, c1 2Obviously, if one has to program in such a language, it is going to be very
tedious, time-consuming and error-prone. Another difficulty would be while loading such a binary
program from our paper to the memory of the computer.In the old days of computer technology,
the initial boot program (IPL), which loads a operating system from some auxiliary memory to
the main memory, was required to be keyed-in via console (binary) key switches. The operator
would have to remember the binary code for the few instructions of the IPL and painstakingly key
them in.1.1.2 HexAbsoluteLoaderLanguageThe above difficulty was overcome to some extent,
by writing a Hex loader program in machine language, which could read ASCII representation of
the machine instructions in hexadecimal. For example, the above two instructions would look
like: F8 and 00 C1, respectively. Generally, such a loader program accepted program to be
loaded in the format:<load address> <length> <bytes to be loaded> <check-sum>000C200
50 4F34 ... ... ... 87E3This was still a far cry from a human-friendly programming
language.1.1.3 Assembly LanguageThe earliest attempt at providing a somewhat human
approachable programming environment was in the form of assembly language and its
translator, called an assembler. An assembly language provided:mnemonic op-codes – the
programmer need not remember binary or hex op-codes;symbolic operands – the programmer
need not keep track of the absolute memory addresses where various quantities in his program



resides;address arithmetic – programmer can express addresses as displacements with
reference to some declared symbols;data declaration – predefined data (initialized data) can be
declared;memory reservation – working memory areas can be reserved and named.mnemonic
op-codes – the programmer need not remember binary or hex op-codes;symbolic operands –
the programmer need not keep track of the absolute memory addresses where various
quantities in his program resides;address arithmetic – programmer can express addresses as
displacements with reference to some declared symbols;data declaration – predefined data
(initialized data) can be declared;memory reservation – working memory areas can be reserved
and named.For many years, even major applications were written in assembly language,
extended by the macro assembly language (Section 1.1.4). Even today it is used as a step in
translating High Level languages and also where hardware-specific code is needed, for
example, in operating systems. Because each family of CPU has different instruction set, there is
an assembly language (and a corresponding assembler) for each such CPU family. Thus, an
assembly language reflects the architecture and Instruction Set of the computer for which it is
designed.1.1.4 Macro Assembly LanguageWith some experience of programming in an
assembly language, programmers found that most of the time they are using repetition of
basically same or similar code sequences. For example, summing up an array of numbers may
be required as a commonly used operation. In a macro language, such sequences can be
defined as a macro and be given an identifier. Once this is done, wherever in the remaining code
one wants to insert the code, only the macro name need be specified.Macro assembly language
largely removed drudgery from programming. IBM “Autocoder” was once a much used such
macro language.1.1.5 Intermediate or ByteCodeByteCode represents the “machine language”
of a phantom or virtual computing machine. It is used as an intermediate representation of a
program, keeping only the most essential features of the program. For example, compiler
translates your myprog.java source code into myprog.class file which contain bytecodes.1.1.6
High Level LanguageA High Level language (HLL) looks more like a natural language than a
machine or assembly language. An HLL is characterized by the following:It consists of
statements, which specify steps of computation, in contrast to machine instructions in assembly
languages.Statements are made up of language atoms – numbers, characters, text strings,
function calls, etc.Usually, four types of statements are available:Declarative: declares existence
of certain entities having specified properties;Definition: gives definitions of user-defined
entities;Imperative: specifies commands to be passed on to the execution agent (usually a CPU)
– one very common imperative being an assignment;Assignment: specifies some computation
to be done and assignment of resulting value to an entity;Control: determines the order in which
statements are executed, generally by checking the current state of some entities;Structured
programming and modularity are generally emphasized.Libraries of precompiled and tested
modules are available for computation over diverse fields.Designed for easy debugging, code
modification and code extension.It consists of statements, which specify steps of computation,
in contrast to machine instructions in assembly languages.Statements are made up of language



atoms – numbers, characters, text strings, function calls, etc.Usually, four types of statements
are available: Declarative: declares existence of certain entities having specified
properties;Definition: gives definitions of user-defined entities;Imperative: specifies commands
to be passed on to the execution agent (usually a CPU) – one very common imperative being an
assignment;Assignment: specifies some computation to be done and assignment of resulting
value to an entity;Control: determines the order in which statements are executed, generally by
checking the current state of some entities;Structured programming and modularity are
generally emphasized.Libraries of precompiled and tested modules are available for
computation over diverse fields.Designed for easy debugging, code modification and code
extension.C, C++, Java and Ada are examples of HLL.1.1.7 Very High Level LanguageAs
advantages of HLL languages were realized (see Section 1.1.8), very High Level language
(VHLL) was developed, especially for some specific application areas or computational needs.
Apart from carrying forward the facilities generally available in a typical HLL, additional language
facilities are seen in such languages. For example,PROLOG is a language for computation
based on formal logic and specifically Horn clause. It is a declarative language for logic
programming as opposed to procedural languages such as C or Java. It declares the data
elements and relationships between them. Its basic action is to automatically search for a
combination of values of specified entities to satisfy some logic expression. It does not depend
upon step-by-step algorithms as we normally encounter.The programming languages for
simulation package like MATLAB or statistical package like R are VHLL. They are object-
oriented languages.Haskell is a Functional programming language.Perl and Python can also be
called VHLL, as they use higher level objects such as lists, array and dictionaries directly. For
example, a simple statement in Perl,@evens = map {$_ if $_ % 2 == 0} (0...100);will assign a list
consisting of all the even values between 0 and 100 to array @even. The iteration over an array
of integers 0 to 100 is handled automatically as a part of the map function.The METAFONT
language developed by Prof. Donald Knuth, as a part of his TEXsystem to design fonts, is a
VHLL. It automatically solves simultaneous equations to obtain co-ordinate values from known
points.PROLOG is a language for computation based on formal logic and specifically Horn
clause. It is a declarative language for logic programming as opposed to procedural languages
such as C or Java. It declares the data elements and relationships between them. Its basic
action is to automatically search for a combination of values of specified entities to satisfy some
logic expression. It does not depend upon step-by-step algorithms as we normally
encounter.The programming languages for simulation package like MATLAB or statistical
package like R are VHLL. They are object-oriented languages.Haskell is a Functional
programming language.Perl and Python can also be called VHLL, as they use higher level
objects such as lists, array and dictionaries directly. For example, a simple statement in Perl,
@evens = map {$_ if $_ % 2 == 0} (0...100);will assign a list consisting of all the even values
between 0 and 100 to array @even. The iteration over an array of integers 0 to 100 is handled
automatically as a part of the map function.The METAFONT language developed by Prof.



Donald Knuth, as a part of his TEXsystem to design fonts, is a VHLL. It automatically solves
simultaneous equations to obtain co-ordinate values from known points.1.1.8 Why High Level
Language?Readability: An HLL will allow programs to be written that look similar to a text
description of the underlying algorithms. If some care is taken, the program can become self-
documenting.Portability: Though an ideal only partially achieved, HLL, being mostly machine
independent, can be used for developing portable software. The same source code can be used
on different families of machines, only thing needed is that the code has to be compiled on each
type of machine separately.Productivity: Due to the brevity of expression in HLL for a given
algorithm, the programmer's productivity increases. A rule of thumb used in software industry is
that a programmer is expected to deliver 50 lines/day of tested and debugged code in any
implementation language. Processing specified by 50 lines of code in C will be much higher
compared to 50 lines of assembly code. Naturally, the higher the level of the language of the
code, higher will be the programmer's productivity.Debugging ease: As the statements
implementing the algorithms have logical meaning, finding and removing errors (debugging) are
much more easier. Structured control constructs, if used in a proper way, also helps in
debugging. Some HLL provide object-oriented programming facilities which further enhances
debugging ease, modularity and code reuse.Modularity: The complete application development
work can be divided into modules. This aids team work and also leads to code reuse, which
saves considerable effort in code development.Optimization: Most of the good compilers
provide, as option, optimized code. This executable code is comparable to what a human expert
would deliver if he is using an assembly language.Generality: An HLL generally allows writing of
code for a wide variety of applications, thus obviating a need for the programmer of becoming
expert in many different languages.Error detection: An HLL compiler can detect several types of
programmer errors, e.g. using a real variable as an integer, or not passing enough number of call
arguments to a function. Also, a good compiler can give warnings for doubtful but syntactically
correct code. Such warnings many times lead to detection of logical errors in the code, which a
compiler is normally not expected to detect.Readability: An HLL will allow programs to be written
that look similar to a text description of the underlying algorithms. If some care is taken, the
program can become self-documenting.Portability: Though an ideal only partially achieved, HLL,
being mostly machine independent, can be used for developing portable software. The same
source code can be used on different families of machines, only thing needed is that the code
has to be compiled on each type of machine separately.Productivity: Due to the brevity of
expression in HLL for a given algorithm, the programmer's productivity increases. A rule of
thumb used in software industry is that a programmer is expected to deliver 50 lines/day of
tested and debugged code in any implementation language. Processing specified by 50 lines of
code in C will be much higher compared to 50 lines of assembly code. Naturally, the higher the
level of the language of the code, higher will be the programmer's productivity.Debugging ease:
As the statements implementing the algorithms have logical meaning, finding and removing
errors (debugging) are much more easier. Structured control constructs, if used in a proper way,



also helps in debugging. Some HLL provide object-oriented programming facilities which further
enhances debugging ease, modularity and code reuse.Modularity: The complete application
development work can be divided into modules. This aids team work and also leads to code
reuse, which saves considerable effort in code development.Optimization: Most of the good
compilers provide, as option, optimized code. This executable code is comparable to what a
human expert would deliver if he is using an assembly language.Generality: An HLL generally
allows writing of code for a wide variety of applications, thus obviating a need for the
programmer of becoming expert in many different languages.Error detection: An HLL compiler
can detect several types of programmer errors, e.g. using a real variable as an integer, or not
passing enough number of call arguments to a function. Also, a good compiler can give
warnings for doubtful but syntactically correct code. Such warnings many times lead to detection
of logical errors in the code, which a compiler is normally not expected to detect.The HLL was
developed during the 1950s to till today. Many of the HLLs are related to some others, and this
relationship is called the genealogy of the programming languages (see Fig. 1.1).Fig. 1.1
Genealogy of programming languagesFig. 1.1 Genealogy of programming languagesNote: The
vertical axis in years is approximate only. Even though a language may be related or derived
from some others, it does not mean that their run-time environments are comparable.1.2
Translation ProcessA programming language translator takes a source code written in one
language and generates an output code in the target language, for later execution on some
execution agent. Sometimes, the output is further processed by another translator to a second
target language (see Fig. 1.2).Fig. 1.2 What does a translator do?Fig. 1.2 What does a translator
do?Note: One important requirement – the algorithm specified by the source code should
remain intact across the translation, i.e. the target code must specify exactly the same
algorithm.1.3 Translation Schemes1.3.1 T-diagramMost of the translation schemes accept some
input code in a specified source language, translates it using a program which is written in its
implementation language and generates an output in a specified target language, as shown in
Fig. 1.2. The translation program itself works on some specified system – a combination of
hardware and operating system software. To depict this arrangement in a compact way, the so-
called T-diagrams are traditionally used. A general T-diagram is shown in Fig. 1.3. The arrow
over the middle upper box indicates the direction of information processing. Sometimes, we may
have to extend this symbolism by adding more components such as, e.g., the hardware platform
on which the translator will work. In that case one more box will be added below the middle lower
box.Fig. 1.3 A T-diagramFig. 1.3 A T-diagram1.3.2 AssemblerAn assembler translates an
assembly language source code to executable or almost executable (object) code (see Fig.
1.4).Fig. 1.4 T-diagram of an assemblerFig. 1.4 T-diagram of an assemblerBasic operation in an
assembler is the replacement of symbolic information by numeric (binary or hex) information. It
does this by help of two tables – one fixed – op-code table – and the other built-up when the
source is read and analyzed – symbol table. The assembler will create and use a Symbol Table
to keep track of the identifiers used in the source code.An assembler is generally used as one of



the steps in a typical modern compiler. For further details, see Appendix B, “Assemblers and
Macro processors”.1.3.3 Macro AssemblerThough it is also loosely called Macro processor,
there is some difference in meaning. A macro processor is any program which accepts macro
definitions in some macro language and provides for macro expansions or substitutions. It could
be a stand-alone system like M4 macro processor used heavily in UNIX/Linux systems, or it
could be a part, as an additional layer of facility, of other software – text editors, spreadsheets,
compiler, etc.On the other hand, macro assembler is a macro processor integrated into an
assembler. It is an assembler with built-in macro facility. For further details, see Appendix B,
“Assemblers and Macro Processors”.1.3.4 InterpreterAn interpreter accepts a source code as
input and immediately executes it. It performs analysis of each statement in the source code to
find its meaning and performs those specified operations, using the operating system and
hardware platform on which it is based (Fig. 1.5).Fig. 1.5 A simplified view of an interpreterFig.
1.5 A simplified view of an interpreterThere is statement by statement processing of the source
code, but there is no one-time translation of the whole source code. Each time a statement
needs execution, it has to be processed afresh. This takes time, of course, and shows up as
slower execution compared with a compiled program. How much slower? It could be as slow as
5 to 100 times, depending upon the source language and implementation details.For example,
consider a small script segment in shell-script – an interpreted, scripting language for the shell of
UNIX/Linux systems:for f in *.cdo grep -n “function” $fdoneThis script segment considers all files
in current directory, having file name extension ‘. c’, one by one, and prints all the lines in each of
them which have the word “function” in it. Every time the for statement is executed, it is analyzed
afresh to find its “meaning”, similarly for the grep statement etc.1.3.5 Load-and-Go SchemeA
substantial use of an HLL is in “one time” programs which are required to be written and
checked out quickly as there is an immediate but short-term need for that program. Also,
students’ programs are for learning the HLL language and programming techniques rather than
long-term or commercial use. In such situations, a Load-and-Go scheme will be desirable. In
such an arrangement, the text editor via which a program is developed and the compiler (or
interpreter) are integrated in one package. The user types in his/her program using the built-in
editor and the program is immediately translated and executed. A considerable simplification in
the compiler and Linker takes place as the user program will be always loaded at a fixed location
in the memory. The required function library is also in a fixed place, which makes the linking
operation easy (see Fig. 1.6).Fig. 1.6 Load-and-Go schemeFig. 1.6 Load-and-Go
schemeAdvantages: Simpler compiler and linker, fast turn-around on experimental programs,
easier to debug.Disadvantages: Useful only for small programs, usually limited to a single
source file. Library extension is almost impossible. Code optimization is not present due to need
for keeping the compiler simple and small.Similar scheme is implemented for Perl and Python
script processors, as shown in Fig. 1.7.Fig. 1.7 Perl and Python Load-and-GoFig. 1.7 Perl and
Python Load-and-Go1.3.6 CompilerA compiler takes a source code in an HLL as input and
generates either a machine code executable or an object code for subsequent linking and



execution (Fig. 1.8).Fig. 1.8 A simplified view of a compilerFig. 1.8 A simplified view of a
compilerThere are several types of compilers.One-pass compilers: The compiler completes all
its processing while scanning the source code only once. It has advantage of simpler and faster
compiler, but it cannot do some of the sophisticated optimization. In the old days, the main
memories were relatively small (a few hundred kilobytes of memory was considered a luxury)
and the intermediate outputs during translation were stored on magnetic tapes. In modern times,
high-speed hard-disk drives and much larger memories are norms, and distinction between one-
and multi-pass compilers is dimming.Multi-pass compilers: The compiler scans the source code
several times to complete the translation. This allows for much better optimization. It also takes
care of some quirks of the HLL being handled. For example, consider the following three
statements in FORTRAN:DO 11 I = 1, 10DO11I = 1,10DO 11 I = 1. 10The first and the second
statements mean exactly the same thing, because in FORTRAN spaces are simply ignored,
they do not have any role in separating out atoms of the language. Now look at the third
statement, it has only one character different from the first two, but the meaning is very much
different. While the first and second statements were header of a DO-loop, the third is an
assignment statement. Thus after the FORTRAN compiler detects a ‘,’ between ‘1’ and ‘10’, it
will have to go back and re-scan from beginning to separate out the atoms ‘DO’ ‘11’ I ‘=’, which it
need not do if the character between ‘1’ and ‘10’ were ‘.’. In that case, the atoms would be
‘DO11I (a valid identifier)’ ‘=’ ‘1.10’.Load-and-Go compiler: We have already discussed this in
Section. 1.3.5.Optimizing compilers: They contain provisions for target code optimization, so that
it is efficient in terms of execution speed and memory usage. Almost all modern compilers do
have such facility, generally as a number of options.Just-in-time compiler: Used by Java and by
Microsoft .Net's Common Intermediate Language (CIL). Here, an application is supplied as
bytecode, which is subsequently compiled to machine code of the platform just prior to
execution.1.3.7 What Does a Compiler Do?To summarize what we have discussed till now about
a compiler, we note that a compiler (see Fig. 1.9):Translates a user program in one language L1
into a program in another language L2.It is a large set of programs, with several modules.L1
(source) is usually a High Level language like C, C++ or Java.L2 (target) is usually a form of the
binary machine language.L2 is not a pure machine language, because two further operations
Linking and Loading are needed before the program is in executable form. For a detailed
discussion of Linking and Loading operations, see Appendix C “Linkers and Loaders”.It consists
of several steps or phasesTranslates a user program in one language L1 into a program in
another language L2.It is a large set of programs, with several modules.L1 (source) is usually a
High Level language like C, C++ or Java.L2 (target) is usually a form of the binary machine
language.L2 is not a pure machine language, because two further operations Linking and
Loading are needed before the program is in executable form. For a detailed discussion of
Linking and Loading operations, see Appendix C “Linkers and Loaders”.It consists of several
steps or phasesFig. 1.9 A compiler in actionFig. 1.9 A compiler in action1.4 Theoretical
ViewpointBefore we go ahead with knowing more details about a compiler, it is worthwhile to



know what the formal language and automata theory have to say about a compiler. A more
substantial account is given in Appendix A, but here we have bare minimum.1.4.1 Acceptor and
CompilerIn formal language theory, a compiler is simply an acceptor, which reads input strings
and outputs “Yes” or “No”, depending upon whether a string is in language L1 or not (see Fig.
1.10).Fig. 1.10 Compiler as an acceptorFig. 1.10 Compiler as an acceptorA compiler is useless
if it does not point out errors. (Yes, but which errors?) A real compiler does this by typing out
errors! It also translates from L1 to L2, but the acceptance function is still the most important.
What will you do with a program which is not correct according to the syntax of the source
language?It tells you whether your program adheres STRICTLY to the rules of a particular
language. These rules are given as a grammar and a compiler represents this grammar.1.5
Phases of a CompilerMost of the modern compilers have the following phases:Pre-processing:
Usually, this phase is implemented as a macro processor, with its own macro language. It
provides for file inclusion, conditional compilation control of segments of the source code,
definition of literals, “pragma” commands to the compiler, etc.Lexical analysis: (Scanner) –
checks for correct use of the input character set, identifies language atoms and tags them as the
type of atom, e.g. NUMBER, IDENTIFIER, OPERATION.Syntax analysis: (Parser) – processes
output of the Scanner, detects syntactic constructs and types of statements, generates a parse
tree.Semantic analysis: (Mapper) – processes the parse trees, detects the “meaning” of
statements and generates an intermediate code.Code Generation: Processes the intermediate
code to generate the “machine code” for the target machine. Or alternately, works as pseudo-
code interpreter to execute the intermediate code directly (e.g. Perl, Java, Python). In that case it
may be called a Virtual Machine (VM).Error checking: (Spread throughout the compiler) –
various kinds of error checking, appropriate for a particular phase, are done in each
phase.Optimization: (Spread among several phases) – two kinds of optimizations are done –
machine-dependent and machine-independent.A compiler can also be thought of as divided
into two logical parts (see Fig. 1.11):Pre-processing: Usually, this phase is implemented as a
macro processor, with its own macro language. It provides for file inclusion, conditional
compilation control of segments of the source code, definition of literals, “pragma” commands to
the compiler, etc.Lexical analysis: (Scanner) – checks for correct use of the input character set,
identifies language atoms and tags them as the type of atom, e.g. NUMBER, IDENTIFIER,
OPERATION.Syntax analysis: (Parser) – processes output of the Scanner, detects syntactic
constructs and types of statements, generates a parse tree.Semantic analysis: (Mapper) –
processes the parse trees, detects the “meaning” of statements and generates an intermediate
code.Code Generation: Processes the intermediate code to generate the “machine code” for the
target machine. Or alternately, works as pseudo-code interpreter to execute the intermediate
code directly (e.g. Perl, Java, Python). In that case it may be called a Virtual Machine (VM).Error
checking: (Spread throughout the compiler) – various kinds of error checking, appropriate for a
particular phase, are done in each phase.Optimization: (Spread among several phases) – two
kinds of optimizations are done – machine-dependent and machine-independent.A compiler



can also be thought of as divided into two logical parts (see Fig. 1.11):Fig. 1.11 Front- and back-
end of a compilerFig. 1.11 Front- and back-end of a compilerFront-end of compiler: Consisting
of pre-processing, lexical, syntax and semantic phases. This is the part which does the analysis
of the input code.Back-end of compiler: Code generation, Optimization phases. This is the part
which does the synthesis of the output or target code.On the basis of this concept of two parts of
a compiler, we can envision several situations for a compiler development project. We may be
required to develop compilers for:single source language, single target language (1 × 1);multi-
source language, single target language (m × 1);single source language, multi-target language
(1 × n);multi-source language, multi-target language (m × n).single source language, single
target language (1 × 1);multi-source language, single target language (m × 1);single source
language, multi-target language (1 × n);multi-source language, multi-target language (m × n).In
the 1 × 1 case, we need to develop only one compiler, with one front-end and one back-end. For
cases m × 1 and 1 × n, we have to develop m and n compilers, respectively. Instead, we really
need to develop only m front-ends and one back-end for m × 1 case. Similarly, we really need to
develop one front-end and only n back-end for 1 × n case (see Fig. 1.12).Fig. 1.12 Multiple
source, single target (m × 1) and single source, multi-target (1 × n) cases. L Source language, C
Compiler, P ProcessorFig. 1.12 Multiple source, single target (m × 1) and single source, multi-
target (1 × n) cases. L Source language, C Compiler, P ProcessorThe real impact of this idea will
be realized in the case of m × n, as shown in Fig. 1.13. Instead of developing m × n compilers,
we need to develop only m front-ends and n back-ends, to fabricate a total of m × n
compilers.Fig. 1.13 Multi-source, multi-target case (m × n). CF Compiler front-end, CB Compiler
back-endFig. 1.13 Multi-source, multi-target case (m × n). CF Compiler front-end, CB Compiler
back-endAn example of implementation of this idea is the GNU C compiler, some preliminary
details of which are given in Section 1.7.1.6 A More Detailed Look at Phases of a CompilerWe
have already seen that a compiler has the following phases:Pre-processingScanner – Lexical
AnalysisParser – Syntax AnalysisMapper – Semantic AnalysisCode
GenerationAssemblerOptimization (spread over several phases)Error Checking (spread over
several phases)Pre-processingScanner – Lexical AnalysisParser – Syntax AnalysisMapper –
Semantic AnalysisCode GenerationAssemblerOptimization (spread over several phases)Error
Checking (spread over several phases)A compiler generates intermediate files between these
phases, to communicate output of one phase as input to the next (see Fig. 1.14).We now
discuss each phase of a compiler in some details.Fig. 1.14 Phases of a compiler and
intermediate outputsFig. 1.14 Phases of a compiler and intermediate outputs1.6.1 Lexical
Analyzer - ScannerDoes lexical analysis, by doing the following:Analyze individual character
sequences and find language tokens, like NUMBER, IDENTIFIER, OPERATOR, etc. Usually,
these tokens are internally denoted by small integers, e.g. 257 for NUMBER, 258 for
IDENTIFIER, 259 for OPERATOR, etc.Send a stream of pairs (token-type, value) for each
language construct, to the Parser.Lexical tokens are generally defined as regular expressions
(RE), for example:NUMBER = [+ |−]d*[.]d+Usually based on a finite-state machine (FSM)



model.Analyze individual character sequences and find language tokens, like NUMBER,
IDENTIFIER, OPERATOR, etc. Usually, these tokens are internally denoted by small integers,
e.g. 257 for NUMBER, 258 for IDENTIFIER, 259 for OPERATOR, etc.Send a stream of pairs
(token-type, value) for each language construct, to the Parser.Lexical tokens are generally
defined as regular expressions (RE), for example:NUMBER = [+ |−]d*[.]d+Usually based on a
finite-state machine (FSM) model.Fig. 1.15 A finite-state machine for example ScannerFig. 1.15
A finite-state machine for example ScannerRefer to Appendix A for more details. Figure 1.15
shows FSM for the example RE given above.See the example lexical analyzer code scanner.c
given below./*----------------scanner.c--------------*/#include <ctype.h>#include <stdio.h>#define
TRUE 1#define FALSE 0int token;next(){ token = getchar();}error(char *s){ printf(“\n error: %s
\n”, s); for(next(); token != ‘\n’; next());}func0(){ next(); if(isdigit(token)) func2(); else {
if((token == ‘+’) || (token == ‘-’)) func1(); else { if(token == ‘.’) func3(); else
error(“NAN”); } }}func1(){ next(); if(isdigit(token)) func2(); else { if(token == ‘.’)
func3(); else error(“Digit or . expected”); }}func2(){ next(); if(isdigit(token)) func2();
else { if(token == ‘.’) func4(); else func5(); }}func3(){ next(); if(isdigit(token))
func4(); else error(“Digit expected”);}func4(){ next(); if(isdigit(token)) func4(); else
func5();}func5(){ if(token == ‘\n’) { printf(“\nNUMBER\n”); } else error(“invalid”);} main(){
while(1){ func0(); }}This Scanner code is for the finite-state machine shown in Fig.
1.15.1.6.2 SyntaxAnalyzer – ParserDoes syntax analysis, by doing the following:Analyze the
stream of (tokens, value) pairs and find language syntactic constructs, like ASSIGNMENT, IF-
THEN-ELSE, WHILE, FOR, etc.Make a syntax tree for each identified construct.Detect syntax
errors while doing the above.Analyze the stream of (tokens, value) pairs and find language
syntactic constructs, like ASSIGNMENT, IF-THEN-ELSE, WHILE, FOR, etc.Make a syntax tree
for each identified construct.Detect syntax errors while doing the above.Most of the
programming languages are designed to be context-free languages (CFL). A pushdown
automaton, i.e. an FSM + stack is an acceptor for these types of languages. See Appendix A for
details.Consider the following example grammar:S –> E#E –> T { + T }T –> F { * F }F –> 1p E rp |
nThis grammar generates a language consisting of arithmetic expressions liken n+n n*n n+n*n
n*n+n (n+n)*n (n+n)*(n+n) … …where ‘n’ represents a number token and ‘lp’and ‘rp’,
respectively, represent left and right parentheses tokens coming from the Scanner.The code for
a simplified example parser, parser.c, for the above grammar is given below. This type of parser
is called a recursive-descent parser, whose design is discussed in Chapter 4./*--------------
parser.c----------------------*/#include <stdio.h>#include <string.h>int err, t;char str[82];error(int i){
err = 1; printf(“error number %d\n”, i); mungetc(); while(mgetch() != ‘\n’); mungetc();}
nextsymbol(){ int c; c = mgetch(); mungetc(); return(c);}pE(){ pT(); while(nextsymbol() == ‘+’)
{ pplus(); pT(); }}pT(){ pF(); while(nextsymbol() == ‘*’) { past(); pF(); }}pF(){
switch(nextsymbol()) { case ‘(’:{ p1p(); pE(); prp(); break; } case ‘a’:{ pa(); break;
} default: error(10); }}pa(){ if(symbol)) != ‘a’) error(1);}p1p(){ if(symbol() != ‘(’) error(2);}
prp(){ if(symbol() != ‘)’) error(3);}pplus(){ if(symbol() != ‘+’) error(4);}past(){ if(symbol)) != ‘*’)



error(5);}symbol(){ int c; c = mgetch(); return(c);}mgetch(){ char c; t++; c = str[t]; return) (c >=
‘a’ & & c <= ‘z’)?’a’:c);}mungetc(){ t--;}main(){ int c; while(1) { err = 0; t = -1;
fgets(str,82,stdin); printf(“\n%s”, str); pE(); c = mgetch(); if(c == ‘\n’) { if(!err) {
printf(“\n ACCEPTED\n”); } else { printf(“\n REJECTED\n”); t = -1;
fgets(str,82,stdin); printf(“\n%s”, str); err = 0; } } }}Note that this
simplified parser does not generate the syntax tree, it only detects correctness of syntax.1.6.3
Semantic Analyzer – MapperIt converts or maps syntax trees for each construct into a sequence
of intermediate language statements.For example, source:d = a * (b + c);The syntax tree
generated by the Parser may look like as shown in Fig. 1.16.Fig. 1.16 A syntax tree for example
statementFig. 1.16 A syntax tree for example statementThe (unoptimized) intermediate
language code may look likeload badd cstore t1load amult t1store t2load t2store d1.6.4
Code Generation and Machine-dependent OptimizationFrom the intermediate code, assembly
language statements can be generated. Instead of temporaries (t1, t2, etc.) in memory, CPU
registers may be assigned.Code OptimizationIn the example intermediate code, several
possibilities are there:unnecessary stores and loadssequence of statementsunnecessary stores
and loadssequence of statementsA better intermediate code could be:load badd cmult astore
d1.6.5 OptimizationWhat we have done above is Optimization. There are two types of
optimization – machine-independent and machine-dependent optimizations. There are several
possibilities of optimization:register allocation,taking invariant code outside loops,operator rank
reduction (e.g. add instead of mult),constant expression calculation (e.g. a = 3.142 * 56, RHS
done at compile time),removal of dead code,rolling out a loop, etc.register allocation,taking
invariant code outside loops,operator rank reduction (e.g. add instead of mult),constant
expression calculation (e.g. a = 3.142 * 56, RHS done at compile time),removal of dead
code,rolling out a loop, etc.Several types and levels of optimization are available in GNU C
compiler, as briefly indicated in Section. 1.7.1.6.6 How to Develop Optimized Code?First get
your code working completely error-free without any optimization.You should put the code to be
optimized (i.e. most time-consuming functions) in a separate source file.Be aware of general
nature of the optimization (code changes) introduced by different switches.Start with lowest level
of optimization (-O only), get the assembly output (use -S switch).Carefully inspect it; does it do
your job still, the way you wanted?If yes, apply next higher level of optimization and repeat.First
get your code working completely error-free without any optimization.You should put the code to
be optimized (i.e. most time-consuming functions) in a separate source file.Be aware of general
nature of the optimization (code changes) introduced by different switches.Start with lowest level
of optimization (-O only), get the assembly output (use -S switch).Carefully inspect it; does it do
your job still, the way you wanted?If yes, apply next higher level of optimization and repeat.1.7 A
Real-life Compiler – gccThe GNU C compiler gcc is arguably the best compiler available for C
language. In fact it is a suite of compilers, as the package contains g++ − a compiler for C++,
and facilities to compile other languages like Objective-C and Objective-C++, FORTRAN in both
fixed form and free form (i.e. F90 and F95 versions), ADA, Java. It can handle different dialects



of C.It is also able to generate executable code for the following CPU families: ARC, ARM, AVR,
Darwin, DEC Alpha, HPPA, i386 and x86-64, IA-64, Motorola M680x0, MIPS, PDP-11,
PowerPC, RS/6000, S/390, SPARC, TMS320C3x/C4x and others.Thus, gcc is a good example
of the ideas presented in Section 1.5.When you invoke GCC, it normally does pre-processing,
compilation, assembly and linking. The “overall options” allow one to stop this process at an
intermediate stage. For example,-c Compile or assemble the source files, but do not link. The
linking stage is not simply done. The ultimate output is in the form of an object file for each
source file.-S Stop after the stage of compilation proper; do not assemble. The output is in the
form of an assembler code file for each non-assembler input file specified.-E Stop after the pre-
processing stage; do not run the compiler proper. The output is in the form of pre-processed
source code, which is sent to the standard output.-o file Place output in file file.-wall A warning
option – displays all possible warnings, very useful during initial debugging of a code.In fact, gcc
has a large complement of options for warnings, debugging, optimization, pre-processor, linker,
assembler and target machine/language. You should see the man-page of gcc for full details. In
general, the processing steps followed by gcc are:pre-processing (invokes
cpp),compilation,assembly (invokes as), see Fig. 1.17,pre-processing (invokes
cpp),compilation,assembly (invokes as), see Fig. 1.17,Fig. 1.17 gcc converts from C to obj using
assemblerFig. 1.17 gcc converts from C to obj using assemblerlinking (invokes 1d), see Fig.
1.18.linking (invokes 1d), see Fig. 1.18.Fig. 1.18 gcc: The linker converts an obj file to an
executableFig. 1.18 gcc: The linker converts an obj file to an executableIn gcc, the level of
attempted optimization controlled by −0 and other switches, but you have to be careful, specially
for embedded and Device-driver codes.In the subsequent chapters, we shall refer to GCC for
indicating how relevant phases of a theoretical compiler get implemented in a real-life compiler
suite.1.8 What Do We Mean by “Meaning”?In this chapter and also the rest of the book, we have
used and shall use phrases like: “the machine understands a particular language” or “the
semantic analysis phase of a compiler finds out the meaning of statements of the input code”. It
should be clearly understood that this anthropological (humanlike) characterization of what a
machine is actually doing is for convenience only. The machine does not “understand” the
“meaning” of what you, as a programmer, have specified. Perhaps this humanization of the
machine behaviour comes from fond attachment to one of our most complex creations – a
modern computing machine.Suppose that you have visited Japan, but do not know Japanese
language. Having enough money, you employ a Japanese interpreter, who will help you
translating your work in Japan. You go to a shop with her to buy a few shirts. You convey your
request to the interpreter and she translates it and conveys it to the shopkeeper. Not only the
shopkeeper now knows your request but the interpreter also – she “knows” that you want to buy
shirts. We say she internalizes the meaning of your request.If, on the other hand, you carried
with you an electronic pocket dictionary available now-a-days, which will actually speak out the
Japanese version of input English sentences, that gadget will not “know” what you requested. It
simply converts mechanically, without internalizing the meaning of what you said.Take another



example. Suppose your teacher writes on the black-board the following C statements:x1 = (−b +
sqrt(b * b − 4 * a * c))/(2 * a);x2 = (−b − sqrt(b * b − 4 * a * c))/(2 * a);you will most probably
understand that he is talking about solutions of a quadratic equation ax2 + bx + c, apart from
understanding what actual operations are being specified. To you the statements fit into a larger
set of information. As far as a language translator is concerned, it has function to convert each
on the arithmetical operations such as +, −, *, /sqrt into corresponding actions on the target
machine that is all. It has no notion that these statements are solution of some equations, in fact,
it does not “understand” words like “equation” or “solution”.Thus when we say that a particular
portion of a compiler finds out “meaning” of input code, we only mean that mechanisms to
convert that code to corresponding target language construct is available within the compiler, i.e.
how to specify corresponding actions in the target language. It is designed to detect a certain set
of patterns and map them into another set of patterns. There is no claim that it is able to
“understand” the “meaning” of any of those patterns.Though some amount of success has been
obtained in developing computer programs which find out “meaning” of given text or image input,
this area of computer technology is still at a very nascent stage and definitely not yet included in
the present day language translators.LOOKING FORWARDThis chapter should have given you
an overall idea about a language translator and specifically about a compiler. In the subsequent
chapters, we fill in a lot of details.After going through a step-by-step discussion of a complete
compiler and run-time system for a very simple language in Chapter 2, we shall discuss in
individual chapters each of the phases of a compiler. We shall also discuss some of the
concepts that we have not yet mentioned in this chapter –syntax-directed translation, attribute
grammars, type system, run-time environment, code generation and machine-dependent
optimization, etc.We shall also introduce gradually compiler writing tools such as lex, flex, yacc,
bison, etc. and use them wherever necessary. We have implemented many of the programs
discussed in the subsequent chapters; their C source code is available as mentioned
elsewhere.HISTORICAL NOTESSince the beginning of the computer era, the development of
computer programming languages and their translators have been driven by advances in
hardware technologies on one hand and expectations in terms of range, performance – both
correctness and efficiency — and complexity of applications on the other hand. The introduction
of the following major concepts in programming languages can be linked to development of 1st,
2nd, 3rd and 4th generations of hardware:1940s: Assembly language;1950s: First HLLs:
FORTRAN, LISP and COBOL, also ALGOL-60 report — block structuring, identifier
scopes;1960s: BNF used to specify a programming language grammar, APL, BASIC and PL/I
developed, though APL and PL/I could not become popular;1970s: Simula (first object-oriented
programming language), C (system programming), SmallTalk (OOP), Prolog (logic
programming), ML (type system, functional programming); Structured Programming;1980s: C++
(OO and system programming), ADA (systems programming), in Japan 5th generation language
development, modular programming with parameterized modules, emergence of RISComputers
emphasized compiler orientation in CPU design; Perl and Eiffel developed;1990s and later:



Programmer productivity becomes the driving force — VisualBasic, C# developed; Java (OOP
and built-in garbage collection), Python, Ruby, JavaScript, XML;Current trends: Component-
oriented software development, mechanisms for security and reliability verification in the
language, integration with database, further development of Web languages.1940s: Assembly
language;1950s: First HLLs: FORTRAN, LISP and COBOL, also ALGOL-60 report — block
structuring, identifier scopes;1960s: BNF used to specify a programming language grammar,
APL, BASIC and PL/I developed, though APL and PL/I could not become popular;1970s: Simula
(first object-oriented programming language), C (system programming), SmallTalk (OOP),
Prolog (logic programming), ML (type system, functional programming); Structured
Programming;1980s: C++ (OO and system programming), ADA (systems programming), in
Japan 5th generation language development, modular programming with parameterized
modules, emergence of RISComputers emphasized compiler orientation in CPU design; Perl
and Eiffel developed;1990s and later: Programmer productivity becomes the driving force —
VisualBasic, C# developed; Java (OOP and built-in garbage collection), Python, Ruby,
JavaScript, XML;Current trends: Component-oriented software development, mechanisms for
security and reliability verification in the language, integration with database, further
development of Web languages.See a Wikipedia article at:O’reilly has published a very
interesting language history poster, see: andEXERCISESMake a list of all the programming
languages that you can find and make a table for them indicating (i) if they are interpreted,
compiled or part-compiled, (ii) the platforms on which available and (iii) application areas in
which used. Do not forget languages for pictures generation (e.g. povray), printing (e.g.
postscript), web (e.g. HTML, Javascript), etc. After you have made this table, compare it with Fig.
1.1.Certain properties of a programming language may require that the only way to get the code
written in it be executed is by interpretation. In other words, compilation to a native machine
code of a traditional CPU is not possible. What are these properties? Try to investigate in as
much detail as you can. [Hint: Consider the way an interpreter executes a code and the way a
compiled program is executed.]Look at source optimisel.c. Study optimize10.s, optimize100.s,
optimize101.s, optimize102.s, optimize103.s, optimize103s.s. Which of these optimizations will
be unacceptable in some applications or situations?Obtain details of METAFONT and
METAPOST languages from Internet and study the basic objects, operations and functions
provided in them.Portability of a program is said to be a desirable feature made available by an
HLL. What issues can arise in making a program truly portable, i.e. one should be able to
compile it and successfully execute it on any family of CPU?Suresh wrote the following small
program in C, to find out execution speed of a particular CPU:#include <stdio.h>int main(){ int i,
a; for(i = 0; i<100000000; i++){ a = 1; }}Make a list of all the programming languages that you
can find and make a table for them indicating (i) if they are interpreted, compiled or part-
compiled, (ii) the platforms on which available and (iii) application areas in which used. Do not
forget languages for pictures generation (e.g. povray), printing (e.g. postscript), web (e.g. HTML,
Javascript), etc. After you have made this table, compare it with Fig. 1.1.Certain properties of a



programming language may require that the only way to get the code written in it be executed is
by interpretation. In other words, compilation to a native machine code of a traditional CPU is not
possible. What are these properties? Try to investigate in as much detail as you can. [Hint:
Consider the way an interpreter executes a code and the way a compiled program is
executed.]Look at source optimisel.c. Study optimize10.s, optimize100.s, optimize101.s,
optimize102.s, optimize103.s, optimize103s.s. Which of these optimizations will be
unacceptable in some applications or situations?Obtain details of METAFONT and METAPOST
languages from Internet and study the basic objects, operations and functions provided in
them.Portability of a program is said to be a desirable feature made available by an HLL. What
issues can arise in making a program truly portable, i.e. one should be able to compile it and
successfully execute it on any family of CPU?Suresh wrote the following small program in C, to
find out execution speed of a particular CPU: #include <stdio.h>int main(){ int i, a; for(i = 0;
i<100000000; i++){ a = 1; }}He compiled it normally using gcc testopt.c −o testopt, executed it
and got a running-time estimate of 0.288 s on an average. Then he recompiled it with gcc −03
testopt.c −o testopt (i.e. level 3 optimization) and got a running-time estimate of 0.003 s on an
average. Surprised at this large reduction in time, he obtained the assembly language output for
both the versions of translation:# unoptimizedmain: leal 4(%esp), %ecx andl $−16, %esp
pushl -4(%ecx) pushl %ebp movl %esp, %ebp pushl %ecx subl $16,
%esp#---------------------------------------------- movl $0, −12(%ebp) jmp .L2.L3: movl $1,
-8(%ebp) incl −12(%ebp).L2: cmpl $99999999, −12(%ebp) jle
.L3#---------------------------------------------- addl $16, %esp popl %ecx popl %ebp leal
−4(%ecx), %esp ret# optimizedmain: leal 4(%esp), %ecx andl $−16, %esp pushl
-4(%ecx) pushl %ebp movl %esp, %ebp pushl
%ecx#----------------------------------------------- popl %ecx popl %ebp leal −4(%ecx),
%esp retComparing the two codes he found that the loop forming instructions, marked by two
horizontal lines in the unoptimized code, were completely missing in the optimized code. Also,
the local variables i and a were not created. What was going on?WEB RESOURCESThe
Catalog of Compiler Construction Tools – Freeware and Commercial resources for compiler
writers.GLOSSARYLanguage A systematic means of communicating ideas or feelings by the
use of conventionalized signs, sounds, gestures or marks having understood meanings; the
means by which animals communicate; a formal system of signs and symbols (as FORTRAN or
a calculus in logic) including rules for the formation and transformation of admissible
expressions.Internalize (UK internalize) To accept or absorb an idea, attitude, belief, etc. so that
it becomes part of your character.Code An algorithm expressed in some programming
language.Compiler A language translator which converts an HLL program to the native machine
language of a particular computing machine.Source The input program to a translator.Machine It
is a device to do some job. It can be abstract or actual, and if actual, implemented as a program
(a virtual machine) or as a physical hardware. A machine accepts and executes commands or
instructions.Program A list of commands to some machine, to do a specific job.High-level



Language A language for writing computer programs which looks more like human language
than computer's native machine language and is therefore easier to understand.Target The
language of the machine or system on which the user program will be ultimately executed.Token
The Scanner detects various language atoms in the source code and represents them in the
form of a uniform sized tokens, for ease of processing by the subsequent phases.Phase Part of
processing cycle during which a well-defined transformation of the input is made.Optimization
Systematic attempt by compiler to generate a final output, in the target language, which is a
good approximation to what an experienced programmer of the target language would have
written.Statement A unit of specification of a complete action – which may be declarative or
imperative.Macro An identifier which specifies a portion of code. During macro expansion, a
macro will be replaced by that code. Tip of an iceberg.Meaning The actions, expressed in the
target language, specified by a portion of the source code.Assembly Conversion of an assembly
language program into machine language program.Parser – Syntax analyzer Identifies various
language constructs, which determine the statement types and build the parse tree
representation of the input program.Scanner – Lexical analyzer Identifies various language
atoms, maps them to tokens and passes them on to parser.Formal A representation based on
strict rules for simple, definitive, unambiguous and mathematical description of any
system.Execution Doing the computational work specified by the program.Load-and-Go A
scheme of HLL use, wherein the compiler, source code and the target code all reside in the
machine memory simultaneously.Interpreter An execution agent – which may be a software or
hardware – which seemingly execute an HLL program directly. It usually has to interpret each
statement just before its execution.Syntax The grammatical structure of a program.Instructions
Commands to a computing machine.Debugging Removal of “bugs” – errors – from a
program.Lexical Concerning the way various language atoms are expressed in terms of a
specific character set.Semantic Concerning the meaning of various statements in a
program.Loader A utility program which loads an executable program file on a secondary
storage into the main memory of the machine. Depending upon the platform, it may have to do
certain modifications to the code.Linker A utility program which sets up address links between
various parts and modules of a translated program and also any program libraries to be used.2A
simple TranslatorWhat you will learn in this chapterGrammar of a simple high level languageA
lexical analyzer for that languageA Recursive-descent ParserIntermediate codeHow to generate
code for a target machine?A target virtual machineNeed for optimizationSimulator for the virtual
machineKey Wordssimple, Scanner, parser, RDP, intermediate code, virtual machine, simulator,
optimizationIn this chapter, we discuss a very simple C-like language called simple and its
compiler. Though due to pedagogic necessity the language is kept as simple as possible, it will
illustrate all the significant issues of a compiler construction. Concentration will be on exposing
the compiler writing steps rather than power of the language being compiled. The language can
be extended to some extent, to make it more “practical”.We shall carry our discussion up to and
including code generation. This requires specification of the target language. We have selected



to have a simple target language for a virtual machine, VM1. A real-life processor has a highly
optimized instruction set, which is not suitable for introducing and illustrating basic ideas. Our
virtual machine simulator displays information useful for understanding what is going on inside it
while a program is being executed.2.1 A simple LanguageWe define a simple – but high enough
level – language as an example. At present it contains just sufficient construct to write small
programs, which can be compiled with the compiler we are going to discuss and executed on
the virtual machine VM1. VM1 is a working computer; it is implemented only in software as a C
program and not in silicon. As indicated in Chapter 1, a similar idea is actually used in
programming languages such as Java, Perl and Python.A typical program in simple looks
like:program int a ; let a = 10 ;loop: print (a) ; let a = a – 1 ; if a goto loop ; endThis
program will print numbers 10 to 0, in descending order. Some of the language constructs are
redundant at this stage (e.g. declaration of a variable as an integer), but we may extend this
language “some day” and add floating point quantities, variable list in the print statement,
etc.Note the way we have formed the loop in the above example. There are only two control
statements – if and goto – in this language. There are even no relational operators.To have a
precise specification of the language, we give its grammar below.2.1.1 Grammar of simpleThe
grammar could have been given in Backus-Naur Form (BNF), see Appendix A, but in
anticipation of our discussions about compiler writing tools like yacc, we give the grammar in a
format compatible with yacc input language.In the yacc format, the Non-Terminals or meta-
variables are written as identifiers and the Terminals or meta-literals are written within single
quotes. Alternate productions are separated by vertical bar ‘|’, the non-terminal on LHS is
followed by a colon ‘:’ and the productions for a particular non-terminal are terminated by semi-
colon ‘;’.program : ‘program’ statements ‘end’ ;statements : statement | statements
statement ;statement : basic-statement ‘;’ | label basic-statement ‘;’basic-statement :
assignment | var | if | goto | read | print
;assignment : ‘let’ variable ‘=’ expr ;var : ‘int’ variable ;if : ‘if’ expr statement ;goto :
‘goto’ variable ;read : ‘read’ ‘ (‘ variable ‘)’ ;print : ‘print’ ‘ (‘ number ‘)’ | ‘print’ ‘ (‘ variable ‘)’
;expr : expr ‘+’ term | expr ‘-’ term | term ;term : term ‘*’ factor | term ‘/’ factor | factor
;factor : ‘ (’ expr ‘)’ | variable | number ;label : variable ‘:’ ;variable : char | variable
char | variable digit ;number : ‘+’ unsigned-number | ‘-’ unsigned-number |
unsigned-number ;unsigned-number : digit | unsigned-number digit ; ;char :
‘a’|‘b’|‘c’|‘d’|‘e’|‘f’|‘g’|‘h’|‘i’|‘j’|‘k’|‘l’|‘m’ |‘n’|‘o’|‘p’|‘q’|‘r’|‘s’|‘t’|‘u’|‘v’|‘w’|‘x’|‘y’|‘z’ ;digit :
‘0’|‘1’|‘2’|‘3’|‘4’|‘5’|‘6’|‘7’|‘8’|‘9’ ;op : ‘+’|‘-’|‘*’|‘/’|‘ (‘|’)‘|‘:’|‘=’|‘;’|‘<’|‘>’;A close look at the grammar
will tell you that each statement type starts with a keyword. Such a design simplifies the job of
writing the parser for this language.Note that the grammar does not specify certain semantic
requirements, for example, a valid program in simple should have a label, say, loop given
somewhere, if there is a gotoloop in the program. Similarly, we require that all the variables be
declared before use, the print or read statement cannot have a label as their argument, etc. The
grammar does not specify these things, but a compiler will have to check for such unacceptable



constructs.2.1.2 Target LanguageWe shall now define the target language, i.e. the language
understood by our target machine VM1. Our VM1 is a 32-bit, fixed instruction size, binary
computer. The programmer view of the machine is shown in Fig.2.1Fig. 2.1 A programmer's view
of VM1The following registers are available:A – 32-bit accumulator, leftmost bit is interpreted as
its sign bit. Register no. 0.M – Auxiliary register, leftmost bit is interpreted as its sign bit. Register
no. 4.IP – Instruction pointer, 32-bits, but only lower 16-bits significant at present. Register no.
7.SP – Stack Pointer, 32-bits, but only lower 16-bits significant. Register no. 6.BP – Base Pointer,
32-bits, but only lower 16-bits significant. Register no. 5.IX1 – Index Register 1, 32-bits; Register
no. 1.IX2 – Index Register 2, 32-bits; Register no. 2.IX3 – Index Register 3, 32-bits; Register no.
3.IR – Instruction Register, 32-bits; divided into OP (1-byte), MOD (1-byte) and ADDRS (2-
bytes);holds an instruction being executed.MOD – A part of IR, consisting of m (2-bits), RP (3-
bits), R (3-bits); m determines the addressing mode used:00 – Direct address10 – Indirect w.r.t
RP (the numbered registers R)01 – Indexed w.r.t RP11 – Indirect (indexed w.r.t RP)Some of the
op-codes of VM1 are given in Table 2.1.Table 2.1 Some of the op-codes of VM1Address 0000 is
for an input/output device. LD 0000 will read from the input device and ST 0000 will print to the
output device.2.1.3 Example Program in Machine CodeWe write the example program given
above in the “machine code” of VM1:0100 | 15 0 0 0 000A | Load value 10 in A-reg 1 | 06 0 0 0
0110 | store in a 2 | 06 0 0 0 0000 | display (store in 0) 3 | 05 0 0 0 0110 | load a 4 | 12 0 0 0
1 | subtract 1 5 | 0A 0 0 0 FFFB | Jump if +ve (relative) 6 | FF 0 0 0 0 | Halt0110 | XX X X X X
| value of a stored hereNote that the jump instructions take relative jump, from the current value
in IP.Now we shall discuss in some details the compiler for the simple for the target language of
VM1.2.2 Compiler for SimpleThe compiler will consist of three phases: Scanner, parser and
mapper-cum-code generator. The source codes and sample test data are available
elsewhere.2.2.1 ScannerThe Scanner is “hand-coded” instead of using a Scanner generator like
lex or flex. We first separate out the simple language grammar in two parts – first which will be
used as a specification for writing the Scanner and second, as specification for the parser. This
is a kind of “division of labour” between two parts of the compiler, but it also allows the lexical
aspects of a language to be separated and concentrated, so that, for example, the same
language can be implemented in some other international script like Devanagari.The Scanner-
specific part, what we shall call the “Scanner grammar”, is given below:variable : char |
variable char | variable digit ;number : ‘+’ unsigned-number | ‘-’ unsigned-number
| unsigned-number ;unsigned-number : digit | unsigned-number digit ;char :
‘a’|‘b’|‘c’|‘d’|‘e’|‘f’|‘g’|‘h’|‘i’|‘j’|‘k’|‘l’|‘m’ |‘n’|‘o’|‘p’|‘q’|‘r’|‘s’|‘t’|‘u’|‘v’|‘w’|‘x’|‘y’|‘z’ ;digit :
‘0’|‘1’|‘2’|‘3’|‘4’|‘5’|‘6’|‘7’|‘8’|‘9’ ;op : ‘+’|‘-’|‘*’|‘/’|‘ (‘|’)‘|’:‘|‘=‘|‘;’|‘<’|‘>’;VAR : variable ;NUMBER :
number ;OP : op ;Note that the last three lines of the Scanner grammar indicate the tokens
that will be supplied to the parser for further processing. Also, before a sequence of non-
whitespace characters is detected as a variable and sent to the parser as such, it is compared
with a list of keywords like let, if, etc. and sent to the parser as those keywords.Note that the
decision to detect the keywords at lexical level results in a strict rule for not allowing the



keywords in any other statement in the source code, for example, you cannot use if as a variable
name.The Scanner will have to identify various language atoms and generate corresponding
tokens, which is a one-to-one mapping. For example, the following atom identification should
take place for our example simple program:The corresponding token types are:A token is a pair
(type, value). For the example simple program given above, the token sequence generated by
the Scanner is(265 0) (268 0) (258 0) (259 59) (267 0) (258 0)(259 61) (257 10) (259 59)
(258 1) (259 58) (262 0) (259 40)(258 0) (259 41) (259 59) (267 0) (258 0) (259 61)(258 0)
(259 45) (257 1) (259 59) (260 0) (258 0)(261 0) (258 1) (259 59) (266 0)In our
implementation, the token types have positive integer values greater than 256, to maintain
compatibility with later discussion of yacc. The token type values are declared in the header file
simple.h as:#define BASE 256#define NUMBER BASE+1#define VAR BASE
+2#define OP BASE+3#define IF BASE+4#define GOTO BASE+5#define
PRINT BASE+6#define READ BASE+7#define LABEL BASE+8#define PROG
BASE+9#define END BASE+10#define LET BASE+11#define INT BASE
+12#define MAT BASE+13#define UNDEF 0The tokens are stored as pairs defined by
a structure:struct lexv { int type; union { Symbol *sym; int value; };};Note the union as the token
value – for some token types, for example VAR, we will use its assigned address in the memory
as the value. This address is represented by a pointer to a corresponding node in a symbol
table, formed as a symbol list. The symbol nodes have a structure:typedef struct Symbol{ char
*name; short type; short addrs; struct Symbol *next;} Symbol;Some of the fields in such symbol
nodes will be filled in by later phases of the compiler – the Scanner fills in only name, type and
next.Whenever a variable is detected by the Scanner, a check is made by the function lookup ( )
to see if the identifier is present in the symbol list and if not present, the function install ( ) will
insert it in the list. The algorithm for lookup ( ) is:The algorithm for install ( ) is:The Scanner
algorithm is:2.2.2 ParserThe job of a parser is to identify the syntactic entities in the source
code, build and output the parse tree.For the example simple program, the syntactic units should
be identified as:We have opted for implementing the parser for simple as a recursive-descent
parser (RDP). This relatively simple parser implementation is possible if certain restrictions are
put on the language and its grammar, see Chapter 4 for details.The grammar with which the
parser is concerned is given below:program : PROG statements END ;statements :
statement | statements statement ;statement : basic-statement ‘;’ | label basic-
statement ‘;’ ;basic-statement : assignment | var | if | goto |
read | print ;assignment : LET variable ‘=’ expr ;var : INT variable ;if : IF
expr statement ;goto : GOTO variable ;read : read ‘(’ variable ‘)’ ;print : print ‘(’ number ‘)’
| print ‘(’ variable ‘)’ ;expr : expr ‘+’ term | expr ‘-’ term | term ;term : term ‘*’ factor |
term ‘/’ factor | factor ;factor : ‘(’ expr ‘)’ | VAR | NUMBER ;label : VAR ‘:’ ;Note
that the identifiers written in all capitals are the token types passed on by the Scanner. The
operation symbols like ‘+’ are token values for token type OP. The rest are the meta-variables of
the grammar.The basic idea in an RDP is that:For each NT and T symbols, there is a



corresponding function which will try to check if the source code at a particular stage of
processing can be generated using:if an NT – RHS of productions for that NT;if a T – it confirms
that Terminal symbol.For example, consider the productions for expr:expr : expr ‘+’ term | expr
‘-’ term | term ;The above portion of the grammar is in left-recursive form and needs to be
converted to right-recursive or right-iterative form:expr : term { ‘+’ term } | term { ‘-’ term } |
term ;where the curly brackets ‘{’ and ‘}’ enclose portions which may be repeated one or more
times.The corresponding algorithm pE ( ) looks like this:Here, pT ( ) is the algorithm, similar to
the above, for recognizing all the productions from a term. The pplus ( ) algorithm is:The
algorithms for pminus ( ), and in fact all the Terminal symbols, are similar.Notice the simplicity of
algorithm – there is a one-to-one correspondence between the grammar production and the
algorithm steps. We can write the algorithm almost by inspection.The corresponding C language
implementation should be looked up in the source file simple2.c available elsewhere.Almost the
complete parser is written this way, but two functions need special mention here. The parser
gets its next token by calling the Scanner ( ). There is a bit of complication here – if you look at
the algorithm, for example, for the pE ( ), you will notice that we are checking the nextsymbol in
order to decide if we should go ahead and collect further terms and also if ‘+’ or ‘–’ is to be read
and confirmed. We shall see in Chapter 4 why we need to do this look-ahead. We cannot get the
nextsymbol by requesting Scanner ( ), as the meaning of a look-ahead is that we peep at the
next symbol, but without processing it. Thus, we have a two-position “shifter” coded, which is
initially empty (see Fig.2.2).Fig.2.2 A token shifter used to supply next symbolFor each call to
symbol ( ), a request goes to the Scanner to supply the next token and the shifter is shifted to the
left. The very first call to symbol ( ) results in two calls to the Scanner. A call to nextsymbol ( )
does not result in a call to the Scanner, it simply allows a peep to the nxtsym in the shifter.The
algorithms described till now will just detect the syntax of various statements in the source code.
They will decide if the statements are valid or not. Where is the parse tree expected to be
generated as the output of the parser? In an RDP, it is “invisible”, rather it is in the call tree of
various function that gets created as each statement is being parsed. For example, consider the
following small program.programlet a = 9;endThe corresponding call sequence in the parser
ispPROG |pSTS |pST |pLET -> pvar ->pasg ->pE | pT |
pF | pnumberpsemi <--------------+pENDWhat we are interested in is
an Intermediate form of the code, from which we can easily generate the target code, the parse
tree itself is not of direct interest. On the other hand, the intermediate form should be such that it
facilitates the optimization of the target code and tends to give a clean separation of machine-
independent and machine-dependent portions of the compiler, for the reasons suggested in
Fig.1.13.We define the intermediate form we plan to use in the next section.2.2.3 Intermediate
Form and Semantic PhaseThere are several possible intermediate forms, as will be discussed in
Chapter 8, some of which are tree data structure (Abstract Syntax Tree), a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) and N-tuple, of which two-address code (TAC) is an instance. We use here the two-
address code method.The TAC or 3-tuple is a linear sequence or array of 3-component entries,



each having a structure shown in Fig.2.3.Fig. 2.3 Liner 2-address code aray, called matrixThis
array is called the matrix. The three components have the following significance and use:op –
the “operation” to be doneoprnd 1 – the first “operand”oprnd 2 – the second “operand”Each of
these components is a token. An additional token type is now defined – MAT, which denotes
result obtained when a specific entry is “executed”. The token value for MAT denotes the entry
number.Thus, it is seen that this form of code looks some what like machine code of some
abstract machine. For our example simple program, the intermediate form output is given
below:0: (INT,0) (VAR,0) (,0)1: (LET,0) (VAR,0) (NUMBER,10)2: (LABEL,0) (VAR,1)
(OP,58)3: (PRINT,0) (VAR,0) (,0)4: (OP,45) (VAR,0) (NUMBER,1)5: (LET,0) (VAR,0)
(MAT,4)6: (IF,0) (VAR,0) (,0)7: (GOTO,0) (VAR,1) (,0)8: (FI,0) (,0) (,0)9: (END,0) (,0)
(,0)The meaning of this sequence is:entry 0 op = INT which denotes that an integer is being
declared; oprnd1 = address assigned to variable ‘a’. oprnd2 is unused.entry 1 op = LET which
denotes that an assignment is to be made; oprnd1 is the address of ‘a’; oprnd2 is the RHS value
to be assigned.entry 2 op = LABEL: set a label on this entry, oprnd1 = label ‘loop’.entry 3 op =
PRINT: a value to be printed; oprnd1 = address of ‘a’.entry 4 op = OP, value is ‘–’, i.e. minus
operation; oprnd1 is ‘a’; oprnd2 is number 1. This will execute as a – 1 and the result will be
known as MAT,4.entry 5 op = LET: assignment to oprnd1 = ‘a’, value assigned is oprnd2 =
MAT,4, i.e. result of the entry 4. Effectively, a = a – 1.entry 6 op = IF: oprnd1 is ‘a’; if value of
oprnd1 is non-zero, do the next entry and subsequent entries till op = FI.entry 7 op = GOTO:
oprnd1 is label ‘loop’.entry 8 op = FI: end of “range” of the IF predicate.entry 9 op = END: end of
the program.How does this intermediate code get generated? We can argue like this: the very
fact that the RDP takes a recursive descent for a statement indicates that something is to be
done first, before doing whatever is at hand. Thus, the code is generated and inserted in the
matrix while the parser is ascending out of the descent. For details about the order of execution
of statements within a recursive function, you may refer to the section on “Execution Trace and
recursive functions”, under Section A.1.8.Thus, the trick is to put all the code generation and
insertion steps after a recursive call, to make it executed during the ascent.For example,
consider a statementlet a = b + c * d ;The algorithm segment for a LET statement is:The parser
will detect an assignment statement (due to ‘let’), look for a variable, encounter ‘a’ and its token
is assigned to t1. Then it looks for and confirms the ‘=‘ with pasg ( ). Then it invokes pE ( ), the
function to recognize all the substrings which can get produced out of non-terminal expr. That
function will parse the RHS expression and generate and insert in matrix whatever the 2-
address code is needed to calculate the expression. The final result of the calculation will be
represented by a particular matrix line, say n, and token (MAT, n) will be returned by pE ( ), which
is assigned to t2. As the last step, an entry (t, t1, t2) will be inserted in the matrix, which specifies
assignment (LET) to specified variable, the result of expression detected by pE ( ). Note very
well that all the matrix entries needed to calculate the RHS expression are generated and
inserted in the matrix, before the assignment operation entry is inserted.The extended algorithm
for pE ( ) is:We have already encountered this algorithm above, but here we have added a few



more steps to generate the 2-address code. The algorithm for pT ( ) is similar. The algorithm for
pF ( ) is given as Algorithm 2.2.8.Note that pF ( ) itself does not insert any entries in the matrix.
The 2-address code generated is:0: (OP,42) (VAR,2) (VAR,3)1: (OP,43) (VAR,1) (MAT,0)2:
(LET,0) (VAR,0) (MAT,1)The matrix line 0 specifies a ‘*’ operation on ‘c’ and ‘d’, line 1 specifies
a ‘+’ operation on ‘b’ and result of line 0, and line 2 specifies ‘=’ operation on ‘a’ with result of line
1 as the RHS. You should trace through the algorithms for pE ( ), pT ( ) and pF ( ) and satisfy
yourself that the above matrix will be obtained.Now we discuss how the target language code,
for our machine VM1, is generated.2.2.4 Code GenerationOnce we have the linear 2-address
intermediate code, code generation for VM1 is comparatively straightforward. We have a
separate program codegen.c for this operation. It accepts the output from parser-cum-semantic
routines in simple2.c and generates the “machine language” code for VM1. Our test program
source code is:programint a ;let a = 10 ;loop: print (a) ;let a = a – 1 ;if a goto loop ;endThe
Scanner-parser stages gave us an intermediate form output (in numeric form):0 268 0 258 0 0
01 267 0 258 0 257 102 264 0 258 1 259 583 262 0 258 0 0 04 259 45 258 0 257 15
267 0 258 0 269 46 260 0 258 0 0 07 261 0 258 1 0 08 270 0 0 0 0 09 266 0 0
0 0 0which is equivalent to intermediate code in alphabetic form:0: (INT,0) (VAR,0) (,0)1:
(LET,0) (VAR,0) (NUMBER,10)2: (LABEL,0) (VAR,1) (OP,58)3: (PRINT,0) (VAR,0) (,0)4:
(OP,45) (VAR,0) (NUMBER,1)5: (LET,0) (VAR,0) (MAT,4)6: (IF,0) (VAR,0) (,0)7: (GOTO,0)
(VAR,1) (,0)8: (FI,0) (,0) (,0)9: (END,0) (,0) (,0)When this intermediate code is given to
codegen it produces the VM1 “machine code” output:140 0 0 0 0 0 | place for ‘a’100 15 0 0 0
a | LDI A, 10101 6 0 0 0 140 | ST A, a102 5 0 0 0 140 | LD A, a103 6 0 0 0 0 |
ST A, 0 (print)104 5 0 0 0 140 | LD A, a105 12 0 0 0 1 | SUBI A, 1106 6 0 0 0
204 | ST A, Temp4107 5 0 0 0 204 | LD A, Temp4108 6 0 0 0 140 | ST A, a109 5
0 0 0 140 | LD A, a10a b 0 0 0 0 | JN A ???? (Jump if -ve to ?)10b 8 0 0 0 fff6 |
JMP -10 (jump to 102)10a b 0 0 0 1 | JN A +1 (jump if -ve to 10C)10c ff 0 0 0
100 | HLT (start address = 100)For your reference, an “assembly language” comments
are given, though not part of the code.We have a number of comments on this code, but we
postpone them till we first discuss how this code is generated.The code generator uses a rather
simple method to generate the VM1 code. Note that we have not used the full capabilities of
VM1 while generating the code – only one machine register A is used as an accumulator, and
various addressing modes like indexed, indirect, etc. are not used. As the simple language does
not provide subroutines, we do not need to use the SP and BP registers either.For each type of
operation in the 2-address intermediate code, the code generator outputs one or two VM1
instructions. They are listed in Table 2.2.Table 2.2 Mapping from Intermediate code to VM1
codeIntermediateVM1 machine codecodegen actions and remarksINT
opr1dataadrs,0,0,0,0,0loader will reserve and clear this location.vartab[opr1]← dataadrsdataadrs
++LET opr1 opr2txtadrs, LD/LDI,0,0,0,opr2LD if opr2 is VAR or MATLDI if opr2 is NUMBERopr2
= matstart + opr2 or datastart + opr2txtadrs++opr2 = matstart + opr2 or datastart + opr2txtadrs,
ST,0,0,0,opr1opr1 = datastart + opr1txtadrs++PRINT opr1txtadrs, LD/LDI,0,0,0,opr1LD if opr1 is



VARLDI if opr1 is NUMBERtxtadrs++txtadrs, ST,0,0,0,0txtadrs++READ opr1txtadrs,
LD,0,0,0,0txtadrs++txtadrs, ST,0,0,0,opr1txtadrs++OP,op opr1txtadrs, LD/LDI,0,0,0,opr1LD if
opr1 is VAR or MATopr2LDI if opr1 is NUMBERopr1 = matstart + opr1 or datastart + opr1txtadrs+
+txtadrs, op,0,0,0,opr2op is ADD,SUB,MUL,DIVor their immd form if opr2 is NUMBERopr2 =
matstart + opr2 or datastart + opr2txtadrs++txtadrs, ST,0,0,0, matlmatl = matstart + linenotxtadrs
++ENDtxtadrs, HLT,0,0,0,txtstartLABEL opr1vartab[opr1] = txtadrsIF opr1txtadrs,
LD,0,0,0,opr1opr1 = matstart + opr1 or datastart + opr1txtadrs++; push(txtadrs)txtadrs,
JN,0,0,0,0the 0 address will be replacedtxtadrs++GOTO opr1txtadrs, JMP,0,0,0, gotoadrsopr1 =
vartab[opr1]gotoadrs = opr1 – txtadrstxtadrs++FIopr1, JN,0,0,0,gotoadrsopr1 = pop()gotoadrs =
txtadrs-opr1–1replace JN instr as a JN “here”we are overwritingThree VM1 memory address
counters and some data areas are maintained by the codegen ( ):txtadrs: Address where the
next generated VM1 instruction will be positioned. This counter is incremented on each
generated instruction.dataadrs: Address where some data specified by int declarations are
positioned. This counter is incremented on each generated data area allocation.matadrs:
Address where temporary locations, known as the MAT locations, used during the intermediate
code generation, are located.stack: where the jump address used to implement IF and GOTO
are pushed and popped.vartab: An address array where the assigned VM1 memory address of
each of the variables is stored.The LABEL, GOTO, IF and FI require a somewhat special
treatment, because they can result in a forward jump in the target code. The forward jumps are
managed through use of an address stack. The semantics of our if statement requires that if the
value of the expression is non-negative, execute the sub-statement, otherwise go to the next
statement. This means we have to insert a Jump-if-Negative instruction when an if is
encountered. Unfortunately, we do not know the address to which this jump should take place,
as the matching FI may be several instructions in the forward direction. We insert a zero address
JN instruction and remember where it is positioned by pushing its address on a stack. Later,
when an FI is encountered, we pop the stack, and replace the old JN instruction with a new one,
with a proper address. As our loader for VM1 is a random address loader, this can be easily
achieved.The possibility of a forward LABEL is dealt with in a simple way. At the beginning of the
codegen ( ), a scan of the intermediate code is performed, and when a LABEL is encountered
we save the VM1 memory address where it occurred in the vartab. This is possible to do, as we
know how many instructions are generated for each type of operation in the intermediate code.
These lengths are stored in a data array instrlen. Later, when a GOTO is encountered with that
identifier as the label, we simply generate a JMP instruction with that saved address. The jump
addresses are adjusted with respect to the current instruction address, as required by the
semantics of VM1.The action of codegen for remaining intermediate code operations is rather
straightforward one-to-one mapping and should be clear from Table 2.2.2.2.5 Comments on the
Compiled CodeThe compiled code for the example program was executed on the VM1
simulator described in Section 2.3 and executed properly. If you compare the “machine code”
given there with the compiled code given in Section 2.2.4, you will notice considerable



differences, though both of them achieve exactly the same computation. The compiled code is
almost double the size of a code written by an expert VM1 programmer.The most noticeable
difference is in the use of unnecessary Load and Store instructions. If a previous instruction has
left a useful value in the A register, it is not necessary to load it again. Removal of such
redundant instructions is a kind of optimization, which a good real-life compiler will definitely
provide.Also, the Jump instructions can be trimmed – instead of JN … JMP … sequence to
encode if a goto loop; statement, we could have used a single JP instruction.In the simple
example that we took up as illustration, it is not very evident, but we could improve the compiled
code by utilizing the additional machine registers available and avoid using the temporary
memory locations to store values.We shall discuss these matters in more details in later
chapters on “Optimization”, Chapters 9 and 10.2.3 A Virtual Machine for SimpleThe virtual
machine VM1, given in C source code vml. c, executes a code given in VM1 “assembly”
language form. It has a live display, which shows contents of all the machine registers and some
portion of the memory, for execution of each instruction. It uses POSIX threads and ncurses, a
CRT text screen handling package, which optimizes the operations for repeated updates. See
Fig.2.4 for a typical display.VM1 Machine SimulatorIP: 10000 IR: ef000000 A: 2345 M :
0 BP: 0 SP: 2345500000a 501000c 54e0001 600000d 506000d ef000000 0 0 0 0
2345 1234 a 2345 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0Output: 4 IX1: a
IX2: 0 IX3: 0Fig.2.4 Typical display provided by VM1
simulatorThe structure and the machine code for VM1 were already described in Section 2.1.2.
The source code for the simulator, vml.c, is available elsewhere. The structure of the simulator is
shown in Fig.2.5 .Fig. 2.5 Structure of VM1 simulator. Two threads are running – cpumem and
displayThe following are the major functions in the simulator:fetch( ) get the next instruction from
the memory as per IP.operand( ) get the operand (and its address) specified in the instruction
fetched.execute( ) execute the instruction just fetched with the operand obtained, then sleep for
a couple of seconds.load( ) used in the main( ) to load the machine code from a file.display( )
display registers and memory contents and wait till execute ( ) is ready for the next display. This
will be a few seconds before the next instruction.The simulator reads in the program file, having
one line per instruction and six fields containing hexadecimal values, separated by blank/s, as
shown below:<load addrss> <OP> <M> <RP> <R> <ADDRS>and then immediately starts
“executing” the program. The display changes dynamically as various values are put in the
machine registers.For our example program, the content of the machine program file is:0100
15 0 0 0 000A0101 06 0 0 0 01100102 06 0 0 0 00000103 05 0 0 0 01100104 12 0 0 0



10105 0A 0 0 0 FFFB0106 FF 0 0 0 01000110 0 0 0 0 0This is what an “experienced
machine language programmer” would write. Compare it with the output code of the
compiler.LOOKING FORWARDIn this chapter, we have discussed a simple language and its
compiler and a virtual machine VM1 which interprets the target language. Out of necessity, the
language and compiler were kept very simple and many issues of real-life programming
languages and their compilers were simply ignored.The various phases of the compiler were
“hand-coded” and no attempt was made to make them efficient or elegant.For developing
compilers for real-life languages, it is usual to use compiler writing tools. There are several of
them available, but we shall gradually introduce two of them – a Scanner generator lex and its
derivative flex, and a parser generator yacc (yet another compiler compiler) and its enhanced
version bison. Much of the tedium of writing a parser and to some extent semantic analysis can
be reduced by these tools as will be shown in the subsequent chapters. Just as the target
language code is a transformed version of the source code, the compiler itself is obtained by a
series of transformations from the grammar and semantic rules of the HLL. Many of these
transformations are deterministic and that is how compiler writing tools came into being.In the
rest of the chapters, we discuss theory and practice of lexical analyzers, syntax analyzers,
semantic analysis, enhanced grammars which aid semantic analysis, code generation options,
run-time environments, etc. As we go deeper into each of these topics, it will be necessary to
always keep the overall framework in mind, and it is hoped that the discussions in this chapter
will help in that direction.EXERCISESSome languages distinguish between keywords and
reserved words. Suppose we want to allow a keyword as an identifier under some
circumstances, how can it be done?We have a variable declaration statement int a, available in
the simple language. Will it not be better to have a declaration plus initialization like int a 15
which will not only reserve space for variable ‘a’ but also initialize it to a value 15? What changes
are required in the grammar, Scanner, parser and code generation to implement this?The if
statement has rather limited power, as no relational operators are available in simple. Suggest a
set of relational operators to be included in simple and investigate what modifications are
required in various phases of the compiler to implement them.How would you include array
variables in simple? Discuss how to use various addressing modes available in VM1 to
implement arrays. You will need to enhance grammar, Scanner, parser and codegen
also.Suppose you are told to include subroutine facility in simple language. Investigate if you can
do this with just the instruction set given. Would you like to have some additional instructions?
WEB RESOURCESGLOSSARYAccumulator is a special register in the processor which takes
part in almost all arithmetic and logical operations.Acyclic graph is a graph without a cycle, i.e. a
path from a vertex back to itself, possibly via a number of other vertices.Alphanumeric
characters are drawn from a set of alphabetic and numeric characters.Backus-Naur Form See
BNFBNF is a notation for context-free grammars, often used to describe the syntax of computer
programming languages, document formats, instruction sets and communication protocols.
Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) is extension of the basic Backus-Naur Form (BNF).CRT –



Cathode Ray Tube An older technology for graphical displays such as TV and computer video
Terminals.DAG Directed Acyclic GraphDescending is decreasing order of some key elements in
the data.Devanagari script is used for writing several Indian languages like Sanskrit, Marathi,
Hindi and also Nepali.Encode Allocates a code to a set of data elements.Expression is a valid
arrangement of variables, constants, operators and factions.Hexadecimal base 16 positional
number system.Indexed addressing involves adding, possibly a multiple of, an integer index
value to a base address, generally used for accessing an array.Initialize Prepare the initial state
of a program's variables, data structures, etc.Interpret a statement means finding out what
action the statement implies and execute that action.Keywords have some specific semantic
significance or meaning in the source language. Keywords are usually also reserved
words.Machine-dependent optimization methods try to make the target code corresponding to
the source program more efficient and less resource hungry, using the techniques utilizing
particular characteristics and facilities of the architecture of the processor.Machine-independent
optimization methods try to make the target code corresponding to the source program more
efficient and less resource hungry, using the techniques independent of the architecture of the
processor.Mapper is another name for semantic analyzer. It converts or maps the parse tree into
an Intermediate Representation.Meta-literal is a symbol which belongs to a meta-language and
stands for a particular construct in the object language.Meta-variable a symbol which belongs to
a meta-language and stands for elements of some object language. For example, in the
sentence “Let S1 and S2 be two sentences of a language L” the symbols S1 and S2 are part of
the meta-language in which the statement about the object language L is written.Optimize is the
process of modifying a program to make some aspect of it work more efficiently or use fewer
resources.Parser is another name for the syntax analyzer, which identifies language elements
like variables, numbers, keywords and builds the parse tree.Parse tree is a representation of a
statement of the source program in the form of a tree, showing syntactical relationships between
various tokens in the statement.Pedagogic is related to teaching or training.POSIX – “Portable
Operating System Interface for Unix” A family of related standards specified by the IEEE to
define the application programming interface (API), along with shell and utility interfaces for
software compatible with variants of the Unix operating system, although the standard can apply
to any operating system.Reserved words are words or identifiers reserved for special use by the
language grammar. They must not be used as user variables in the source program.Right-
iterative form of a grammar contains production rules in which the RHS is in the form of iteration
or repetition of some part of the string on the right-hand end. For example, A → B {C}, where the
braces indicate indefinite numbers of times that C can be added.Right-recursive form of a
grammar contains production rules in which the RHS is in the form of recursion on the right-hand
end. For example, A → B A.Scanner is another name for a lexical analyzer. It breaks down source
programs into the language atoms, creates their internal representations and prepares a Symbol
Table.Simulator is a software which mimics the actions of a hardware which is not available, not
present or not being used.Threads of control flow are allowed by most modern operating



systems, allowing multiple streams of code being executed on the processor.Two-address
instructions contain at most two memory references.Unsigned-number is a number without the
sign information, always considered to be of positive value.White spaces are characters which
are not seen in a display or printout, especially space, tab and new-line. A compiler considers
comments also as white-spaces.2A simple TranslatorWhat you will learn in this chapterWhat
you will learn in this chapterGrammar of a simple high level languageA lexical analyzer for that
languageA Recursive-descent ParserIntermediate codeHow to generate code for a target
machine?A target virtual machineNeed for optimizationSimulator for the virtual
machineGrammar of a simple high level languageA lexical analyzer for that languageA
Recursive-descent ParserIntermediate codeHow to generate code for a target machine?A target
virtual machineNeed for optimizationSimulator for the virtual machineKey WordsKey
Wordssimple, Scanner, parser, RDP, intermediate code, virtual machine, simulator,
optimizationsimple, Scanner, parser, RDP, intermediate code, virtual machine, simulator,
optimizationIn this chapter, we discuss a very simple C-like language called simple and its
compiler. Though due to pedagogic necessity the language is kept as simple as possible, it will
illustrate all the significant issues of a compiler construction. Concentration will be on exposing
the compiler writing steps rather than power of the language being compiled. The language can
be extended to some extent, to make it more “practical”.We shall carry our discussion up to and
including code generation. This requires specification of the target language. We have selected
to have a simple target language for a virtual machine, VM1. A real-life processor has a highly
optimized instruction set, which is not suitable for introducing and illustrating basic ideas. Our
virtual machine simulator displays information useful for understanding what is going on inside it
while a program is being executed.2.1 A simple LanguageWe define a simple – but high enough
level – language as an example. At present it contains just sufficient construct to write small
programs, which can be compiled with the compiler we are going to discuss and executed on
the virtual machine VM1. VM1 is a working computer; it is implemented only in software as a C
program and not in silicon. As indicated in Chapter 1, a similar idea is actually used in
programming languages such as Java, Perl and Python.A typical program in simple looks
like:program int a ; let a = 10 ;loop: print (a) ; let a = a – 1 ; if a goto loop ; endThis
program will print numbers 10 to 0, in descending order. Some of the language constructs are
redundant at this stage (e.g. declaration of a variable as an integer), but we may extend this
language “some day” and add floating point quantities, variable list in the print statement,
etc.Note the way we have formed the loop in the above example. There are only two control
statements – if and goto – in this language. There are even no relational operators.To have a
precise specification of the language, we give its grammar below.2.1.1 Grammar of simpleThe
grammar could have been given in Backus-Naur Form (BNF), see Appendix A, but in
anticipation of our discussions about compiler writing tools like yacc, we give the grammar in a
format compatible with yacc input language.In the yacc format, the Non-Terminals or meta-
variables are written as identifiers and the Terminals or meta-literals are written within single



quotes. Alternate productions are separated by vertical bar ‘|’, the non-terminal on LHS is
followed by a colon ‘:’ and the productions for a particular non-terminal are terminated by semi-
colon ‘;’.program : ‘program’ statements ‘end’ ;statements : statement | statements
statement ;statement : basic-statement ‘;’ | label basic-statement ‘;’basic-statement :
assignment | var | if | goto | read | print
;assignment : ‘let’ variable ‘=’ expr ;var : ‘int’ variable ;if : ‘if’ expr statement ;goto :
‘goto’ variable ;read : ‘read’ ‘ (‘ variable ‘)’ ;print : ‘print’ ‘ (‘ number ‘)’ | ‘print’ ‘ (‘ variable ‘)’
;expr : expr ‘+’ term | expr ‘-’ term | term ;term : term ‘*’ factor | term ‘/’ factor | factor
;factor : ‘ (’ expr ‘)’ | variable | number ;label : variable ‘:’ ;variable : char | variable
char | variable digit ;number : ‘+’ unsigned-number | ‘-’ unsigned-number |
unsigned-number ;unsigned-number : digit | unsigned-number digit ; ;char :
‘a’|‘b’|‘c’|‘d’|‘e’|‘f’|‘g’|‘h’|‘i’|‘j’|‘k’|‘l’|‘m’ |‘n’|‘o’|‘p’|‘q’|‘r’|‘s’|‘t’|‘u’|‘v’|‘w’|‘x’|‘y’|‘z’ ;digit :
‘0’|‘1’|‘2’|‘3’|‘4’|‘5’|‘6’|‘7’|‘8’|‘9’ ;op : ‘+’|‘-’|‘*’|‘/’|‘ (‘|’)‘|‘:’|‘=’|‘;’|‘<’|‘>’;A close look at the grammar
will tell you that each statement type starts with a keyword. Such a design simplifies the job of
writing the parser for this language.Note that the grammar does not specify certain semantic
requirements, for example, a valid program in simple should have a label, say, loop given
somewhere, if there is a gotoloop in the program. Similarly, we require that all the variables be
declared before use, the print or read statement cannot have a label as their argument, etc. The
grammar does not specify these things, but a compiler will have to check for such unacceptable
constructs.2.1.2 Target LanguageWe shall now define the target language, i.e. the language
understood by our target machine VM1. Our VM1 is a 32-bit, fixed instruction size, binary
computer. The programmer view of the machine is shown in Fig.2.1Fig. 2.1 A programmer's view
of VM1Fig. 2.1 A programmer's view of VM1The following registers are available:A – 32-bit
accumulator, leftmost bit is interpreted as its sign bit. Register no. 0.M – Auxiliary register,
leftmost bit is interpreted as its sign bit. Register no. 4.IP – Instruction pointer, 32-bits, but only
lower 16-bits significant at present. Register no. 7.SP – Stack Pointer, 32-bits, but only lower 16-
bits significant. Register no. 6.BP – Base Pointer, 32-bits, but only lower 16-bits significant.
Register no. 5.IX1 – Index Register 1, 32-bits; Register no. 1.IX2 – Index Register 2, 32-bits;
Register no. 2.IX3 – Index Register 3, 32-bits; Register no. 3.IR – Instruction Register, 32-bits;
divided into OP (1-byte), MOD (1-byte) and ADDRS (2-bytes);holds an instruction being
executed.MOD – A part of IR, consisting of m (2-bits), RP (3-bits), R (3-bits); m determines the
addressing mode used:00 – Direct address10 – Indirect w.r.t RP (the numbered registers R)01 –
Indexed w.r.t RP11 – Indirect (indexed w.r.t RP)Some of the op-codes of VM1 are given in Table
2.1.Table 2.1 Some of the op-codes of VM1Table 2.1 Some of the op-codes of VM1Address
0000 is for an input/output device. LD 0000 will read from the input device and ST 0000 will print
to the output device.2.1.3 Example Program in Machine CodeWe write the example program
given above in the “machine code” of VM1:0100 | 15 0 0 0 000A | Load value 10 in A-reg 1 | 06
0 0 0 0110 | store in a 2 | 06 0 0 0 0000 | display (store in 0) 3 | 05 0 0 0 0110 | load a 4 | 12 0
0 0 1 | subtract 1 5 | 0A 0 0 0 FFFB | Jump if +ve (relative) 6 | FF 0 0 0 0 | Halt0110 | XX X X



X X | value of a stored hereNote that the jump instructions take relative jump, from the current
value in IP.Now we shall discuss in some details the compiler for the simple for the target
language of VM1.2.2 Compiler for SimpleThe compiler will consist of three phases: Scanner,
parser and mapper-cum-code generator. The source codes and sample test data are available
elsewhere.2.2.1 ScannerThe Scanner is “hand-coded” instead of using a Scanner generator like
lex or flex. We first separate out the simple language grammar in two parts – first which will be
used as a specification for writing the Scanner and second, as specification for the parser. This
is a kind of “division of labour” between two parts of the compiler, but it also allows the lexical
aspects of a language to be separated and concentrated, so that, for example, the same
language can be implemented in some other international script like Devanagari.The Scanner-
specific part, what we shall call the “Scanner grammar”, is given below:variable : char |
variable char | variable digit ;number : ‘+’ unsigned-number | ‘-’ unsigned-number
| unsigned-number ;unsigned-number : digit | unsigned-number digit ;char :
‘a’|‘b’|‘c’|‘d’|‘e’|‘f’|‘g’|‘h’|‘i’|‘j’|‘k’|‘l’|‘m’ |‘n’|‘o’|‘p’|‘q’|‘r’|‘s’|‘t’|‘u’|‘v’|‘w’|‘x’|‘y’|‘z’ ;digit :
‘0’|‘1’|‘2’|‘3’|‘4’|‘5’|‘6’|‘7’|‘8’|‘9’ ;op : ‘+’|‘-’|‘*’|‘/’|‘ (‘|’)‘|’:‘|‘=‘|‘;’|‘<’|‘>’;VAR : variable ;NUMBER :
number ;OP : op ;Note that the last three lines of the Scanner grammar indicate the tokens
that will be supplied to the parser for further processing. Also, before a sequence of non-
whitespace characters is detected as a variable and sent to the parser as such, it is compared
with a list of keywords like let, if, etc. and sent to the parser as those keywords.Note that the
decision to detect the keywords at lexical level results in a strict rule for not allowing the
keywords in any other statement in the source code, for example, you cannot use if as a variable
name.The Scanner will have to identify various language atoms and generate corresponding
tokens, which is a one-to-one mapping. For example, the following atom identification should
take place for our example simple program:The corresponding token types are:A token is a pair
(type, value). For the example simple program given above, the token sequence generated by
the Scanner is(265 0) (268 0) (258 0) (259 59) (267 0) (258 0)(259 61) (257 10) (259 59)
(258 1) (259 58) (262 0) (259 40)(258 0) (259 41) (259 59) (267 0) (258 0) (259 61)(258 0)
(259 45) (257 1) (259 59) (260 0) (258 0)(261 0) (258 1) (259 59) (266 0)In our
implementation, the token types have positive integer values greater than 256, to maintain
compatibility with later discussion of yacc. The token type values are declared in the header file
simple.h as:#define BASE 256#define NUMBER BASE+1#define VAR BASE
+2#define OP BASE+3#define IF BASE+4#define GOTO BASE+5#define
PRINT BASE+6#define READ BASE+7#define LABEL BASE+8#define PROG
BASE+9#define END BASE+10#define LET BASE+11#define INT BASE
+12#define MAT BASE+13#define UNDEF 0The tokens are stored as pairs defined by
a structure:struct lexv { int type; union { Symbol *sym; int value; };};Note the union as the token
value – for some token types, for example VAR, we will use its assigned address in the memory
as the value. This address is represented by a pointer to a corresponding node in a symbol
table, formed as a symbol list. The symbol nodes have a structure:typedef struct Symbol{ char



*name; short type; short addrs; struct Symbol *next;} Symbol;Some of the fields in such symbol
nodes will be filled in by later phases of the compiler – the Scanner fills in only name, type and
next.Whenever a variable is detected by the Scanner, a check is made by the function lookup ( )
to see if the identifier is present in the symbol list and if not present, the function install ( ) will
insert it in the list. The algorithm for lookup ( ) is:The algorithm for install ( ) is:The Scanner
algorithm is:2.2.2 ParserThe job of a parser is to identify the syntactic entities in the source
code, build and output the parse tree.For the example simple program, the syntactic units should
be identified as:We have opted for implementing the parser for simple as a recursive-descent
parser (RDP). This relatively simple parser implementation is possible if certain restrictions are
put on the language and its grammar, see Chapter 4 for details.The grammar with which the
parser is concerned is given below:program : PROG statements END ;statements :
statement | statements statement ;statement : basic-statement ‘;’ | label basic-
statement ‘;’ ;basic-statement : assignment | var | if | goto |
read | print ;assignment : LET variable ‘=’ expr ;var : INT variable ;if : IF
expr statement ;goto : GOTO variable ;read : read ‘(’ variable ‘)’ ;print : print ‘(’ number ‘)’
| print ‘(’ variable ‘)’ ;expr : expr ‘+’ term | expr ‘-’ term | term ;term : term ‘*’ factor |
term ‘/’ factor | factor ;factor : ‘(’ expr ‘)’ | VAR | NUMBER ;label : VAR ‘:’ ;Note
that the identifiers written in all capitals are the token types passed on by the Scanner. The
operation symbols like ‘+’ are token values for token type OP. The rest are the meta-variables of
the grammar.The basic idea in an RDP is that:For each NT and T symbols, there is a
corresponding function which will try to check if the source code at a particular stage of
processing can be generated using:if an NT – RHS of productions for that NT;if a T – it confirms
that Terminal symbol.For each NT and T symbols, there is a corresponding function which will
try to check if the source code at a particular stage of processing can be generated using:if an
NT – RHS of productions for that NT;if a T – it confirms that Terminal symbol.For example,
consider the productions for expr:expr : expr ‘+’ term | expr ‘-’ term | term ;The above
portion of the grammar is in left-recursive form and needs to be converted to right-recursive or
right-iterative form:expr : term { ‘+’ term } | term { ‘-’ term } | term ;where the curly
brackets ‘{’ and ‘}’ enclose portions which may be repeated one or more times.The
corresponding algorithm pE ( ) looks like this:Here, pT ( ) is the algorithm, similar to the above,
for recognizing all the productions from a term. The pplus ( ) algorithm is:The algorithms for
pminus ( ), and in fact all the Terminal symbols, are similar.Notice the simplicity of algorithm –
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the grammar production and the algorithm steps.
We can write the algorithm almost by inspection.The corresponding C language implementation
should be looked up in the source file simple2.c available elsewhere.Almost the complete parser
is written this way, but two functions need special mention here. The parser gets its next token by
calling the Scanner ( ). There is a bit of complication here – if you look at the algorithm, for
example, for the pE ( ), you will notice that we are checking the nextsymbol in order to decide if
we should go ahead and collect further terms and also if ‘+’ or ‘–’ is to be read and confirmed.



We shall see in Chapter 4 why we need to do this look-ahead. We cannot get the nextsymbol by
requesting Scanner ( ), as the meaning of a look-ahead is that we peep at the next symbol, but
without processing it. Thus, we have a two-position “shifter” coded, which is initially empty (see
Fig.2.2).Fig.2.2 A token shifter used to supply next symbolFig.2.2 A token shifter used to supply
next symbolFor each call to symbol ( ), a request goes to the Scanner to supply the next token
and the shifter is shifted to the left. The very first call to symbol ( ) results in two calls to the
Scanner. A call to nextsymbol ( ) does not result in a call to the Scanner, it simply allows a peep
to the nxtsym in the shifter.The algorithms described till now will just detect the syntax of various
statements in the source code. They will decide if the statements are valid or not. Where is the
parse tree expected to be generated as the output of the parser? In an RDP, it is “invisible”,
rather it is in the call tree of various function that gets created as each statement is being parsed.
For example, consider the following small program.programlet a = 9;endThe corresponding call
sequence in the parser ispPROG |pSTS |pST |pLET -> pvar ->pasg ->pE |
pT | pF | pnumberpsemi <--------------+pENDWhat
we are interested in is an Intermediate form of the code, from which we can easily generate the
target code, the parse tree itself is not of direct interest. On the other hand, the intermediate form
should be such that it facilitates the optimization of the target code and tends to give a clean
separation of machine-independent and machine-dependent portions of the compiler, for the
reasons suggested in Fig.1.13.We define the intermediate form we plan to use in the next
section.2.2.3 Intermediate Form and Semantic PhaseThere are several possible intermediate
forms, as will be discussed in Chapter 8, some of which are tree data structure (Abstract Syntax
Tree), a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and N-tuple, of which two-address code (TAC) is an
instance. We use here the two-address code method.The TAC or 3-tuple is a linear sequence or
array of 3-component entries, each having a structure shown in Fig.2.3.Fig. 2.3 Liner 2-address
code aray, called matrixFig. 2.3 Liner 2-address code aray, called matrixThis array is called the
matrix. The three components have the following significance and use:op – the “operation” to be
doneoprnd 1 – the first “operand”oprnd 2 – the second “operand”Each of these components is a
token. An additional token type is now defined – MAT, which denotes result obtained when a
specific entry is “executed”. The token value for MAT denotes the entry number.Thus, it is seen
that this form of code looks some what like machine code of some abstract machine. For our
example simple program, the intermediate form output is given below:0: (INT,0) (VAR,0) (,0)1:
(LET,0) (VAR,0) (NUMBER,10)2: (LABEL,0) (VAR,1) (OP,58)3: (PRINT,0) (VAR,0) (,0)4:
(OP,45) (VAR,0) (NUMBER,1)5: (LET,0) (VAR,0) (MAT,4)6: (IF,0) (VAR,0) (,0)7: (GOTO,0)
(VAR,1) (,0)8: (FI,0) (,0) (,0)9: (END,0) (,0) (,0)The meaning of this sequence is:entry 0 op =
INT which denotes that an integer is being declared; oprnd1 = address assigned to variable ‘a’.
oprnd2 is unused.entry 1 op = LET which denotes that an assignment is to be made; oprnd1 is
the address of ‘a’; oprnd2 is the RHS value to be assigned.entry 2 op = LABEL: set a label on
this entry, oprnd1 = label ‘loop’.entry 3 op = PRINT: a value to be printed; oprnd1 = address of
‘a’.entry 4 op = OP, value is ‘–’, i.e. minus operation; oprnd1 is ‘a’; oprnd2 is number 1. This will



execute as a – 1 and the result will be known as MAT,4.entry 5 op = LET: assignment to oprnd1
= ‘a’, value assigned is oprnd2 = MAT,4, i.e. result of the entry 4. Effectively, a = a – 1.entry 6 op
= IF: oprnd1 is ‘a’; if value of oprnd1 is non-zero, do the next entry and subsequent entries till op
= FI.entry 7 op = GOTO: oprnd1 is label ‘loop’.entry 8 op = FI: end of “range” of the IF
predicate.entry 9 op = END: end of the program.How does this intermediate code get
generated? We can argue like this: the very fact that the RDP takes a recursive descent for a
statement indicates that something is to be done first, before doing whatever is at hand. Thus,
the code is generated and inserted in the matrix while the parser is ascending out of the
descent. For details about the order of execution of statements within a recursive function, you
may refer to the section on “Execution Trace and recursive functions”, under Section A.1.8.Thus,
the trick is to put all the code generation and insertion steps after a recursive call, to make it
executed during the ascent.For example, consider a statementlet a = b + c * d ;The algorithm
segment for a LET statement is:The parser will detect an assignment statement (due to ‘let’),
look for a variable, encounter ‘a’ and its token is assigned to t1. Then it looks for and confirms
the ‘=‘ with pasg ( ). Then it invokes pE ( ), the function to recognize all the substrings which can
get produced out of non-terminal expr. That function will parse the RHS expression and
generate and insert in matrix whatever the 2-address code is needed to calculate the
expression. The final result of the calculation will be represented by a particular matrix line, say
n, and token (MAT, n) will be returned by pE ( ), which is assigned to t2. As the last step, an entry
(t, t1, t2) will be inserted in the matrix, which specifies assignment (LET) to specified variable,
the result of expression detected by pE ( ). Note very well that all the matrix entries needed to
calculate the RHS expression are generated and inserted in the matrix, before the assignment
operation entry is inserted.The extended algorithm for pE ( ) is:We have already encountered
this algorithm above, but here we have added a few more steps to generate the 2-address code.
The algorithm for pT ( ) is similar. The algorithm for pF ( ) is given as Algorithm 2.2.8.Note that pF
( ) itself does not insert any entries in the matrix. The 2-address code generated is:0: (OP,42)
(VAR,2) (VAR,3)1: (OP,43) (VAR,1) (MAT,0)2: (LET,0) (VAR,0) (MAT,1)The matrix line 0
specifies a ‘*’ operation on ‘c’ and ‘d’, line 1 specifies a ‘+’ operation on ‘b’ and result of line 0,
and line 2 specifies ‘=’ operation on ‘a’ with result of line 1 as the RHS. You should trace through
the algorithms for pE ( ), pT ( ) and pF ( ) and satisfy yourself that the above matrix will be
obtained.Now we discuss how the target language code, for our machine VM1, is
generated.2.2.4 Code GenerationOnce we have the linear 2-address intermediate code, code
generation for VM1 is comparatively straightforward. We have a separate program codegen.c for
this operation. It accepts the output from parser-cum-semantic routines in simple2.c and
generates the “machine language” code for VM1. Our test program source code is:programint
a ;let a = 10 ;loop: print (a) ;let a = a – 1 ;if a goto loop ;endThe Scanner-parser stages gave us
an intermediate form output (in numeric form):0 268 0 258 0 0 01 267 0 258 0 257 102
264 0 258 1 259 583 262 0 258 0 0 04 259 45 258 0 257 15 267 0 258 0 269 46
260 0 258 0 0 07 261 0 258 1 0 08 270 0 0 0 0 09 266 0 0 0 0 0which is



equivalent to intermediate code in alphabetic form:0: (INT,0) (VAR,0) (,0)1: (LET,0) (VAR,0)
(NUMBER,10)2: (LABEL,0) (VAR,1) (OP,58)3: (PRINT,0) (VAR,0) (,0)4: (OP,45) (VAR,0)
(NUMBER,1)5: (LET,0) (VAR,0) (MAT,4)6: (IF,0) (VAR,0) (,0)7: (GOTO,0) (VAR,1) (,0)8:
(FI,0) (,0) (,0)9: (END,0) (,0) (,0)When this intermediate code is given to codegen it
produces the VM1 “machine code” output:140 0 0 0 0 0 | place for ‘a’100 15 0 0 0 a | LDI
A, 10101 6 0 0 0 140 | ST A, a102 5 0 0 0 140 | LD A, a103 6 0 0 0 0 | ST A,
0 (print)104 5 0 0 0 140 | LD A, a105 12 0 0 0 1 | SUBI A, 1106 6 0 0 0 204 | ST
A, Temp4107 5 0 0 0 204 | LD A, Temp4108 6 0 0 0 140 | ST A, a109 5 0 0 0 140 |
LD A, a10a b 0 0 0 0 | JN A ???? (Jump if -ve to ?)10b 8 0 0 0 fff6 | JMP -10
(jump to 102)10a b 0 0 0 1 | JN A +1 (jump if -ve to 10C)10c ff 0 0 0 100 | HLT
(start address = 100)For your reference, an “assembly language” comments are given, though
not part of the code.We have a number of comments on this code, but we postpone them till we
first discuss how this code is generated.The code generator uses a rather simple method to
generate the VM1 code. Note that we have not used the full capabilities of VM1 while generating
the code – only one machine register A is used as an accumulator, and various addressing
modes like indexed, indirect, etc. are not used. As the simple language does not provide
subroutines, we do not need to use the SP and BP registers either.For each type of operation in
the 2-address intermediate code, the code generator outputs one or two VM1 instructions. They
are listed in Table 2.2.Table 2.2 Mapping from Intermediate code to VM1 codeIntermediateVM1
machine codecodegen actions and remarksINT opr1dataadrs,0,0,0,0,0loader will reserve and
clear this location.vartab[opr1]← dataadrsdataadrs++LET opr1 opr2txtadrs, LD/
LDI,0,0,0,opr2LD if opr2 is VAR or MATLDI if opr2 is NUMBERopr2 = matstart + opr2 or
datastart + opr2txtadrs++opr2 = matstart + opr2 or datastart + opr2txtadrs, ST,0,0,0,opr1opr1 =
datastart + opr1txtadrs++PRINT opr1txtadrs, LD/LDI,0,0,0,opr1LD if opr1 is VARLDI if opr1 is
NUMBERtxtadrs++txtadrs, ST,0,0,0,0txtadrs++READ opr1txtadrs, LD,0,0,0,0txtadrs++txtadrs,
ST,0,0,0,opr1txtadrs++OP,op opr1txtadrs, LD/LDI,0,0,0,opr1LD if opr1 is VAR or MATopr2LDI if
opr1 is NUMBERopr1 = matstart + opr1 or datastart + opr1txtadrs++txtadrs, op,0,0,0,opr2op is
ADD,SUB,MUL,DIVor their immd form if opr2 is NUMBERopr2 = matstart + opr2 or datastart +
opr2txtadrs++txtadrs, ST,0,0,0, matlmatl = matstart + linenotxtadrs++ENDtxtadrs,
HLT,0,0,0,txtstartLABEL opr1vartab[opr1] = txtadrsIF opr1txtadrs, LD,0,0,0,opr1opr1 = matstart
+ opr1 or datastart + opr1txtadrs++; push(txtadrs)txtadrs, JN,0,0,0,0the 0 address will be
replacedtxtadrs++GOTO opr1txtadrs, JMP,0,0,0, gotoadrsopr1 = vartab[opr1]gotoadrs = opr1 –
txtadrstxtadrs++FIopr1, JN,0,0,0,gotoadrsopr1 = pop()gotoadrs = txtadrs-opr1–1replace JN
instr as a JN “here”we are overwritingIntermediateVM1 machine codecodegen actions and
remarksINT opr1dataadrs,0,0,0,0,0loader will reserve and clear this location.vartab[opr1]←
dataadrsdataadrs++LET opr1 opr2txtadrs, LD/LDI,0,0,0,opr2LD if opr2 is VAR or MATLDI if opr2
is NUMBERopr2 = matstart + opr2 or datastart + opr2txtadrs++opr2 = matstart + opr2 or
datastart + opr2txtadrs, ST,0,0,0,opr1opr1 = datastart + opr1txtadrs++PRINT opr1txtadrs, LD/
LDI,0,0,0,opr1LD if opr1 is VARLDI if opr1 is NUMBERtxtadrs++txtadrs, ST,0,0,0,0txtadrs+



+READ opr1txtadrs, LD,0,0,0,0txtadrs++txtadrs, ST,0,0,0,opr1txtadrs++OP,op opr1txtadrs, LD/
LDI,0,0,0,opr1LD if opr1 is VAR or MATopr2LDI if opr1 is NUMBERopr1 = matstart + opr1 or
datastart + opr1txtadrs++txtadrs, op,0,0,0,opr2op is ADD,SUB,MUL,DIVor their immd form if
opr2 is NUMBERopr2 = matstart + opr2 or datastart + opr2txtadrs++txtadrs, ST,0,0,0, matlmatl
= matstart + linenotxtadrs++ENDtxtadrs, HLT,0,0,0,txtstartLABEL opr1vartab[opr1] = txtadrsIF
opr1txtadrs, LD,0,0,0,opr1opr1 = matstart + opr1 or datastart + opr1txtadrs++;
push(txtadrs)txtadrs, JN,0,0,0,0the 0 address will be replacedtxtadrs++GOTO opr1txtadrs,
JMP,0,0,0, gotoadrsopr1 = vartab[opr1]gotoadrs = opr1 – txtadrstxtadrs++FIopr1,
JN,0,0,0,gotoadrsopr1 = pop()gotoadrs = txtadrs-opr1–1replace JN instr as a JN “here”we are
overwritingIntermediateIntermediateVM1 machine codeVM1 machine codecodegen actions
and remarkscodegen actions and remarksINT opr1INT
opr1dataadrs,0,0,0,0,0dataadrs,0,0,0,0,0loader will reserve and clear this location.loader will
reserve and clear this location.vartab[opr1]← dataadrsvartab[opr1]← dataadrsdataadrs+
+dataadrs++LET opr1 opr2LET opr1 opr2txtadrs, LD/LDI,0,0,0,opr2txtadrs, LD/
LDI,0,0,0,opr2LD if opr2 is VAR or MATLD if opr2 is VAR or MATLDI if opr2 is NUMBERLDI if
opr2 is NUMBERopr2 = matstart + opr2 or datastart + opr2opr2 = matstart + opr2 or datastart +
opr2txtadrs++txtadrs++opr2 = matstart + opr2 or datastart + opr2opr2 = matstart + opr2 or
datastart + opr2txtadrs, ST,0,0,0,opr1txtadrs, ST,0,0,0,opr1opr1 = datastart + opr1opr1 =
datastart + opr1txtadrs++txtadrs++PRINT opr1PRINT opr1txtadrs, LD/LDI,0,0,0,opr1txtadrs, LD/
LDI,0,0,0,opr1LD if opr1 is VARLD if opr1 is VARLDI if opr1 is NUMBERLDI if opr1 is
NUMBERtxtadrs++txtadrs++txtadrs, ST,0,0,0,0txtadrs, ST,0,0,0,0txtadrs++txtadrs++READ
opr1READ opr1txtadrs, LD,0,0,0,0txtadrs, LD,0,0,0,0txtadrs++txtadrs++txtadrs,
ST,0,0,0,opr1txtadrs, ST,0,0,0,opr1txtadrs++txtadrs++OP,op opr1OP,op opr1txtadrs, LD/
LDI,0,0,0,opr1txtadrs, LD/LDI,0,0,0,opr1LD if opr1 is VAR or MATLD if opr1 is VAR or
MATopr2opr2LDI if opr1 is NUMBERLDI if opr1 is NUMBERopr1 = matstart + opr1 or datastart +
opr1opr1 = matstart + opr1 or datastart + opr1txtadrs++txtadrs++txtadrs, op,0,0,0,opr2txtadrs,
op,0,0,0,opr2op is ADD,SUB,MUL,DIVop is ADD,SUB,MUL,DIVor their immd form if opr2 is
NUMBERor their immd form if opr2 is NUMBERopr2 = matstart + opr2 or datastart + opr2opr2 =
matstart + opr2 or datastart + opr2txtadrs++txtadrs++txtadrs, ST,0,0,0, matltxtadrs, ST,0,0,0,
matlmatl = matstart + linenomatl = matstart + linenotxtadrs++txtadrs++ENDENDtxtadrs,
HLT,0,0,0,txtstarttxtadrs, HLT,0,0,0,txtstartLABEL opr1LABEL opr1vartab[opr1] =
txtadrsvartab[opr1] = txtadrsIF opr1IF opr1txtadrs, LD,0,0,0,opr1txtadrs, LD,0,0,0,opr1opr1 =
matstart + opr1 or datastart + opr1opr1 = matstart + opr1 or datastart + opr1txtadrs++;
push(txtadrs)txtadrs++; push(txtadrs)txtadrs, JN,0,0,0,0txtadrs, JN,0,0,0,0the 0 address will be
replacedthe 0 address will be replacedtxtadrs++txtadrs++GOTO opr1GOTO opr1txtadrs,
JMP,0,0,0, gotoadrstxtadrs, JMP,0,0,0, gotoadrsopr1 = vartab[opr1]opr1 = vartab[opr1]gotoadrs
= opr1 – txtadrsgotoadrs = opr1 – txtadrstxtadrs++txtadrs++FIFIopr1, JN,0,0,0,gotoadrsopr1,
JN,0,0,0,gotoadrsopr1 = pop()opr1 = pop()gotoadrs = txtadrs-opr1–1gotoadrs = txtadrs-opr1–
1replace JN instr as a JN “here”replace JN instr as a JN “here”we are overwritingwe are



overwriting Three VM1 memory address counters and some data areas are maintained by the
codegen ( ):txtadrs: Address where the next generated VM1 instruction will be positioned. This
counter is incremented on each generated instruction.dataadrs: Address where some data
specified by int declarations are positioned. This counter is incremented on each generated data
area allocation.matadrs: Address where temporary locations, known as the MAT locations, used
during the intermediate code generation, are located.stack: where the jump address used to
implement IF and GOTO are pushed and popped.vartab: An address array where the assigned
VM1 memory address of each of the variables is stored.The LABEL, GOTO, IF and FI require a
somewhat special treatment, because they can result in a forward jump in the target code. The
forward jumps are managed through use of an address stack. The semantics of our if statement
requires that if the value of the expression is non-negative, execute the sub-statement,
otherwise go to the next statement. This means we have to insert a Jump-if-Negative instruction
when an if is encountered. Unfortunately, we do not know the address to which this jump should
take place, as the matching FI may be several instructions in the forward direction. We insert a
zero address JN instruction and remember where it is positioned by pushing its address on a
stack. Later, when an FI is encountered, we pop the stack, and replace the old JN instruction
with a new one, with a proper address. As our loader for VM1 is a random address loader, this
can be easily achieved.The possibility of a forward LABEL is dealt with in a simple way. At the
beginning of the codegen ( ), a scan of the intermediate code is performed, and when a LABEL
is encountered we save the VM1 memory address where it occurred in the vartab. This is
possible to do, as we know how many instructions are generated for each type of operation in
the intermediate code. These lengths are stored in a data array instrlen. Later, when a GOTO is
encountered with that identifier as the label, we simply generate a JMP instruction with that
saved address. The jump addresses are adjusted with respect to the current instruction address,
as required by the semantics of VM1.The action of codegen for remaining intermediate code
operations is rather straightforward one-to-one mapping and should be clear from Table
2.2.2.2.5 Comments on the Compiled CodeThe compiled code for the example program was
executed on the VM1 simulator described in Section 2.3 and executed properly. If you compare
the “machine code” given there with the compiled code given in Section 2.2.4, you will notice
considerable differences, though both of them achieve exactly the same computation. The
compiled code is almost double the size of a code written by an expert VM1 programmer.The
most noticeable difference is in the use of unnecessary Load and Store instructions. If a
previous instruction has left a useful value in the A register, it is not necessary to load it again.
Removal of such redundant instructions is a kind of optimization, which a good real-life compiler
will definitely provide.Also, the Jump instructions can be trimmed – instead of JN … JMP …
sequence to encode if a goto loop; statement, we could have used a single JP instruction.In the
simple example that we took up as illustration, it is not very evident, but we could improve the
compiled code by utilizing the additional machine registers available and avoid using the
temporary memory locations to store values.We shall discuss these matters in more details in



later chapters on “Optimization”, Chapters 9 and 10.2.3 A Virtual Machine for SimpleThe virtual
machine VM1, given in C source code vml. c, executes a code given in VM1 “assembly”
language form. It has a live display, which shows contents of all the machine registers and some
portion of the memory, for execution of each instruction. It uses POSIX threads and ncurses, a
CRT text screen handling package, which optimizes the operations for repeated updates. See
Fig.2.4 for a typical display.VM1 Machine SimulatorIP: 10000 IR: ef000000 A: 2345 M :
0 BP: 0 SP: 2345500000a 501000c 54e0001 600000d 506000d ef000000 0 0 0 0
2345 1234 a 2345 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0Output: 4 IX1: a
IX2: 0 IX3: 0Fig.2.4 Typical display provided by VM1
simulatorThe structure and the machine code for VM1 were already described in Section 2.1.2.
The source code for the simulator, vml.c, is available elsewhere. The structure of the simulator is
shown in Fig.2.5 .Fig. 2.5 Structure of VM1 simulator. Two threads are running – cpumem and
displayFig. 2.5 Structure of VM1 simulator. Two threads are running – cpumem and displayThe
following are the major functions in the simulator:fetch( ) get the next instruction from the
memory as per IP.operand( ) get the operand (and its address) specified in the instruction
fetched.execute( ) execute the instruction just fetched with the operand obtained, then sleep for
a couple of seconds.load( ) used in the main( ) to load the machine code from a file.display( )
display registers and memory contents and wait till execute ( ) is ready for the next display. This
will be a few seconds before the next instruction.The simulator reads in the program file, having
one line per instruction and six fields containing hexadecimal values, separated by blank/s, as
shown below:<load addrss> <OP> <M> <RP> <R> <ADDRS>and then immediately starts
“executing” the program. The display changes dynamically as various values are put in the
machine registers.For our example program, the content of the machine program file is:0100
15 0 0 0 000A0101 06 0 0 0 01100102 06 0 0 0 00000103 05 0 0 0 01100104 12 0 0 0
10105 0A 0 0 0 FFFB0106 FF 0 0 0 01000110 0 0 0 0 0This is what an “experienced
machine language programmer” would write. Compare it with the output code of the
compiler.LOOKING FORWARDIn this chapter, we have discussed a simple language and its
compiler and a virtual machine VM1 which interprets the target language. Out of necessity, the
language and compiler were kept very simple and many issues of real-life programming
languages and their compilers were simply ignored.The various phases of the compiler were
“hand-coded” and no attempt was made to make them efficient or elegant.For developing
compilers for real-life languages, it is usual to use compiler writing tools. There are several of
them available, but we shall gradually introduce two of them – a Scanner generator lex and its



derivative flex, and a parser generator yacc (yet another compiler compiler) and its enhanced
version bison. Much of the tedium of writing a parser and to some extent semantic analysis can
be reduced by these tools as will be shown in the subsequent chapters. Just as the target
language code is a transformed version of the source code, the compiler itself is obtained by a
series of transformations from the grammar and semantic rules of the HLL. Many of these
transformations are deterministic and that is how compiler writing tools came into being.In the
rest of the chapters, we discuss theory and practice of lexical analyzers, syntax analyzers,
semantic analysis, enhanced grammars which aid semantic analysis, code generation options,
run-time environments, etc. As we go deeper into each of these topics, it will be necessary to
always keep the overall framework in mind, and it is hoped that the discussions in this chapter
will help in that direction.EXERCISESSome languages distinguish between keywords and
reserved words. Suppose we want to allow a keyword as an identifier under some
circumstances, how can it be done?We have a variable declaration statement int a, available in
the simple language. Will it not be better to have a declaration plus initialization like int a 15
which will not only reserve space for variable ‘a’ but also initialize it to a value 15? What changes
are required in the grammar, Scanner, parser and code generation to implement this?The if
statement has rather limited power, as no relational operators are available in simple. Suggest a
set of relational operators to be included in simple and investigate what modifications are
required in various phases of the compiler to implement them.How would you include array
variables in simple? Discuss how to use various addressing modes available in VM1 to
implement arrays. You will need to enhance grammar, Scanner, parser and codegen
also.Suppose you are told to include subroutine facility in simple language. Investigate if you can
do this with just the instruction set given. Would you like to have some additional instructions?
Some languages distinguish between keywords and reserved words. Suppose we want to allow
a keyword as an identifier under some circumstances, how can it be done?We have a variable
declaration statement int a, available in the simple language. Will it not be better to have a
declaration plus initialization like int a 15 which will not only reserve space for variable ‘a’ but
also initialize it to a value 15? What changes are required in the grammar, Scanner, parser and
code generation to implement this?The if statement has rather limited power, as no relational
operators are available in simple. Suggest a set of relational operators to be included in simple
and investigate what modifications are required in various phases of the compiler to implement
them.How would you include array variables in simple? Discuss how to use various addressing
modes available in VM1 to implement arrays. You will need to enhance grammar, Scanner,
parser and codegen also.Suppose you are told to include subroutine facility in simple language.
Investigate if you can do this with just the instruction set given. Would you like to have some
additional instructions?WEB RESOURCESGLOSSARYAccumulator is a special register in the
processor which takes part in almost all arithmetic and logical operations.Acyclic graph is a
graph without a cycle, i.e. a path from a vertex back to itself, possibly via a number of other
vertices.Alphanumeric characters are drawn from a set of alphabetic and numeric



characters.Backus-Naur Form See BNFBNF is a notation for context-free grammars, often used
to describe the syntax of computer programming languages, document formats, instruction sets
and communication protocols. Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) is extension of the basic
Backus-Naur Form (BNF).CRT – Cathode Ray Tube An older technology for graphical displays
such as TV and computer video Terminals.DAG Directed Acyclic GraphDescending is
decreasing order of some key elements in the data.Devanagari script is used for writing several
Indian languages like Sanskrit, Marathi, Hindi and also Nepali.Encode Allocates a code to a set
of data elements.Expression is a valid arrangement of variables, constants, operators and
factions.Hexadecimal base 16 positional number system.Indexed addressing involves adding,
possibly a multiple of, an integer index value to a base address, generally used for accessing an
array.Initialize Prepare the initial state of a program's variables, data structures, etc.Interpret a
statement means finding out what action the statement implies and execute that
action.Keywords have some specific semantic significance or meaning in the source language.
Keywords are usually also reserved words.Machine-dependent optimization methods try to
make the target code corresponding to the source program more efficient and less resource
hungry, using the techniques utilizing particular characteristics and facilities of the architecture of
the processor.Machine-independent optimization methods try to make the target code
corresponding to the source program more efficient and less resource hungry, using the
techniques independent of the architecture of the processor.Mapper is another name for
semantic analyzer. It converts or maps the parse tree into an Intermediate Representation.Meta-
literal is a symbol which belongs to a meta-language and stands for a particular construct in the
object language.Meta-variable a symbol which belongs to a meta-language and stands for
elements of some object language. For example, in the sentence “Let S1 and S2 be two
sentences of a language L” the symbols S1 and S2 are part of the meta-language in which the
statement about the object language L is written.Optimize is the process of modifying a program
to make some aspect of it work more efficiently or use fewer resources.Parser is another name
for the syntax analyzer, which identifies language elements like variables, numbers, keywords
and builds the parse tree.Parse tree is a representation of a statement of the source program in
the form of a tree, showing syntactical relationships between various tokens in the
statement.Pedagogic is related to teaching or training.POSIX – “Portable Operating System
Interface for Unix” A family of related standards specified by the IEEE to define the application
programming interface (API), along with shell and utility interfaces for software compatible with
variants of the Unix operating system, although the standard can apply to any operating
system.Reserved words are words or identifiers reserved for special use by the language
grammar. They must not be used as user variables in the source program.Right-iterative form of
a grammar contains production rules in which the RHS is in the form of iteration or repetition of
some part of the string on the right-hand end. For example, A → B {C}, where the braces indicate
indefinite numbers of times that C can be added.Right-recursive form of a grammar contains
production rules in which the RHS is in the form of recursion on the right-hand end. For example,



A → B A.Scanner is another name for a lexical analyzer. It breaks down source programs into the
language atoms, creates their internal representations and prepares a Symbol Table.Simulator
is a software which mimics the actions of a hardware which is not available, not present or not
being used.Threads of control flow are allowed by most modern operating systems, allowing
multiple streams of code being executed on the processor.Two-address instructions contain at
most two memory references.Unsigned-number is a number without the sign information,
always considered to be of positive value.White spaces are characters which are not seen in a
display or printout, especially space, tab and new-line. A compiler considers comments also as
white-spaces.3Lexical AnalyzerWhat you will learn in this chapterThe basic functions of a
ScannerThe relationship between a Scanner and the rest of the phases of a compilerHow to
implement ad hoc ScannersHow to implement Scanners based on FSM theoryRelationships
between Regular Expressions, FSMs and ScannersScanner writing tools – Lex and
FlexExample Scanner for a C-like languageSome initial treatment of the Symbol TableKey
Wordslexical analysis, Scanner, lex, flexIn this chapter, we discuss the first phase of a compiler –
the lexical analyzer or Scanner.Parsing is a general term meaning analyzing a sentence to arrive
at its syntactic structure. From theoretical viewpoint, lexical analysis is also parsing, only the
atoms of the language involved are at finer granularity.Table 3.1 Parsing: Scanner and
ParserItemScannerParserLanguage atomsCharactersTokensStructure soughtTokens for
identifiers, numbers, operatorsStatements, expressions,control constructsUsual
grammarRegularCFGUsual acceptorFSMPDAAlthough a typical programming language
contains several context-sensitive rules, e.g. identifier types, goto labels, number of arguments
in a functions, etc., there is no known parsing algorithm for context-sensitive grammars. We
therefore define the programming languages in terms of regular (Chomsky type 3) and context-
free (Chomsky type 2) grammars (Appendix A) and use context-sensitive rules separately while
performing the semantic analysis.We shall assume that the reader has some background in
formal languages and Automata, but it is strongly suggested that the material in Appendix A be
reviewed. We have defined and explained some of the terms – sentential form, phrase, simple
phrase and handle – used in the discussion of parsing in Section A.5.2.We shall see the full
details of parsing in Chapter 4 on Parser.3.1 ScannerThe job of a Scanner or lexical analyzer is
identifying low-level language constructs – language atoms like identifiers, keywords, numbers,
operators, string literals, etc. As these constructs can be represented as regular languages, a
Scanner design is based on regular expressions and uses a finite-state machine as its
implementation model.The basic scanning process is a character-by-character examination of
the input source code and identifying the tokens. A real Scanner will have to do several further
jobs, first of which is to supply an internal representation of the atoms, called tokens, to the next
phase – the parser. Consider a grammar for an arithmetic expression.Fig. 3.1 Phases of a
compiler: ScannerE −> E + T | TT −> T * F | FF −> ( E ) | iThis grammar is for syntax analysis and
considers ‘i’ as a Terminal atom. To write the full grammar we would have to write the grammar to
detect the identifier atom written as ‘i’:I −> I | IL | IDL −> a | b | … | zD −> 0 | 1 | … | 9This is the



grammar for the lexical analysis or the Scanner, which will detect the identifier atoms in the
source code and supply to the parser only a token ‘i’ whenever one ‘I’ is detected. It will also
create a Symbol Table of the identifiers. There are two possible implementations for a Scanner:A
separate pass: generates an intermediate file of uniform symbols (tokens), for the Parser.As a
co-routine: (or sub-routine) it is called by the parser whenever a next token is needed.The
following are the advantages of the sub-routine method:The complete token list for the whole of
the source code need not be stored.Multiple Scanners are possible, depending upon some
detected syntax construct.Scanners can get feed-back from the parser to handle some difficult
languages like FORTRAN. Consider two FORTRAN statements: DO11I=1.5 and DO11I = 1,5.
Both are valid in FORTRAN, but the Scanner will have to identify DO 11 I as separate atoms in
the second case.Fig. 3.2 Two ways in which a Scanner can interact with the parser: (a) Scanner
creates an intermediate file of token-list; (b) Parser uses the Scanner as a procedure and calls it
when a token is neededGenerally, in order to avoid the complexity introduced by the above-
mentioned problem, most of the programming languages use a space character as a delimiter
and restrict the use of the keywords severely.3Lexical AnalyzerWhat you will learn in this
chapterWhat you will learn in this chapterThe basic functions of a ScannerThe relationship
between a Scanner and the rest of the phases of a compilerHow to implement ad hoc
ScannersHow to implement Scanners based on FSM theoryRelationships between Regular
Expressions, FSMs and ScannersScanner writing tools – Lex and FlexExample Scanner for a C-
like languageSome initial treatment of the Symbol TableThe basic functions of a ScannerThe
relationship between a Scanner and the rest of the phases of a compilerHow to implement ad
hoc ScannersHow to implement Scanners based on FSM theoryRelationships between Regular
Expressions, FSMs and ScannersScanner writing tools – Lex and FlexExample Scanner for a C-
like languageSome initial treatment of the Symbol TableKey WordsKey Wordslexical analysis,
Scanner, lex, flexlexical analysis, Scanner, lex, flexIn this chapter, we discuss the first phase of a
compiler – the lexical analyzer or Scanner.Parsing is a general term meaning analyzing a
sentence to arrive at its syntactic structure. From theoretical viewpoint, lexical analysis is also
parsing, only the atoms of the language involved are at finer granularity.Table 3.1 Parsing:
Scanner and ParserItemScannerParserLanguage atomsCharactersTokensStructure
soughtTokens for identifiers, numbers, operatorsStatements, expressions,control
constructsUsual grammarRegularCFGUsual acceptorFSMPDAItemScannerParserLanguage
atomsCharactersTokensStructure soughtTokens for identifiers, numbers, operatorsStatements,
expressions,control constructsUsual grammarRegularCFGUsual
acceptorFSMPDAItemItemScannerScannerParserParserLanguage atomsLanguage
atomsCharactersCharactersTokensTokensStructure soughtStructure soughtTokens for
identifiers, numbers, operatorsTokens for identifiers, numbers, operatorsStatements,
expressions,control constructsStatements, expressions,control constructsUsual grammarUsual
grammarRegularRegularCFGCFGUsual acceptorUsual acceptorFSMFSMPDAPDAAlthough a
typical programming language contains several context-sensitive rules, e.g. identifier types, goto



labels, number of arguments in a functions, etc., there is no known parsing algorithm for context-
sensitive grammars. We therefore define the programming languages in terms of regular
(Chomsky type 3) and context-free (Chomsky type 2) grammars (Appendix A) and use context-
sensitive rules separately while performing the semantic analysis.We shall assume that the
reader has some background in formal languages and Automata, but it is strongly suggested
that the material in Appendix A be reviewed. We have defined and explained some of the terms
– sentential form, phrase, simple phrase and handle – used in the discussion of parsing in
Section A.5.2.We shall see the full details of parsing in Chapter 4 on Parser.3.1 ScannerThe job
of a Scanner or lexical analyzer is identifying low-level language constructs – language atoms
like identifiers, keywords, numbers, operators, string literals, etc. As these constructs can be
represented as regular languages, a Scanner design is based on regular expressions and uses
a finite-state machine as its implementation model.The basic scanning process is a character-
by-character examination of the input source code and identifying the tokens. A real Scanner will
have to do several further jobs, first of which is to supply an internal representation of the atoms,
called tokens, to the next phase – the parser. Consider a grammar for an arithmetic
expression.Fig. 3.1 Phases of a compiler: ScannerFig. 3.1 Phases of a compiler: ScannerE −> E
+ T | TT −> T * F | FF −> ( E ) | iThis grammar is for syntax analysis and considers ‘i’ as a
Terminal atom. To write the full grammar we would have to write the grammar to detect the
identifier atom written as ‘i’:I −> I | IL | IDL −> a | b | … | zD −> 0 | 1 | … | 9This is the grammar for
the lexical analysis or the Scanner, which will detect the identifier atoms in the source code and
supply to the parser only a token ‘i’ whenever one ‘I’ is detected. It will also create a Symbol
Table of the identifiers. There are two possible implementations for a Scanner:A separate pass:
generates an intermediate file of uniform symbols (tokens), for the Parser.As a co-routine: (or
sub-routine) it is called by the parser whenever a next token is needed.A separate pass:
generates an intermediate file of uniform symbols (tokens), for the Parser.As a co-routine: (or
sub-routine) it is called by the parser whenever a next token is needed.The following are the
advantages of the sub-routine method:The complete token list for the whole of the source code
need not be stored.Multiple Scanners are possible, depending upon some detected syntax
construct.Scanners can get feed-back from the parser to handle some difficult languages like
FORTRAN. Consider two FORTRAN statements: DO11I=1.5 and DO11I = 1,5. Both are valid in
FORTRAN, but the Scanner will have to identify DO 11 I as separate atoms in the second
case.The complete token list for the whole of the source code need not be stored.Multiple
Scanners are possible, depending upon some detected syntax construct.Scanners can get feed-
back from the parser to handle some difficult languages like FORTRAN. Consider two
FORTRAN statements: DO11I=1.5 and DO11I = 1,5. Both are valid in FORTRAN, but the
Scanner will have to identify DO 11 I as separate atoms in the second case.Fig. 3.2 Two ways in
which a Scanner can interact with the parser: (a) Scanner creates an intermediate file of token-
list; (b) Parser uses the Scanner as a procedure and calls it when a token is neededFig. 3.2 Two
ways in which a Scanner can interact with the parser: (a) Scanner creates an intermediate file of



token-list; (b) Parser uses the Scanner as a procedure and calls it when a token is
neededGenerally, in order to avoid the complexity introduced by the above-mentioned problem,
most of the programming languages use a space character as a delimiter and restrict the use of
the keywords severely.
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can ökçelik, “Five Stars. Contains nice and useful examples. Good job..”

Ruslan, “Five Stars. easy and clear”

Michael Sullivan, “Five Stars. Not perfect .... but helpful”

Ebook Library Reader, “If you have ever seen the wall sausage advert then .... If you have ever
seen the wall sausage advert then "thank you for the sausages". Also thank you for gimple.”

M. Friedl, “You are no software engineer, if.... My generation has its heroes. One of them is
certainly Niklaus Wirth and his 'Compiler Construction' is among the most read and meanwhile
much-thumbed and coffee stained books I have and yes, my first parser ate "PL/0" and there
were a lot of BEGINs and ENDs in my code. Honestly, I have not build too many compilers in my
professional career, but still I do my programs with pencil and paper, jotting some EBNF
expressions, flow diagrams, state machines or simply structures before producing any source
code. I often write scanners and parsers. We all do, don't we?Compiler construction today is a
wide field and with rising complexity of programming languages there is an evolution. I felt it was
about time to get a fresh-up and thus I picked this digital edition. In brief: India emits hundreds or
thousands of remarkable software developers and there seems to be a good explanation: Profs.
Dave and Dave have proofed in their book that complex matters can be taught without depriving
the students of a sound background. Of course, you must know Chromsky; albeit while being
concise they still provide enough of a theoretical baseline, which really helps to develop an in-
depth view of code scanning, parsing, code generation and the tools being appropriate for the
distinct tasks. And real computers.Dave&Dave present a mildly complex subset of C, calling it
miniC, serving as the student's shop window dummy, which need to be clothed. Step-by-step
the books leads through all the stages of compiler making, showing pitfalls, giving guidelines for
good-programming practice and last but not least, entertains the reader well.Will a beginner
benefit from this book? I can't tell, being in IT business now for decades but certainly the
authors' didactic approach looks good to me. I mentioned PL/0 - I am sure that this book will do
the same for future IT specialists that N. Wirth did for me.And how about advanced readers?
This book clearly is far more than a primer. Of course the authors mention Fortran, Cobol and
the good old days, when "booting" had a most physical meaning. Nevertheless, you will find
FORTH, Perl, PROLOG, finally Java and how to write a compiler using it. Virtual machines,
Intermediate code? All in. So you are not building compilers? Buy this book anyway. You are no
software engineer - if you have never build a compiler.”

The book by Larry Pace has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 13 people have provided feedback.
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